Thought what the use of making them there sometimes a perfectly logical explanation for it - moon, airplane, helicopter. I must add that being a former pilot, I had got to run across an aircraft like this one. Then when the red disc appeared I tried to make a joke of it to myself, "You encounter of the third kind - very funny house, you know you don't believe in these things." Then I, I had the feeling that the red disc would see me with its blue center it looked like an eye. I wanted to wake some one up but couldn't cold sweat, heart racing etc. I don't think I have ever felt so frightened by anything. It was a very eerie feeling. The entire distance from the highway to town probably took about 3 minutes or less, it seemed like hours. When I got to the church corner it appeared to be about 120° angle in relation to it. So it was straight up and it was quite near the shoreline, maybe 2000 feet altitude (very rough estimate). Then I asked Beryl to wake up & look at this, quick, having gotten ahead of myself somewhat. In order for her to see it she had to lean out of the seat and look up through the windshield, while she was doing that it vanished. Just disappeared.
There was some fog in the sky but very shallow. There were stars and a few northern lights. At this point, one begins to try to deduce what this is. I had concluded that it wasn't the moon because of the light. I had to drive very slowly because of the ice. Then the light stopped moving. The moon-shaped object grew into a full-moon shaped round light not really shining, but quite a bit like the moon-yellowish while. Then moving out from behind it came a red glowing disc with a blue glowing center. So how we have a lighted wisp of long red legs, a moon-like disc, and a red, blue centered disc. Then the whole issue moved forward away and stopped. It moved very rapidly in a westerly direction. Then the red disc shifted forward in a slow motion type of way, back behind, into the moon-like disc and the moon-like one went back the way it had been when I first saw it. The discs had caught up to the definite shaped leg wisp. Then also, at this time, appeared to be some kind, of exhaust trail behind it. Then it performed the entire process over again twice.

Now, my reaction to this went through quite a series of changes. First of all, all the other occupants of the car were sleeping. At first I
This time I had gotten up from bed to let the cats out the kitchen door. Directly in my line of vision, probably slightly north of east over my father-in-law's hay shed, but behind it over the lake at about 120° vertical (or more) was a large white light shining like a Star, but bigger. It was triangular. A triangle and seemed to pulsate. There were red-type sparks or beams coming off the top point. The triangle would flare out then go roundish. It appeared to be settling down in a swinging degree of motion like a sheet of paper that had been released in the air. It was lowering. Then I started back to go tell my husband, then turned back again to look and make sure I wasn't seeing things. It was still there. When I told him he said it was still there at 6:00 am when the alarm rang that he would see it. (He doesn't like to be waken up by anything!) So I went back to bed and got up at 6:00 and it then looked like just a very bright star but had moved about 45° around the sky and was much higher in the sky. My husband saw it then I agreed that it couldn't possibly be a star as it looked big and close. Very bright.
It kept rising higher into the sky and getting smaller and seemed to have a fog or more around it. We looked at it through binoculars and it was a definite object. (This was about 7 a.m.)
The light through the binoculars was glaring, like molten steel, and very white. We watched it until 8:45. It was then longer than the stars. At 9:00 a.m. it had disappeared because of cloud cover.

Dec 14.

Some one as above, since we got up a little later we saw it at about the same time, in previous description and also followed the same path as the day before.
not showing actual movement but changes in appearance

5:30 a.m.

Hayshed

departure path

6:00 a.m.

Hayshed

through binoculars

with light dark spark
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FM CFB CHATHAM
TO RDCW/NDHO OTTAWA
INFO RCP/IRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
PT
UNCLAS PATCO 56
NDHO FOR NDCC, NRC FOR ELECTRICA
SUBJ/UFED REPORT
REF: CPHQ 71-1
A. 302210Z OCT 78
B. 100 SCT VIS 15
C. 2LT QUICK SH, OFFICERS MESS, CFB CHATHAM
D. CONTROL TOWER, CFB CHATHAM
E. WO DOUGET JW, PTE BROWN CL
F. BRIGHT STAR-LIKE LIGHT WHICH MOVED ACROSS THE SKY FROM SOUTH
WEST TO EAST OF CHATHAM NE, IT STARTED AT THE HORIZON, MOVED
ACROSS THE SKY TO THE SOUTH OF CHATHAM AND DISAPPEARED FROM SIGHT
TO THE EAST, SOUTH OF CHATHAM, OBJECT WAS ABOUT 70 DEGREES TO THE
HORIZONTAL.
G. FOUR MINUTES

PAGE 2 RCECL G051 UNCLAS
H. OBJECT WAS OBSERVED BY CREW OF A HELICOPTER FLYING LOCAL, HELO
ATTEMPTED BUT FAILED TO ESTABLISH ALTITUDE OF THE OBJECT, NOTHING
OBSERVED ON CHATHAM, MONCTON OR NORTH BAY RADAR
ET
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SQN OTT

ENGINEERING DIVISION
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NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTRE

ATT: METEOR CENTRE

BOM90 REPORT OF U.F.O. SIGHTING IN CATALINA. TRINITY BAY, Nfld. at 00:06 10-31. Sky at the time was very clear. The sighting was observed by Mrs. Irene Lodge, Mr. John Jeans, Mr. David Lodge and Mr. Albert Haynes, all of CATALINA. Observers were located on the shore road in CATALINA. Description of sighting is as follows: OVAL SHAPED WITH FLASHING LIGHTS - RED, BLUE AND PURPLE. Altitude estimated at approx. 8000 FT. Above the Harbour in CATALINA. Observation was for approx. 15 minutes, when it disappeared it just went straight up into the sky. It is felt that this may have some connection with the recent sighting on Random Island near Clareville, Trinity Bay, Nfld. Witnesses were interviewed shortly after sighting. No indication of Alcohol or anything else that may have influenced the sighting.

CST: K.P. SPEARNS, BONAVISTA DETACHMENT

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA
CONSEIL NATIONAL DE RECHERCHES DU CANADA
NRC DEE OTT

COMM 509 OTT
P 311477Z OCT 78
FM CFR OPS TRENTON
TO RCGW/NDOC OTTAWA
RCOPRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA

UNCLAS ROPS 404
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A: 31071OZ OCT 78
B: CLEAR
C: CONSTABLE POLLARD SHARBOT LAKE OPP RELAYED FROM BONITA BEATTIE LOT 14 CONCESSION 1 SHARBOT LAKE 279-2707 HELENE RIDDLE LOT 13 CONCESSION 1 SHARBOT LAKE 279-2521
D: HIGHWAY 38 NORTH OF TICHBORNE (SHARBOT LAKE)
E: WHILE DRIVING ON HIGHWAY 38 THE TWO WOMEN SAW WHAT APPEARED TO BE A SMALL PLANE WITH RED AND GREEN LIGHTS AT TREE TOP LEVEL - 50 YARDS DISTANCE. IT FOLLOWED THE CAR - FLIPPED OVER SHOWING MANY BRIGHT LIGHTS. TURNED AND DOVE AT THEM SCARING THEM BADLY. SHAPE WAS LIKE A GUITAR PICK. WOMEN WERE STILL SHAKEN UP ONE HALF HOUR LATER. RELIABILITY OF WITNESS - ONE WAS WIFE OF OPP MEMBER
F: POSSIBLE FLT QUEEN AIR MONTREAL TO TORONTO DEPARTED MONTREAL AT 0428Z - COULD HAVE BEEN AT SHARBOT LAKE AT TIME OF SIGHTING

* NRC DEE OTT
TO: THE NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, METEOR CENTER,

CLAI15

AT 2145 HOURS ON 76-11-01 MRS. AUDREY ELLIS REPORTED A UFO SIGHTING IN THE AREA OF LETHBRIDGE, NFld. THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED OBJECT WAS WITNESSSED BY WAYNE PENNEY, AGE 98, ROLAND ELLIS, AGE 36, AND ROBERT BAILEY, AGE 20. THESE OBJECTS (THERE WERE 2) ARE DESCRIBED AS ROUND SHAPED, RED, GREEN, BLUE AND YELLOW LIGHTS. THE ALTITUDE WAS DESCRIBED AS BEING "CLOSE TO THE STARS". THESE OBJECTS WERE OBSERVED WITH THE AID OF BINOCULARS. THE SKY WAS CLEAR AT THE TIME AND THESE OBJECTS APPEARED TO MOVE AROUND AND THEN STOP. THEY WERE OBSERVED FOR APPROXIMATELY THREE HOURS.

CLARENVILLE DETACHMENT
Mrs. Audrey ELLIS  
Report of UFO Sighting  
Lethbridge, Nfld. - 78-11-01

At 2145 hours on 78-11-01, Mrs. Audrey ELLIS, reported a UFO sighting in the area of Lethbridge, Nfld. The following described object was witnessed by Wayne PENNEY, age 28, Roland ELLIS, age 36, and Robert BAILEY, age 20. These objects (there were 2) are described as round shaped, red, green, blue and yellow lights. The altitude was described as being "close to the stars." These objects were observed with the aid of binoculars.

The sky was clear at the time and these objects appeared to move around and then stop. They were observed for approximately three hours.

Signed

C.E. Davis, Cst.  
Clarenville Detachment.
At 2145 hours on 78-11-01, Mrs. Audrey ELLIS, reported a UFO sighting in the area of Lethbridge, Hfd. The following described object was witnessed by Wayne PENNET, age 28, Roland ELLIS, age 36, and Robert BAILEY, age 20. These objects (there were 2) are described as round shaped, red, green, blue and yellow lights. The altitude was described as being "close to the stars." These objects were observed with the aid of binoculars.

The sky was clear at the time and these objects appeared to move around and then stop. They were observed for approximately three hours.

L.H.R., 3/Sgt.
Det.
AIRCRAFT FOR Ops Center. NRC FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 0945Z NOV 78
B. CLEAR
C. CECIL HOGAN
D. 42 HOBNETT DRIVE GANDER NL
E. GANDER TOWER PERSONNEL RCP CONST CLAIR
F. ROUND HAI IN COLOUR FLASING LIGHTS ONE OBJECT ALT UNKNOWN
NO SOUND
G. 35 MIIH

PAGE 2 RECEP 0006 UNCLAS
H. OBJECT EAST OF THE AIRPORT NOT OBSERVED ON TOWER RADAR
Q1254Z RCP CONST ANDREWS ADVISES OBJECT REAPPEARED, GANDER,
TOWER REPORTS OBJECT IS VERY BRIGHT AND ALMOST GONE. COULD BE SEEN BY
LOOKING SOUTH TOWARD TRANS CANADA HIGHWAY
CO 226 HER SBN RECEIVED CALL FROM MR JACK BARRY OF CLARENVILLE
Q1256Z NOV STATING HE WAS CALLING AS CONCERNED CITIZEN/EX MILITARY
AND VOICING CONCERN FOR PUBLIC IN CLARENVILLE. APPARENTLY
UFO SIGHTINGS HAVE BEEN VERY F 0RENT, MANY MORE THAN REPORTED
PEOPLE OF CLARENVILLE ARE WONDERING IF THE MILITARY ARE GOING TO
INVESTIGATE, CO 226 SBN INFORMED MR BARRY THAT NO MILITARY
INVESTIGATION WILL BE UNDERTAKEN EXCEPT ON DIRECTION BY HIGHER
HEADQUARTERS. FURTHER ADVISED HIM I WOULD FORWARD HIS CONCERN IN MY
REPORT
I
SO006
NRC OTT

RCMP GFNF
PRIORITY GFNF 78NOV02 UNCLAS (RELAY)

PRIORITY GNDR 78NOV02 UNCLAS

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL - METEOR CENTRE
INFO OC GANDER SUB/DIVISION

GAN168 (1) U.F.O. SIGHTING 78NOV01, 2330 HOURS. STANDARD NFLD.
TUME (2) CLEAR SKY; GOOD VISABILITY (3) CPL JC GALLANT
CST JA AUGUSTINE CST SA CAINES RCMP POLICE GANDER DETACHMENT
GANDER, NFLD. (4) RCMP MEMBERS LOCATED ON TC HIGHWAY APPROX
3 MILES EAST OF GANDER, NFLD. LIONEL TEED AND ROBERT GILBERT, AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS, GANDER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT WERE ON DUTY IN
TOWER. CECILIA HOGAN, 48 BENNETT DRIVE, GANDER, NFLD. OBSERVED
U.F.O. FROM HER HOME. (5) LIONEL TEED, 31 PINEDO AVE., GANDER,
NFLD. ROBERT GILBERT, 131 BENNETT DRIVE, GANDER, NFLD. CECILIA
HOGAN, 48 BENNETT, GANDER, NFLD. (6) CECILIA HOGAN STATES OBJECT
ROUND WITH SMALL BLUE WINDOWS AND PRODUCING STRANGE NOISE. RCMP
MEMBERS UNSURE OF SHAPE BUT COULD CLEARLY SEE ORANGE AND RED
FLASHING LIGHTS, AND A VERY BRIGHT BLUE LIGHT. CECILIA HOGAN
REPORTS OBJECT VERY LOW WHEN SHE OBSERVED SAME. RCMP MEMBERS STATE
OBJECT QUITE HIGH AND EAST OF GANDER. RCMP MEMBERS OBSERVED OBJECT
IN STATIONARY POSITION FOR APPROX TEN MINUTES AND THEN IT APPEARED
TO GAIN ALTITUDE AND FADE FROM SIGHT. IT REAPPEARED BRIEFLY THEN
DISAPPEARED TO THE EAST.

GANDER DET.
PP RC-89
DE RCEP 0001 0 0:16:33
F R.

P R CE 2045 
IN 1126 RADAR RUN WALLER TO RCNSD/NDRC OTTAWA

RCNSD/NDRC AIR COMMAND VACATION

REC1/LD/AC/DO MOORING NORTH DAY
INFO RCNSD/NDRC OTTAWA

UNCLAS TWO O.

NDRC FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING DIVISION
AIRCEN FOR OCE CENTER
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

REF: CFAO 74-1
A. CA 0028 NOV 76
B. CLEAR SKY
C. 12 AND 144 HARVEY WATERFRONT OF MAIN STREET; GLENWOOD, NEWFOUNDLAND
D. WEST OF GLENWOOD OBJECT STATIONED OVER SALMON TIDE
E. NIL
F. SHAPE OF AN ARROW, GREEN, RED, YELLOW, WHITE AND

PAGE 2 RCEP 0001 UNCLAS

ROYAL BLUE, APPROXIMATELY 10,000 FEET, MOVES FROM SIDE TO SIDE AND UP AND DOWN. MOVED TOWARD
GANDER RIVER AND THEN RETURNED. ONE OBJECT.
G. TWENTY MINUTES
H. OBJECT FADED AWAY WHEN A CAR PASSED BY.
OBJECT STILL VISIBLE WHEN WRITING IN THEIR REPORT.
NRC OTT
1/3 PRIORITY GBAY 06NOV UNCLAS

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
INFO B DIV. LABRADOR SUB/DIV

GB565 APPROX. 0140 ATLANTIC TIME 78NOV06 U.F.O. SIGHTED
HAPPY VALLEY/GOOSE BAY, LABRADOR, NEWFOUNDLAND.

SKY CONDITIONS: OVERCAST

OBSEIVERS: ELDER MESSER - 2 ROYAL AVE. HAPPY VALLEY/GOOSE BAY
JIM BROWN - COURTE REAL RD., HAPPY VALLEY/GOOSE BAY
CHICKY MESSER - 2 ROYAL AVE., HAPPY VALLEY/GOOSE BAY
JACKIE MATTHEWS - HAPPY VALLEY/GOOSE BAY

ALL FOUR WITNESSES WERE DRIVING AROUND THE AREA AT TIME OF
SIGHTING. IT WAS IN GENERAL DIRECTION OF NORTH WEST.

DESCRIPTION: TWO FLASHING BLUE LIGHTS; A STRING OF YELLOWISH
LIGHTS RIGHT AROUND OBJECT. IT STOPPED TWICE AND
AND IT CAME TOWARD CAR WHICH PEOPLE WERE IN; MESSER
FLASHED HIS CAR LIGHTS AND THE OBJECT FLASHER ITS
LIGHTS IN TIME WITH MESSER'S CAR LIGHTS. THEN ALL
LIGHTS ON THE OBJECT WERE SWITCHED OFF EXCEPT FOR A
BRIGHT BLUE LIGHT WHICH IT FLASHED. IT WAS SHAPED LIKE
A SAUCER. MESSER SAID IT SEEMED TO TRAVEL AT VARIOUS
SPEEDS. IT LEFT THE AREA TOWARDS WHAT IS KNOWN AS
SPRUCE PARK. A RESIDENTIAL AREA.

THERE WAS A PLANE IN THE AREA. HOWEVER WITNESSES STATED THEY HAD
SEEN IT BUT SAID THEY SAW A U.F.O. AS WELL.

IT WAS WATCHED FOR APPROX. 10 MINUTES. APPROX 800 TO 300 YARDS
UP.

HV GOOSE BAY DET

NRC OTT
0
Further to our priority Telex No: GB 565 dated 78 NOV 06, an additional investigation has been conducted. The four observers were contacted and statements obtained.

2. These four statements are attached as:
   - APPENDIX "A" - Statement of Eldred MESSHER
   - APPENDIX "B" - Statement of Pauline MESSHER
   - APPENDIX "C" - Statement of James BROWN
   - APPENDIX "D" - Statement of Jacquelyn MATTHEWS.

3. During the time of this sighting, a number of sightings had taken place in the Clarenville, Nfld., area. There was a great deal of publicity; as a result of which, people were seeing all sorts of objects which were later identified as stars.

4. One of these objects was pointed out to myself and viewed. The object was stationary and was seen in the same spot for several nights during the observation period. It did appear to have white, red and blue lights on it. Several of these objects were seen by the writer and by other people. They were in different locations and all were stationary. At the time of this particular sighting, the members of the Detachment on patrol did not sight the reported object.

5. The four witnesses are not known as to their reliability. They all appeared knowledgeable and gave basically the same story. BROWN has problems with his eyesight - he has trouble distinguishing colors. MATTHEWS did not really take a long look at the object, as she stated she was afraid and, therefore, just looked at it once in a while. There were no confirmations of this sighting from anyone else in the area.

6. In view of the foregoing, no further action will be taken at this point unless requested.

"CONCLUDED HERE."

P/wd. & S/Sgt. (W.C.S.)
1/c Det.

National Research Council of Canada/
Consell national de recherches du Canada
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"There was me, my wife Chickie, Jim BROWN and his girlfriend Jackie MATTHEWS, just out riding around. We turned up on Corte Real.
That's when Chickie looked up and said 'What's that?'. I kept going ahead to get clear of a street light and then I pulled off onto the side of the road. I saw two bright blue lights flashing. They seemed to be oh the bottom. It seemed to be heading in a North West direction. Then I chased it towards the Centennial Centre. When on the back road, the object stopped and then I stopped. I started to flash the car lights and the object did the same. The blue lights were flashing. It seemed to have a string of yellowish lights right around it. There was a red light on the top but it wasn't blinking very fast. Where it had stopped, it seemed to turn around and started to come towards the car. It started to come down lower, from an altitude of approximately 500 ft. to about 200 ft. It was roughly 1000 yards away. I knew it was not an aircraft because I could not hear any noise coming from it. The car was still running but it is very quiet when idling. When it came towards us, it stopped for a few seconds and then moved off to the left. It headed towards Spruce Park and then off towards the Docks. When it left, it turned off all of its' lights except for one bright flashing blue light and the red one.

When it went towards the Dock, I lost it in the lights. 'I don't know if it went up or down. The object travelled at various speeds. I did see an aircraft going towards the Base before I saw that object.

The sky had a slight overcast. This was about quarter to two in the morning. I was not drinking before, during, or after the sighting. The two women were nervous with what they saw. The object flashed its' lights at the same speed as I flashed the car lights."

WIT: Cst. J.R. BASKIN
1959 hours

SGD: Eldred A. MESHEN
"I was in a car with James BROWN, my sister Jackie MATTHEWS and Eldred MESHER. We were just driving around and we turned up Corte Real and were up by the Pentecostal Church. I looked up and said, 'I suppose that's a U.F.O.' At that time, when I first looked up and seen it, it was just a light. Everyone else saw it and we decided to follow it. The object went up towards the Centennial Centre so we followed it. At that time, Eldred was driving the car. He started blinking the car headlights on and off, high beam and low beam. The object stopped before we got to the Centennial Centre. We stopped as well. As Eldred flashed the car lights, the object flashed its lights at the same speed. Then, it seemed like the object turned around and came towards us. It had all its lights turned off except for one which seemed like a bright blue light. The object dropped and then came towards us. It came so close and stopped again. We were blinking lights and it was blinking lights at the same speed. That's when I told Eldred to shut off his lights because I didn't want it to come any closer. When the lights were off, it left. It went up towards Spruce Park. It was about two minutes before it disappeared. We watched the object for about ten minutes. When it left, it had a bright, red light on and flashing blue lights. The two blue lights were on the bottom. A red light was on the top. The dirty white lights were around it. The object seemed to be shaped like a plate on a plate. I am quite sure that it was not a plane. I don't drink. I was a little nervous with what I saw."

WIT: Cst. J.R. BASKIN

SGD: Chickie MESHER

2018 hours
STATEMENT OF: James Hubert BROWN (DOB: 56 MAR 26)
61 Palliser Crescent
Happy Valley, Labrador
1978 NOV 14

"I was driving around in my car with Eldred MESHER, Jackie MATTHEWS and Chickey MESHER. Eldred MESHER was driving. This was about quarter to two in the morning. We were just past the Pentecostal Church on Corte Real. I saw something up in the sky. It was shaped round or sphere like. It was all lights at first. The object started to move towards the Centennial Centre. It was moving slow. We decided to follow it. Eldred was flashing the car lights on and off and the object flashed its lights too.

When the object flashed its lights, it seemed to have only two lights on at the time. We drove so far and the thing just stopped all of a sudden. Then we stopped. The object turned around in one spot and came towards us very slow. When it stopped, it seemed like it turned. As it came towards the car, it seemed to be getting lower. Then it stopped again directly ahead of the car and was blinking one light. It was about 200 yards up by this time. It stopped there for about a minute or two and then it left. It was still going slow. When it went on the outside of Spruce Park, it seemed to disappear quite fast.

I could not hear any noise at all. It was a bit overcast that night. That object was not a plane. I am certain of that. I hadn't been drinking at the time - either before or after what I saw. I do have problems making out colors but my eyesight is good with my glasses. I was wearing my glasses at the time."

WIT: Cst. J.R. BASKIN

1905 hours

SGD: James BROWN

APPENDIX "C"
"I was with my boyfriend, Chickie and Eldred MESHER. The first part of the night we were looking for U.F.O.'s and we couldn't see them. And about twenty to two we were taking Chickie and Eldred home. Chickie looked up and she saw something and asked if it was a U.F.O. and Eldred said yes and we chased it up the Transmitter Road. We started blinking our car lights at it and it started coming towards us and blinking its lights too. I would only look at it now and then because I am pregnant and I was afraid. So the last I seen of it, it was up towards the Spruce Park area and it disappeared. It was down that low, I was in the back seat and all I had to do was look straight ahead and I could see it. It was round shaped. All I seen was a red light on the bottom, yellow lights around the sides and blue lights but I don't know where they were. I am certain it wasn't a plane or helicopter. I have never seen anything like it before. I wasn't drinking at the time.

WIT: Cst. J.R. BASKIN

2104 hours

SGD: Jackie MATTHEWS
1. On above noted date, c/n advised our office that his daughter, while visiting at a friend's residence, had seen what appeared to be a U.F.O. His daughter, Michele GINGERA, was at her friend's residence, Lori KIRCHOFER, when during the evening, the lights fluctuated two or three times. Mrs. KIRCHOFER jokingly stated that the reason for this was probably a U.F.O. Someone in the house went outside, came running back in stating that there was a U.F.O. above the house. Lori KIRCHOFER, Linda KIRCHOFER, and Michele GINGERA observed something above the house. This object with lights moved southwesterly over the town of Jasper.

2. The optionally noted advised this office that a Mr. Ken SWITALA had reported a similar incident on 78NOV05 and reported same to this office with regards to a U.F.O. Ken SWITALA's residence is 711 Maligne Avenue, Jasper, Alberta, 852-3854.

3. As per our Operational Manual 1.3.E.22.A., the following information was taken from the three persons at the KIRCHOFER residence who saw the alleged U.F.O. Attached as per Appendix "A" is a data sheet on three subjects' observations of the alleged U.F.O.

4. No further sightings of U.F.O. have been reported to this office as of this date. Should you require additional information, addresses and phone numbers are on the attached data sheets. No further action taken by this office.

[Signature]
(B.D.)S/Sgt.
i/c Det.

[Signature]
(D.B. OSBORNE) Cst.
Jasper Detachment
ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE - GENDARMERIE ROYALE DU CANADA

1. On above noted date, c/n advised our office that his daughter, while visiting at a friend's residence, had seen what appeared to be a U.F.O. His daughter, Michele GINGERA, was at her friend's residence, Lori KIRCHOFER, when during the evening, the lights fluctuated two or three times. Mrs. KIRCHOFER jokingly stated that the reason for this was probably a U.F.O. Someone in the house went outside, came running back in stating that there was a U.F.O. above the house. Lori KIRCHOFER, Linda KIRCHOFER, and Michele GINGERA observed something above the house. This object with lights moved south-westerly over the town of Jasper.

2. The captionally noted advised this office that a Mr. Ken SWITALA had reported a similar incident on 78Nov05 and reported same to this office with regards to a U.F.O. Ken SWITALA's residence is 711 Maligne Avenue, Jasper, Alberta, 852-3854.

3. As per our Operational Manual 1.3.E.22.A., the following information was taken from the three persons at the KIRCHOFER residence who saw the alleged U.F.O. Attached as per Appendix "A" is a data sheet on three subjects' observations of the alleged U.F.O.

4. No further sightings of U.F.O. have been reported to this office as of this date. Should you require additional information, addresses and phone numbers are on the attached data sheets. No further action taken by this office.

Ernie GINGERA
Compl. of U.F.O. Sighting
78 NOV 09
Jasper, Alberta

(B.G.J.)/Sgt.
I/c Det.

(D.B. OSBORNE)Cst.
Jasper Detachment
APPENDIX "A"

NAME: Michele GINGERA
ADDRESS: Box 388, Jasper, Alberta
TELEPHONE: 852-3536 DOB: 18AUG65

Please complete the following questions in longhand.

1. Date and time of sighting (include time zone).
   78 NOVEMBER 07, 8:25 p.m.

2. Condition of sky (clear, cloudy, hazy).
   The sky was very cloudy and it was raining hard.

3. Identity of observer.
   Michele GINGERA

4. Location of observer at time of sighting.
   We were on Geikie Street, right across from the church.

5. Identity of other persons who saw U.F.O.'s.
   Linda KIRCHHOFER & Lori KIRCHHOFER

6. Description of sighting (shape, colour, altitude, movement, number of objects).
   The shape was round, colour was green and red, movement - vertical and horizontal, alot higher than town, but lower than Signal Mtn.

7. Duration of observation.
   It lasted about 2 minutes and then disappeared.

8. Any other relevant information.
   We were at KIRCHHOFER's house when the lights went off and on three times and all the lights were out on Geikie Street. We left to go to the hockey game, beside church, Lori shouted "Look" - we turned around and saw something like a UFO. We stood and looked for a minute and
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then ran to KIRCHOFER's house. Mr. and Mrs. KIRCHOFER came outside but by then it was gone and the lights came back on.

THE END
Please complete the following questions in longhand.

1. Date and time of sighting (include time zone).
   Tuesday 78 November 07 about 8:30 p.m.

2. Condition of sky (clear, cloudy, hazy).
   The sky was fairly cloudy at the time.

3. Identity of observer.
   Lori KIRCHOFER

4. Location of observer at time of sighting.
   My home - 317 Geikie St. Jasper, Alberta

5. Identity of other persons who saw U.F.O.'s.
   Michele GINGERA, Linda KIRCHOFER
   Colleen KIRCHOFER (she just saw light flickering).

6. Description of sighting (shape, colour, altitude, movement, number of objects).
   It was a round, green object, jotting back and forth, there was only one object.

7. Duration of observation.
   The thing looked like it was flickering off and on really fast.

8. Any other relevant information.
   The thing had a touch of red around it (the outside of the object).
NAME: Linda Gail KIRCHHOFER
ADDRESS: Box 461, Jasper, Alberta
TELEPHONE: 852-4645   DOB: 05 JAN 60

Please complete the following questions in longhand.

1. Date and time of sighting (include time zone).
   07 NOVEMBER 07   8:30 p.m.

2. Condition of sky (clear, cloudy, hazy).
   cloudy

3. Identity of observer.
   Linda Gail KIRCHHOFER

4. Location of observer at time of sighting.
   317 Geikie Street, Jasper, Alberta

5. Identity of other persons who saw U.F.O.'s.
   Michele GINGERA, Lori KIRCHHOFER

6. Description of sighting (shape, colour, altitude, movement, number of objects).
   bluey, greenish yellow flashing light up by Signal Mtn. a large area

7. Duration of observation.
   not long

8. Any other relevant information.
   oval shaped
RCCVC/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCCVC/NRC OTTAWA
RCVBCA/AIRCOMM WINNIPEG
HUVRNLB/CINCINNATI PETERSON AFB COLORADO
RCCBL/ADENG NORTH BAY

AIRCOM FOR HQ OPS CENTER
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

REF: GFAO 71-1

A. 8 NOV 76 0015Z
B. CLEAR
C. AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
D. CFS GOOSE BAY (MAIN BASE)
E. MELVILLE RADAR STATION PERSONNEL
F. VISUAL SIGHTINGS WERE IN THE NORTHERN PART
OF NEMOSPHERE, ROUND CLOWING A FLASHING RED,
REPORT OF UFO SIGHTING ON 78-11-10 AT ABOUT 18:50 PM
ON THAT DATE A UFO WAS SPOTTED BY TWO LADIES IN OUR DET AREA
IT WAS A CLEAR NIGHT AND THE TWO LADIES THAT SAW THIS OBJECT WERE
A MISS PHYLIUS POWELL OF GOOSE COVE AND A MISS SHIRLEY MURRIN OF
ST ANTHONY NEWFOUNDLAND. MISS POWELL WAS DRIVING HER CAR AT THE
TIME ALONG ONE OF THE MAIN ROADS IN THE RURAL AREA FROM THE COMM
UNITY OF ST LUNAIRE Nfld. THE TWO LADIES DESCRIBED THE OBJECT
AS BEING A BRIGHT LIGHT WHICH CAME UP FROM BEHIND THEM AND THEN
ALONG THE PASSENGER SIDE OF THE CAR. IT LIGHTED UP THE INTERIOR
OF THE VEHICLE AND IT FOLLOWED THEM FOR A DISTANCE OF ABOUT 7 MILES
RIGHT INTO THE TOWN OF ST ANTHONY, WHERE IT THEN LEFT THEM AND WENT
UP INTO THE SKY. THEY DESCRIBED ITS SHAPE AS THAT BEING SIMILAR
TO A "SHOE SHOE", THE CENTER OF THE OBJECT WAS A BRIGHT LIGHT
YELLOW IN COLOUR AND THERE APPEARED TO BE REVOLVING COLOURED
LIGHTS AROUND THIS YELLOW LIGHT. THE COLOURS ON THE OUTSIDE
WERE GREEN, RED, AND WHITE. THEY OBSERVED THIS OBJECT FOR ABOUT
85 MINUTES. ALL THIS TIME IT FOLLOWED ALONG THE CAR AT A SPEED OF
ABOUT 85 MILES AN HOUR AS THIS WAS THE SPEED THAT MISS POWELL SAID
THAT SHE WAS DRIVING TO TRY AND GET AWAY FROM IT. THE PASSENGER
OF THE VEHICLE, MISS MOJOIN ALSO STATED THAT THE LIGHT FROM THIS
OBJECT WAS HOT AND THAT SHE COULD FEEL IT ON HER ARM WHICH SHE
SAID GOT NUMB FROM THE HEAT. THIS WAS ALL THE INFORMATION THAT
THEY COULD GIVE AND BOTH WERE VERY SERIOUS ABOUT THE WHOLE THING.

R

NRC OTT
NRC OTT
1 PRIORITY SNF 78-11-11 UNCLAS (RELAY)

N.C.R. METEOR CENTRE, OTTAWA
INFOI O.O. ST JOHNS SUB/DIVISION

TREAT AT APPROX. 1000 HRS ON 78-11-10 AN UNIDENTIFIED FLYING
OBJECT WAS SITED OVER HICKEYS HILL, TREPASSEY, Nfld. BY DONALD
WALSH (HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER FROM TREPASSEY, Nfld). WALSH
IMMEDIATELY REPORTED THE SIGHTING TO CSTS. NIPPARD AND POWER,
WHO ALSO VIEWED THE OBJECT AND REPORTED IT TO THE NCO 1/C CPL.
HILLIER. AT THE TIME OF THE SIGHTING THE SKY WAS CLEAR. A
DESC. OF THE OBJECT IS: SMALL, SHAPE UNIDENTIFIABLE WITH RED,
GREEN AND WHITE FLASHING LIGHTS. OBJECT WAS IN A STATIONARY
POSITION OVER HICKEYS HILL, TREPASSEY, Nfld. FOR APPROX 45
MINUTES. IT THEN MOVED TO THE WEST AND DISAPPEARED INTO THE
HORIZON. APPROXIMATELY FIVE (5) MINUTES LATER IT REAPPEARED
AND SEEMED TO DECREASE ALTITUDE EMITTING A SOMewhat BRIGHTER
WHITE LIGHT. THE OBJECT THEN GAINED ALTITUDE AND TRAVELLED
ACROSS THE SKY AT A VERY HIGH SPEED. THE OBJECT WAS VIEWED
FOR APPROXIMATELY 1 HOUR.

NCO 1/C TREPASSEY DET

NRC OTT
RCMP TELEX 016-4542

NRC OTT
P. O. Box 3900
Fredericton, N.B.
E2B 4Z8
November 28, 1978

National Research Council
Planetary Sciences Section
100 Sussex Drive
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0H6

Dear Sirs:

Re: Mrs. Edmond ROBICHAUD
Complaint of Seeing a U.F.O.
Acadie Siding, Kent Co., N.B.
78-11-12

Further to our Rogersville Detachment's telex #36 of 78-11-13, attached please find a further report and statements on this sighting.

Forwarded for your information.

Yours truly,

W. J. Hunter, Supt.
Office i/c "J" Div. C.I.B.

Attachment
On the above date Mrs Edmond ROBICHAUD called this office at approximately midnight stating that she had observed between 2300 hr and 2345 hr a strange flashing light in the sky.

2. The condition of the sky at the time was clear.

3. The observers at the time were in Mrs Edmond ROBICHAUD’s residence in Acadia Siding, three kilometers south of Rogersville, N.B.

4. It is the first time this incident occurred. The object was noticed travelling East and West and finally went upwards until it seemed to have changed into a star.

5. The luminosity of this object was bright red and bluish-green, flashing. The object was shaped circular but as it was approximately one mile from the observers a precise description was impossible to make.

6. Other witnesses were Larry ROBICHAUD and Sandra ROBICHAUD, children of Mrs Edmond ROBICHAUD.

7. On this date at approximately 1800 hr Lt. DEAN of C.F.B. Chatham was advised of this incident. He stated that approximately 2300 hrs a Vaudou plane travelled in the area that the U.F.O. was seen. But this particular plane doesn’t have blue or green lights. It has red light and the clearance lights are flashing. Radiogram no.: 56 was forwarded to National Research Council in Ottawa regarding this.

8. Please find attached statements of Mrs Edmond ROBICHAUD and Larry ROBICHAUD. Statement of Sandra ROBICHAUD not available as she is now in Saint John, N.B. If required statement will be obtained from her.

Last night around 11:00 p.m., my daughter, Sandra, said look at the plane. I said no it isn’t a plane, it’s a U.F.O. It was like some flashing lights; red and blue. It was like as if it was changing colours. We didn’t see any form. It was further than the hydro lines, more than a mile. It was going in the direction of East and West, it went up and at the end it looked like a star and it stopped in the sky. Around 1:00 a.m. when I went to bed it was there, it was a star.

Q. Did you ever see anything like that before?
A. No.

WIT: J.E.D. HACHE, Cat.  (SGD) Mrs. E. ROBICHAUD
Acadia Siding, N.B.
78 NOV 73
1707 hr

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT OF: Larry ROBICHAUD, (DB: 26 FEB 60),
Acadia Siding, N.B.

Last night I was watching T.V. when my sister said
what's that, a plane. I looked and said yes. Then I
came in the kitchen and they kept on watching it. And
then when I started watching, it moved East and then it
moved West and gradually climbed and after that I taught
it was a bright star.

Q. How long did it take from the first time you saw the
object to the time it stopped?
A. About ¾ of an hour.

Q. How was the object shaped like?
A. Circular, it was round and had red lights flashing
and bluish-green like blinking lights.

WIT: J.E.D. HACHE, Cat. (SGD), Larry ROBICHAUD
TIME ENDED: 1715 hr
Hrs Edmond ROBILLAUD
Complaint of seeing a U.F.O.
Acadie Siding, Kent Co., N.B. 12 Nov 76

78 NOV 12

On the above date Hrs Edmond ROBILLAUD called this office at approximately midnight stating that she had observed between 2300 hr and 2345 hr a strange flashing light in the sky.

2. The condition of the sky at the time was clear.

3. The observers at the time were in Hrs Edmond ROBILLAUD's residence in Acadie Siding, three kilometers south of Rogersville, N.B.

4. It is the first time this incident occurred. The object was noticed travelling East and West and finally went upwards until it seemed to have changed into a star.

5. The luminosity of this object was bright red and bluish-green, flashing. The object was shaped circular but as it was approximately one mile from the observers a precise description was impossible to make.

6. Other witnesses were Larry ROBILLAUD and Sandra ROBILLAUD, children of Hrs Edmond ROBILLAUD.

7. On this date at approximately 1800 hr Lt. HEAN of G.F.B. Chatham was advised of this incident. He stated that approximately 2300 hrs a Vaudou plane travelled in the area that the U.F.O. was seen. But this particular plane doesn't have blue or green lights. It has red light and the clearance lights are flashing. Radiogram no.: 56 was forwarded to National Research Council in Ottawa regarding this.

8. Please find attached statements of Hrs Edmond ROBILLAUD and Larry ROBILLAUD. Statement of Sandra ROBILLAUD not available as she is now in Saint John, N.B. If required statement will be obtained from her.
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Acadie Siding, N.B.
78 NOV 13
1707 hr

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT OF: Larry ROBICHAUD, (DB: 26 FEB 60),
Acadie Siding, N.B.

Last night I was watching T.V. when my sister said
what's that a plane. I looked and said yes. Then I
came in the kitchen and they kept on watching it. And
then when I started watching, it moved East and then it
moved West and gradually climbed and after that I taught
it was a bright star.

Q. How long did it take from the first time you saw the
object to the time it stopped?
A. About ¼ of an hour.

Q. How was the object shaped like?
A. Circular, it was round and had red lights flashing
and bluish-green like blinking lights.

WIT: J.E.D. HACHE, Cst. (SGD) Larry ROBICHAUD
TIME ENDED: 1715 hr
Acadie Siding, N.B.
78 NOV 13
1700 hr

VOLUNTARY STATEMENT OF: Mrs Edmond ROBICHAUD
DB: 30 NOV 28, Acadie Siding, N.B.

Last night around 11:00 p.m., my daughter, Sandra, said look at the plane. I said no it isn't a plane, it's a U.F.O. It was like some flashing lights; red and blue. It was like as if it was changing colours. We didn't see any form. It was further than the hydro lines, more than a mile. It was going in the direction of East and West, it went up and at the end it looked like a star and it stopped in the sky. Around 7:00 a.m. when I went to bed it was there, it was a star.

Q.: Did you ever see anything like that before?
A.: No.

WIT: J.K.D. HACHE, Cst. (SGD) Mrs E. ROBICHAUD
CAROL ON 13NOV 75 AT APPROX 1400 HRS NFDL TIME, ELIZABETH MCKIBBON A NURSE FOR THE INTERNATIONAL GRENFELL ASSOCIATION, BLACK TICKLE, LABRADOR WAS LOOKING OUT THE HOSPITAL WINDOW ALONG WITH NURSES AID, HELITA DSON, IN AN EASTERN DIRECTION WHEN THEY SAW A BRIGHT RED CIRCULAR SHAPED OBJECT HIGH IN THE SKY. OBJECT WAS SURROUNDED BY A RED GLOW AND GAVE OFF A JET PLANE TYPE OF TRAIL BUT MUCH SHORTER PRIOR TO THIS OBJECT HAD BEEN STANATORY FOR APPROX 1/2 HOUR AND WAS VIEWED BY THOME WITH BINOCULARS. A SECOND SIMILAR TYPE OBJECT ONLY LARGER WAS ALSO NOTICED BY THEM AND WHEN BOTH WERE IN MOTION APPEARED TO BE ON A COLLISION COARSE WITH EACH OTHER. HOWEVER ON HEARING EACH OTHER THEY CHANGED DIRECTION AND HEADED FOR AND UNUSUAL DARK GREY CLOUD FORMATION WHICH DISAPATED ON THESE TWO OBJECTS GOING THROUGH THEM. EARLIER THIS SAME AFTERNOON AROUND 1300 TO 1400 MR ROBERT CLARK, SAM HOLWELL ALONG WITH JESSE TURNBULL AND FAMILY OF THE BLACK TICKLE AREA, NOTICED FIRE BALLS HITTING THE GROUND IN THE BLACK TICKLE AREA AT MARTINS POND. THESE FIRE BALLS BURNT APPROX. 1 ACRE OF BOG LAND AROUND THE RING OF MARTINS POND. THE AREA WAS LATER CHECKED BY MISS MCKIBBON ALONG WITH SCHOOL TEACHER STEPHAN MACDONALD AND BERNARD DSON. HOWEVER THERE WAS NO DEGREE TO BE FOUND. SKY WAS VERY CLEAR AT THE TIME WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE UNUSUAL GREY CLOUD FORMATION. NUMEROUS RESIDENCE SAW THESE OBJECTS. MARTINS POND IS BLACK TICKLE'S WATER SUPPLY AND SOME RESIDENCE ARE SHOWING SOME CONCERN.

CARTWRIGHT DET
KEVIN L. SIMMS OF ST. ANTHONY, NFLD. REPORTED THAT ON 78-11-14 AS HE WAS GOING TO BED HIS WIFE CALLED HIS ATTENTION TO AN OBJECT WHICH SHE SAW IN THE SKY. HE SAID HE WATCHED THE OBJECT WITH THE NAKED EYE FOR ABOUT TEN MINUTES AND THEN BEGAN OBSERVING IT WITH A PAIR OF BINOCULARS. THE NIGHT WAS CLEAR (CLOUDLESS) = 346 AND VERY BRIGHT WITH A FULL MOON. WHEN THE OBJECT WAS FIRST SIGHTED IT WAS ALMOST DUE NORTH AT AN ESTIMATED ALTITUDE OF 5000 FEET APPEARING TO LIE ABOUT IN THE AREA OF THE QUIET BRANCH ROAD INTERSECTION. THE OBJECT MOVED SLOWLY EAST ABOUT 30 DEGREES IN THE TOTAL TIME. THE ONLY OTHER NOTICABLE MOVEMENTS WERE VERTICAL POSITIONING MOVEMENTS, SUCH AS MIGHT OCCUR IF IT WERE HUNTING FOR A DESIRABLE POSITION. THE OBJECT DID WHAT APPEARED TO BE A STATIONARY TUMBLING ON ITS AXIS: AT FIRST THE WHOLE OBJECT KEPT CHANGING COLOURS; MOVEMENT OF LIGHTS OF RED, BLUE AND WHITE AS THE OBJECT MOVED AWAY IT WAS A LIGHT RED AND BALL SHAPED. ACCORDING TO MR. SIMMS THE OBJECT LOOKED LIKE A ONE-LAYER CUT OF A CRYSTAL SAMPLE WITH LIGHT SHINING THROUGH IT AND HE SAID IT THEN TURNED INTO A SHAPE LIKE THAT OF A PROVERBIAL FLYING SAUCER WHICH WAS THE SHAPE IT WAS IN MOST OF THE TIME IT WAS BEING OBSERVED.

THE OBJECT WAS OBSERVED UNTIL 11:45 A.M. BY MR. SIMMS WIFE AND HIS TWO CHILDREN.
NMRC DDE OTT
COMM SON OTT
PUZ 010/20
P R 201147Z NOV 78
FM 226 RADAR SON GANDER
TO RCCWC/NDHC OTTAWA
RCWBOCA/AIRCOM WINNIPEG
RJWRNL/CDNORAD PTerson AFB COLO
RCDBL/ADGHO NORTH PAY
INFO RCCWC/NDHC OTTAWA
PT
UNCLAS AO 76
AIRCOM FOR OPS CENTER, NDHC FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJ- UFO REPORT
A. 182033Z NOV 78
B. CLEAR
C. PAT SLANEY
D. EDBURG AVE GANDER NFLD 651-2690
E. UNK
F. RED WITH BLUE, ORANGE AND GREEN FLASHING LIGHTS ON TOP ROUND
IN SHAPE
G. 30-45 MIN
H. NO SOUND OBJECT WAS TO LEFT OFF GANDER TERMINAL AS SEEN FROM
EDINBURG AVE. A CHECK WITH AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AND GANDER TOWER
INDICATED THERE WERE NO KNOWN AIRCRAFT IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY
BT
* NRC DDE OTT
NRC DEC OTT
COMM SQN OTT
PUZS/19
P P 191900Z NOV 78
FM CFS BALDY HUGHES
TO RCWC/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCPP/RN/NRC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS OPS 384
FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
REF: A, CPAD 71-1
A. 190400-190450Z APPROX NOU.
P. CLEAR
C. HAROLD O'BRIEN RADIO TELEPHONE 39231 KL CHANNEL
PRINCE GEORGE
C. IN THE GISCOME AREA
D. MRS HAROLD O'BRIEN AND SON
F. 3 LIGHTS IN DIAMOND FORMATION, SMALL BORDER LIGHTS ALL AROUND
100 FEET IN DIAMETER. REDISH IN COLOUR, NO SOUND. WENT FROM RED TO BRIGHT RED AND DISAPPEARED
G. FOR ABOUT 50 MINS
H. SEEN BY THE NAKED EYE, AND WAS REPORTED TO CPS BALDY HUGHES
BY CONSTABLE HISCOCK OF RCMP. THE RCMP WENT OUT TO INVESTIGATE, BUT WAS GONE WHEN THEY ARRIVED.
THE SIGHTING WAS REPORTED TO THE RCMP FROM MR O'BRIEN
BT
NRC DEC OTT.
57 PG MC NOV80
PRIORITY PRINCE GEORGE NOV19 UNCLAS

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
PLANETARY SCIENCES SECTION
100 SUSSEX DRIVE
OTTAWA ONTARIO
K1A OR6

PG-702-57
1. UFO SIGHTING 78-11-18, 2010 HRS (PACIFIC STANDARD TIME)
2. EXTREMELY CLEAR SKY, 3/4 FULL MOON
3. OBSERVERS: 1) MR HAROLD O'BRIAN 44 YRS
   2) MRS O'BRIAN 40 YRS
   3) MARK O'BRIAN 8 YRS
   4) DANNY O'BRIAN 4 YRS
4. OBSERVERS WERE IN THEIR RESIDENCE, SITUATED APPROX 500' FROM
   GISCOME HWY AND APPROX 8 MILES FROM HWY 16E, NEAR PRINCE
   GEORGE B.C.
5. NO OTHER OBSERVERS KNOWN.
6. DESCRIBED AS: 3 LARGE ROUND LIGHTS IN TRIANGULAR FORM,
   - CIRCULAR BORDER OF SMALL LIGHTS SURROUNDING
   3 LARGE LIGHTS,
   - SMALL LIGHTS ARE BRIGHT RED TO BLUSH IN
   - ESTIMATES SIZE, APPROX 100' IN DIAMETER
   - APPEARED TO BE APPROX TREE TOP LEVEL 85 - 100'
   ABOVE GROUND
7. OBSERVED FOR APPROX 20 MINUTES
8. OBJECT CAST EXTREMELY BRIGHT LIGHT WHICH LIT UP AN 8 ACRE
   FIELD AS THOUGH IT WERE DAYLIGHT. OBJECT MADE NO SOUND AT ALL,
   AND LEFT NO VISIBLE EVIDENCE OF ITS BEING IN
   AREA.
   O'BRIAN AND HIS FAMILY APPEARED VERY SINCERE IN REPORTING
   AND RELATING SIGHTING

PRINCE GEORGE FILE 78-34427 REFERS
CST HEIDENA
RCMP PRINCE GEORGE DETACHMENT
TELEX 047-86646

NRC OTT
OE
On 18 November, 1978, at 2030 hours, Mr. O'BRIAN contacted this office, advising that there was a U.F.O. over his property. Mr. O'BRIAN's property is approximately 20 miles East of Prince George, B. C.

At 2110 hours, Cst. K. G. HEIDEMA arrived at O'BRIAN's residence, and Mr. and Mrs. O'BRIAN gave the following account of the sighting:

The entire family was in the basement, playing darts. Mrs. O'BRIAN came upstairs at approximately 2010 hours to get something to eat and noticed a bright light to the east. Mrs. O'BRIAN called the family upstairs, and everyone watched it from the large living-room window.

They describe the light at first as a bright red, and then it appeared to move closer, and the colour appeared to be a fire orange-red. The lights were extremely bright, almost like the light cast from an arc welder. The field where the U.F.O. appeared to be hovering is cleared, and approximately 8 acres in size.

O'BRIAN stated that the lights lit up the entire field almost as though it were daylight. The U.F.O. appeared to be approximately 85' to 100' above the ground, and remained above the field for what O'BRIAN feels was approximately 15-20 minutes. When the U.F.O. left, it went towards the south.

O'BRIAN advised that while they were watching the U.F.O., he turned off all the lights in the house to make the residence less obvious.

Both O'BRIAN and his wife describe the physical appearance of the U.F.O. as:

"Circular in shape, with three large lights inside. These three large lights were extremely bright and remained stationary. The outside ring of lights changed colours from orange-red to bluish in colour. The U.F.O. did not make any audible noise, as O'BRIAN stated he opened the window, and could not hear anything."
Mr. O'BRIAN and Cst. HEIDEMA conducted a search of the field where the U.F.O. appeared to have been, however, nothing at all was disturbed. There was no indication of any snow being blown by any turbulence, no snow knocked from the top of trees, etc.

O'BRIAN could not give an accurate estimate of the size of the U.F.O., due to the fact that it was hard to establish its distance from the house, however, he feels it was approximately 100 ft. in diameter.

3. The weather conditions at the time of the sighting were:
   Clear visibility; Cold, -30°C; 3/4 moon (very bright); no wind; fresh snow on ground (approximately eight to ten inches).

4. Mr. O'BRIAN seemed very sincere in his reporting of the U.F.O. He appeared to be a rational person, and it is doubtful that he or his family would fabricate their report.
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(L. A. McLEAN) S/Sgt.
NCO i/c "C" Watch

(J. R. CORLEY) Supt.
OIC Prince George Detachment

DISTRIBUTION:
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
Attn: Planetary Sciences Section

KGH/gb
V.
NRC DEE OTT

COMM SGN OTT

PUZ 008/22
PR 220345Z NOV 78
FM 22 NPHO NORTH RAY
TO: RCCWC/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCCP/RA/NRC OTTAWA
BT

UNCLAS 22NRCC 75
NRC OTTAWA FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 0200Z / NOV. 22. 01:00
B. CLEAR
C. MR MARK LACASSE, MISS PAULE GAGNIER, MISS LIZE LACASSE 1570
MAISON DU DEUX. DUVERNEY P.O. TEL. 667-6179
D. STREET CORNERS PAPINEAU AND DE LA CONCORD
E. SEE PARA C
F. GREY METALLIC, ROUND, 'HIGHER CENTER RED AND WHITE FLASHING
LIGHTS BOTTOM CENTER. MOVING UP AND DOWN VERY FAST
G. 15 MINS
H. NIL
BT

NRC DEE OTT
COMM SQN OTT
PUZB004/26
P 250024Z NOV 78
FM MIL CMD PIN MAIN
TO NDOC OTTAWA ONT
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA ONT
PT
UNCLAS AO 21
FDP RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
A. 250330Z NOV 78
P, HAZY
C. GUY MURPHY LOCAL 92 THROUGH HAY RIVER NWT OPERATOR
D. SHINGLE POINT DEW LINE NWT
E. MIKE BYRNE, DON GORDON BOTH OF SHINGLE POINT
F. ONE OBJECT, RED COLOUR, DISTANCE 30 MILES, 30 DEGREES ABOVE
HORIZON, BRIGHT RED LIGHT SHAPE HARD TO DISTINGUISH BECAUSE
OF HAZE, MOVEMENT VERY ERRATIC AS IF CIRCLING.
G. TEN MINUTES.
H. AFTER THE ERRATIC MOVEMENT CEASED THE OBJECT MOVED RAPIDLY IN
A STRAIGHT COURSE FROM EAST TO WEST.
PT
NRC DEE OTT
SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. DATE TIME OF SIGHTING - 27 NOV 78 0144Z
B. CONDITION OF SKY - CLOUDY AND DARK
C. IDENT OF OBSERVER - MRS MARLENE KING BOX 422 CHAMPLAIN ROAD PE-
NETANQUISHENE ONT 549-2923
D. LOCATION OF OBSERVER AT TIME OF SIGHTING AS AT PARA C
E. DESCRIPTION: BRIGHT LIGHT WHEN OBJECT CAME ON. ONE SPOT. DID
TTTSTAY AT SAME

PLACE JUMPING SIDEWAYS FOR ABOUT TEN MINUTES,
THEN RESUMED AT HIGH SPEED TOWARDS BARRIE AREA.
F. DURATION OF OBSERVATION - ABOUT 10 MINUTES
G. BASE BORDEN OPERATOR CONFIRMED EXISTENCE OF INFO OF PARA C.
DURING PHONE CALL MRS KING ADMITTED HAVING SEEN SIMILAR UFO THREE
YEARS AGO. HER PARENTS WERE ALSO WITNESSES AT THAT TIME. RIGHT
AFTER PHONE CALL RECEIVED OBSERVER WAS SENT OUT HERE BUT FAILED
TO SEE SOMETHING TILL MESSAGE RELEASED.

BT

NRC DOC OTT

COMM SGN OTT

PUZ002/27
P R 270210Z NOV 78
FM CFB BORDEN
TO RCSCC/NDCC OTTAWA
INFO RCSCC/NRC OTTAWA

BT

UNCLAS DO 18

NRC FOR RADIO ELEC ENG DIV

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. DATE TIME OF SIGHTING - 27 NOV 78 0144Z
B. CONDITION OF SKY - CLOUDY AND DARK
C. IDENT OF OBSERVER - MRS MARLENE KING BOX 422 CHAMPLAIN ROAD PE-
NETANQUISHENE ONT 549-2923
D. LOCATION OF OBSERVER AT TIME OF SIGHTING AS AT PARA C
E. DESCRIPTION: BRIGHT LIGHT WHEN OBJECT CAME ON. ONE SPOT. DID
TTTSTAY AT SAME

PLACE JUMPING SIDEWAYS FOR ABOUT TEN MINUTES,
THEN RESUMED AT HIGH SPEED TOWARDS BARRIE AREA.
F. DURATION OF OBSERVATION - ABOUT 10 MINUTES
G. BASE BORDEN OPERATOR CONFIRMED EXISTENCE OF INFO OF PARA C.
DURING PHONE CALL MRS KING ADMITTED HAVING SEEN SIMILAR UFO THREE
YEARS AGO. HER PARENTS WERE ALSO WITNESSES AT THAT TIME. RIGHT
AFTER PHONE CALL RECEIVED OBSERVER WAS SENT OUT HERE BUT FAILED
TO SEE SOMETHING TILL MESSAGE RELEASED.

BT

NRC DOC OTT

National Research Council of Canada/ - RG 77, Vol. 309
Conseil national de recherches du Canada
V+
NRC DEE OTT

COMM SQN OTT
PUZ002/27
P R 270210Z NOV 78
FM CFB BORDEN
TO RCGWC/NDCC OTTAWA
INFO RCGWC/NRC OTTAWA

UNCLAS DO 18
NRC FOR RADIO ELEC ENG DIV
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. DATE TIME OF SIGHTING - 27 NOV 78 0144Z
B. CONDITION OF SKY - CLOUDY AND DARK
C. IDENT OF OBSERVER - MRS MARLENE KING BOX 422 CHAMPLAIN ROAD
     PENETB HENEF ONT 549-2923
D. LOCATION OF OBSERVER AT TIME OF SIGHTING AS AT PARA C
E. DESCRIPTION: BRIGHT LIGHT WHEN OBJECT CAME ON. ONE SPOT. DID STAY
   PLACE JUMPING SIDEWAYS FOR ABOUT TEN MINUTES, THEN RESUMED AT HIGH SB
   TOWARDS BARRIE AREA.
F. DURATION OF OBSERVATION - ABOUT 10 MINUTES
G. BASE BORDEN OPERATOR CONFIRMED EXISTENCE OF INFO OF PARA C. DURING
   CALL MRS KING ADMITTED HAVING SEEN SIMILAR UFO THREE YEARS AGO. HER B
   WERE ALSO WITNESSES AT THAT TIME. RIGHT AFTER PHONE CALL RECEIVED ORB
   WAS SENT OUT HERE BUT FAILED TO SEE SOMETHING TILL MESSAGE RELEASED.
BT

HERE IS THE SAME S MSG AGAIN
UFO REPORT

A Date and time of sighting (GMT)
27 Nov 02472

B Condition of sky (clear, cloudy, haze, etc.)
CLEAR

C Identification of observer.
ED HISCOCK

D Location of observer at time of sighting.
CLARENDALE NFD

E Identification of other persons also observing the UFO.

F Description of sighting (shape, colour, altitude, movement, number of UFOs, etc).
BRIGHT LIGHT, ONE FLASHING RED汽車!

G Duration of observation.
3 1/4 HR

H Any other relevant information.
OBJECTS OBSERVED FOR ABOUT THREE HRS BEFORE PARTY PLACED CALL. SAW OBJECTS HOVERED AT TIMES AND MOVED RAPIDLY AT OTHER TIMES. DEFINITELY NOT ALL SEEN BY OTHER OBSERVERS. ALSO IN THE AREA, NAMES NOT AVAILABLE.

Reported by
ED HISCOCK

Address
37 MORES RD

Telephone

RC 77, Vol. 309
1. Call received from the above, reporting a possible U.F.O. sighting in the Sherbrooke area.

2. She said that the object was too far away to be clearly seen & all she could see were silver flashing lights. She further said that the object stayed hovering for about seven (7) minutes before slowly coming down.

3. The a/n, who witnessed the sighting with her husband, wanted to report it to the proper authorities.

4. Mrs. Benoît was given the Military Police's phone number at Uplands Air Base so that they can be informed & possibly continue the investigation.

5. SUBMITTED FOR INFO PURPOSE

Sir:
The above details was given to one of our members at the Ottawa International Airport by a passenger arriving from Sherbrooke, Que. The required details are not available as our member was not familiar with the details required.

(M. DuBois) Cat.  
78-11-03  
(M. Sutherland) Cat.
OCCURRENCE REPORT
RAPPORT D'INCIDENT

DEPARTMENT: Antigonish Det.

NAME: Mr. Kevin MacDONALD
ADDRESS: 783-2864
OCCURRENCE No.: 0910
DATE: 78-12-02 Sat.
PHONE No.: 780-320-02

ADDRESS: Antigonish Co., N.S.

DETAILS TAKEN BY: Sgt. McLean

Florence

oc/n phoned and advised that he and his wife had viewed a bright light in sky for approximately 6 minutes. Time was 5:04 AM this date. Atlantic Std. time.

DEC 02, 9:10

1100 hrs. - I spoke with Mrs. MacDONALD on telephone. She described the light as roughly triangular shaped, pulsating bright then dimming, appeared about 1/2 size full moon, was observed in So. west direction from their house and appeared below cloud level.

There were stars visible and sky partly cloudy. After 6 mins. or so the light faded out, then came back slightly and then disappeared for good. Maintained lookout to be sure cloud was not in way, but sure this was not case. Light did not appear to move location while visible to she & her husband, Mr. & Mrs. MacDONALD believed to be reliable.

Copy this report being forwarded direct National Research Council, Plantary Sciences Section, 100 Sussex Dr., Ottawa.

KIA 886

National Research Council of Canada/ Consell national de recherches du Canada
At 1800 A.S.T., 78-12-02, Mr. Phillip SMITH, B25Jun43 of Mackerel Cove, Lower Tantallon, Halifax County, N.S. reported the sighting of an unidentified flying object. He described it as; a soft white light in the shape of a "big halo", donut shaped with a center of yellowish brown. He stated that it was very low to the water about 200 feet and fluttering downward. There was no sound coming from the object as it disappeared behind the trees.

2. After numerous attempts to contact this individual since the happening, he was finally located on 78-12-08. Subject was interviewed and the following clarifications are included. When he initially reported the sighting it was not at 1800 but at 0035 AST that he actually witnessed the UFO. He stated that it was a clear night, he had just returned home and was taking the groceries out of the car. Stated that it was a single UFO about ½ mile out over the water. It appeared "ghostly" and did not look solid, heading in an easterly direction, out the St. Margaret's Bay towards the ocean. He thought it was just over the water about 100 feet in height. He was unsure of the size of the object. The center of the UFO appeared to have yellowish brown spot. He advised that none of his neighbors saw the UFO.

3. Subject was a school teacher but is presently employed as a TV repairman. He appears honest and there is no reason to doubt his story.

4. There were no other reports of UFO's on this occasion. The location is just off the No. 333 highway, approximately 25 miles from Halifax in a south westerly direction on the St. Margaret's Bay.

(D. Wishart)Cpl.

CC: C.O. "H" Division
UNCLAS OPS 224
NDCC PACE TO NRC RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENG DIVISION
REF: CFAD 71-1
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 0309002 DEC 78
B. SKY CLEAR
C. Constable Dennis Kelly, Halifax Police
D. Point Pleasant Park, Halifax facing South East
E. N/A
F. Similar to floodlight, bright one mile away
   Stationary over McNab's Island at 1000 ft
G. One hour
H. N/A
I. N/A

Received: 18 Dec 78

N 78/227

NRC

Claudia
HP78/158 ATTN PLANATORY SCIENCES SECTION AT 11:45 AM THIS DATE A CALL WAS RECEIVED BY THIS OFFICE FROM MARGARET DESJARLAIS ADVISING THAT SHE ALONG WITH 81 OTHER PEOPLE HAD SEEN AN UNIDENTIFIED OBJECT IN THE SKY AT THE EAST PRAIRIE METIS COLONY. THE OBJECT WAS FIRST SIGHTED AT APPROX 5:50 AM BY A DEBBIE DESJARLAIS WHO WAS A PASSENGER IN A VEHICLE AT THE TIME. THE OBJECT WAS DESCRIBED AS A LARGE OVAL SHAPED OBJECT GREEN BLUE AND RED IN-COLOR. THE OBJECT WAS OBSERVED AT A DISTANCE OF 50 TO 100 FT AND TWO PHOTOGRAPHS WERE TAKEN BY NISS DESJARLAIS WITH AN INSTAMATIC CAMERA. THE OBJECT WAS IN FRONT OF THE VEHICLE AND MAINTAINED THIS DISTANCE FOR APPROX 3 MILES. THERE WERE SEVEN OTHER PEOPLE IN THE VEHICLE AT THE TIME OF THE SIGHTING. THESE PERSONS THEN WENT TO A RESIDENCE WHERE THEY OBSERVED THE OBJECT TRAVEL DOWN THE ROAD FOR ANOTHER HALF A MILE AND HOVER IN THE AIR. AT THIS TIME WITNESSES STATE THAT THEY OBSERVED A BEAM OF LIGHT FROM BENEATH THE OBJECT TO THE GROUND. THE OBJECT WAS TIMED BY ANOTHER PERSON AND HOVERED IN THIS POSITION FOR 10 MINUTES. TWO VEHICLES LEFT THE RESIDENCE AND WERE REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN CHASED BY THE OBJECT. THE FILM FROM THE CAMERA THAT WAS USED TO TAKE PHOTOS IS BEING BROUGHT INTO OUR OFFICE. THE TOTAL OBSERVATION TIME WAS APPROX 1 HOUR. FOR ANY FURTHER INFO PLS CONTACT CST LG WAGNER.

HIGH PRAIRIE DET

NRC OTT
UFO REPORT

A Date and time of sighting (GMT)
110005 - 110045Z Dec 98

B Condition of sky (clear, cloudy, haze, etc).

C Identification of observer.
Mrs A Guineués Tel. 837-2380

D Location of observer at time of sighting.
Home: Forrest Rd./HWY 10 W. Caldwell Township

E Identification of other persons also observing the UFO.
Son age 15

F Description of sighting (shape, colour, altitude, movement, number of UFOs, etc).

G Bright Light

H Duration of observation.
40 min

Any other relevant information.

Reported by W Caldwell

Address

Telephone 437-8111

National Research Council of Canada/
Conseil national de recherches du Canada
RG 77, Vol. 309
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UNCLAS: Ops 395

FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

REF: CFAO 71-1

A. 121355Z DEC 78

B. CLEAR

C. HAY REDIKON 707, 1201 QUEENSWAY PRINCE GEORGE, BC

NO PHONE NUMBER AVAILABLE

D. PAKLA FOREST PRODUCTS - 25 MILES WEST ON HWY 16

E. NONE

F. BRIGHT WHITE WITH RED AND WHITE FLASHING LIGHT ON TOP ONE OBJECT

G. 15 MIN

H. APPROX ALTITUDE 20,000 FT AND APPROX 10 MILES DISTANT OBJECT REMAINED STATIONARY FOR ABOUT 15 MIN. AND THEN FADED FROM SIGHT
NRC DEC OTT

COMM SGM OTT
PUS 046
R 151800Z DEC 78
FM CFB MOOSE JAW
TO YQVCA/NDU1 OTTAWA
INFO PCPIRa/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
RT
UNCLASS 37
FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

RADAR REPORT
A: 15 DEC 78 1315Z
B: CLEAR BUT DARK
C: PTE LAPOINTE CFB MOOSE JAW TOWER 6935442
D: IN THE CONTROL TOWER, CFB MOOSE JAW, SASKATEWAN
E: PTE MCKINNELL, PTE ROWNES, CAPT MCKINSTRY
F: CIRCULAR, WHITISH WITH ORANGE AND LIGHT RED, SLIGHTLY ABOVE NORTHER HORIZON, TRAVELLING WEST TO EAST, ABOUT FOUR TIMES THE SIZE OF STREET LIGHTS
G: CONTINUOUS FROM 1315Z (DARK) TIL 1450Z (EARLY SUNRISE)
H: FOUR OBJECTS IN LINE, EACH LIGHT WAS SINGULAR WITH NO TRAIL

WEATHER
1300Z CLEAR 15 MILES VISIBILITY
1400Z NOC SCATTERED 15 MILES VISIBILITY
INVERSION LAYERS NORMAL SURFACE TO 4000 AGL
RT

NRC DEC OTT
UNCLAS ATC 37

FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

UFO REPORT.

A. 13 DEC 76 1315Z
B. CLEAR BUT DARK
C. PTE LAFONTE CFB MOOSE JAW TOWER 6935A42
D. IN THE CONTROL TOWER, CFB MOOSE JAW, SASKATCHEWAN
E. PTE McWILLIAMS, PTE BROWNS, CAPT MCKINSTRY
F. CIRCULAR, WHITISH WITH ORANGE AND LIGHT RED, SLIGHTLY ABOVE NORTHERN HORIZON, TRAVELLING WEST TO EAST, ABOUT FOUR TIMES THE SIZE OF STREET LIGHTS
G. CONTINUES FROM 1315Z (DARK) TILL 1450Z (EARLY SUNRISE)
H. FOUR OBJECTS IN LINE, EACH LIGHT WAS SINGULAR WITH NO TRAIL

1300Z CLEAR 15 MILES VISIBILITY
THE FOLLOWING RECEIVED VIA CPIC
PRIORITY GFN 78 DEC 23 UNCLAS (RELAY) QUOTE
PRIORITY GANDER 78 DEC 23 UNCLAS
TO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, METEOR CENTER INFO A/OC GANDER SUB DIVISION

GAN 21)

1) UFO SIGHTING 78/12/20 - 0020 HRS NFLD STANDARD TIME.
2) CLEAR SKY GOOD VISIBILITY.
3) GILBERT HEFFERN 14 GRIEVE CRES., GANDER, NFLD B1S50CT21
4) DRIVING WEST ON TRANS CANADA HIGHWAY IN THE AREA OF BENTON,
   NFLD, APPROX 12 MILES EAST OF GANDER.
5) JUDY MARIE HISCOCK 65 HAWKER CRES., GANDER, NFLD B1S7JNOS.
6) OBJECT DESCRIBED AS OVAL SHAPED WITH TWO BRIGHT LIGHTS (SIMILAR
   TO LANDING LIGHTS ON AN AIRCRAFT) APPROXIMATELY 20 FEET BETWEEN
   WHITE LIGHTS. NO NOTICEABLE NOISE. OBJECT OBSERVED APPROX 90 SECONDS
   FROM A MOVING CAR. OBJECT FIRST NOTICED APPROXIMATELY ONE HALF
   MILE SOUTH OF TCH AND IT APPEARED TO COME OVER AUTO AND HOVER
   FOR A SHORT TIME AND THEN WAS LOST FROM SIGHT. MR. HEFFERN ADVISED
   THAT HE FIRST THOUGHT OBJECT TO BE A PLANE BUT AFTER FURTHER
   OBSERVATION CHANGED HIS MIND. HE ADVISED THAT HE PANICKED AND IN-
  CREASED HIS SPEED FROM 55 MPH TO APPROX 85 MPH UNTIL HE ARRIVED
   GANDER.

- GANDER DET
UNQUOTE
GRAND FALLS TELECOMMS
At 0100 hours this date, Mr. Gilbert HEFFERN of 14 Grieve Cres., Gander, Nfld., contacted Gander Airport Detachment and advised that he and his girlfriend, Judy Marie HISCOCK of 65 Hawker Cres., Gander, Nfld., had seen an Unidentified Flying Object in the sky in the area of Soullis Brook on the Trans Canada Highway approximately twelve miles east of Gander. The object was first noticed by Mr. HEFFERN approximately one half mile South of the Trans Canada Highway. It appeared to travel over their auto and hover for a short period of time and was lost from sight. Mr. HEFFERN advised that when he first noticed the object he thought it was an airplane but after looking at it further he changed his mind. Object was observed for about one and one half minutes from a moving vehicle. He advised that he and his girlfriend panicked shortly after noticing object and he increased his vehicle speed from 55 MPH to about 85 MPH until he reached the town of Gander. Object sighted at approximately 0030 hours.

2. When this call was received at Gander Airport Detachment, S/Cst. M. ROWSELL contacted the Air Traffic Control Tower at Gander International Airport. The Controllers working at the time advised that they had not seen anything out of the ordinary during their shift. They did advise, however, that an Eastern Provincial Airways flight had arrived at Gander International Airport at approximately the same time the U.F.O. was sighted. The Controllers also advised that this flight had made its approach to Gander Airport from the area of Soullis Brook and would have been flying fairly low in that area.

3. The object seen by Mr. HEFFERN and Miss HISCOCK was described as being oval in shape with two bright lights (similar to landing lights on an aircraft). These white lights appeared to be about twenty feet apart and several red and blue lights appeared to cross the object between the bright white lights. No noise noticed from object. The weather at the time of this sighting was clear and calm and visibility was excellent. The stars were visible.

78 DEC 23

4. Message forwarded to The National Research Council, Meteor Center this date.

5. The only explanation for this sighting is the possibility of the E.P.A. flight having been mistaken for a U.F.O. It might be noted that object was observed for a very short period of time from a moving vehicle by two people who admit that they were panic-struck by what they saw. The vehicle from which object was observed was also travelling at a high rate of speed. No further explanation for sighting at this point.

CONCLUDING NOTE:

(R/FWD: (L.R.H.) S/Sgt.
I/c Gander Detachment.)

(T.P.L. NORMAN) Cst.
Gander Detachment.

National Research Council of Canada
Conseil national de recherches du Canada
RG 77, Vol. 309
At 0100 hours this date, Mr. Gilbert HEFFERN of 14 Grieve Cres., Gander, Nfld., contacted Gander Airport Detachment and advised that he and his girlfriend, Judy Marie HISCOCK of 65 Hawker Cres., Gander, Nfld., had seen an Unidentified Flying Object in the sky in the area of Soullis Brook on the Trans Canada Highway approximately twelve miles east of Gander. The object was first noticed by Mr. HEFFERN approximately one half mile South of the Trans Canada Highway. It appeared to travel over their auto and hoover for a short period of time and was lost from sight. Mr. HEFFERN advised that when he first noticed the object he thought it was an airplane but after looking at it further he changed his mind. Object was observed for about one and one half minutes from a moving vehicle. He advised that he and his girlfriend pannedick shortly after noticing object and he increased his vehicle speed from 55 MPH to about 85 MPH until he reached the town of Gander. Object sighted at approximately 0030 hours.

2. When this call was received at Gander Airport Detachment, S/Cst. M. ROWSELL contacted the Air Traffic Control Tower at Gander International Airport. The Controllers working at the time advised that they had not seen anything out of the ordinary during their shift. They did advise however, that an Eastern Provincial Airways flight had arrived at Gander International Airport at approximately the same time the U.F.O. was sighted. The Controllers also advised that this flight had made its approach to Gander Airport from the area of Soullis Brook and would have been flying fairly low in that area.

3. The object seen by Mr. HEFFERN and Miss HISCOCK was described as being oval in shape with two bright lights (similar to landing lights on an aircraft). These white lights appeared to be about twenty feet apart and several red and blue lights appeared to cross the object between the bright white lights. No noise noticed from object. The weather at the time of this sighting was clear and cold and visibility was excellent. The stars were visible.

4. Message forwarded to The National Research Council, Meteor Center this date.

5. The only explanation for this sighting is the possibility of the E.P.A. flight having been mistaken for a U.F.O. It might be noted that object was observed for a very short period of time from a moving vehicle by two people who admit that they were panic-struck by what they saw. The vehicle from which object was observed was also travelling at a high rate of speed. No further explanation for sighting at this point.

CONCLUDED HERE;

RG 77, Vol. 309
National Research Council of Canada/
Consell national de recherches du Canada
THE AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF N.Z.
Christmas Greetings and Best Wishes for the New Year

The first flight of Richard Pearse in his heavier than air machine at Waitaki, New Zealand, 31st March 1904. He travelled 150 yards in the air and reached a height of about 12 feet. Power was provided by a 4-cylinder, 25 HP, horizontally opposed engine of his own design.

An artist's impression based on patent drawings dated 1906.

By J.D. CARRICK
5 4.45 a Wyandotte black dot and another B.B.
9 6.55 a Southgate Mich Black Band .Dbn Flaring
10 6. am. allen park flaring southgate Black Square La salle Flaring
10 6. PM cobo hall plusing streak within B.B & dot.
10 '7 PM West L.F. Pulsing lines in circle.
12 10,10 P carrier D size brincht power Big light (ionic motor? also La Salle ont. planform saucer unit.
13 3,55 a 2 carriers Moving W.N.W. overhead
14 3,55a 2 wyandotte one high zig zag La salle B.B.
14 5.40 a La salle high metro airport way lower
15 5.10 a XXXXXallen park flaring sbuthgate lower flaring higher B.B.
15 5.25 a La salle higher TAKING BLACK BAND VERTICL AND ALSO HORIZ.
14.27 a. Allen Park black bands and dots. Four Canada Windsor one had black bands.

14.3.55 a. Second from south of 327 a. Had black band BLACK BANDS LA SALLE AREA.

14.8.05 F Allen Park Black Band (14th 8.05 F)

16 a. 7.55 F Allen Park black dots & stripes.

17.3.35 a. Allen Park connected black dots. Three bright Canada Way black bands and dots in two of them La Salle area plus black disk La Salle Wy. way.

17.4 a.m. All three with black band on them Canada Way. Across La Salle Wyandotte.

17.8.45 West L.P. Dark and orange B.B. and smog.

17.9.10 F Cobo Hall way dark with black band.

17.9.45 F Cobo Hall detroit Cobo Hall Higher up see 17.9.10.

19.8.05 P North West L.P. (Allen Park 3 with black band Cobo Hall Now B.B.

20.3.40 a. DBN and three with b. BLACK BAND PLUS ONE CLEAR.

20.6.10 a. Dark Circle with black band Cobo 3 along Canada with black dots.

20.730 p. West Allen Park B.B. Orange and blue jean colors alt.

20.7.47 F Cobo Hall black band Dark Interior (blue jean color).

20.9. P. Cobo Hall way dark with yellow dots & B.B.

21.3.45 a. Allen Park B.B. 4 Detroit River 2 Flaring B.B. also 2 plain with flaring out sections.

22.3.20 to 4.10 a.m. 4 Detroit River Across to Wy. all four altering black band and dots. Plus black bands also a dark circle above. Wy area high up. Got thin white line La Salle Ost.

22.4.50 a. All four with black bands. (SMOG DBN WAY.)

23.7.30 P. West L.P. Black bands and dots.

23.8.40 P Detroit Cobo Hall and Wyandotte Black Bands.

24.3.55 a. 4 along Border 3 diamond dot and Windsor way BB.

24.4.06 a. One black band Detroit & Windsor 1 La Salle & Wyandotte B.B.

24.7.17 a. Wyandotte & black band.

24.8.20 P 1 dark planform Cobo Hall B.B. 1 bright and one low B.B.

2 carriers overhead High up note two power units. On bottom of close 1 Trenton Way.
25 3.50 a West N. West L.P PLANFORM FLARING (ICE) in Canada
flaring 2 dark circles Wy, one with Black band

25 4.10 a cobo hall B.B. Windsor B.B.

27 3.40 3.55 5 along border (detroit River area, across to Trenton
27 4.12 a 3 with black bands or dots.
one had 5 dots in it and then black band came up on it.
27 7.40 P cobo hall black dots.

27 7.45 3 planforms allen park B.B. & dots
27 3.50 a 4 bright & large alt. B.B. & DOTS, 1 dark circle.
28 3.50 a

28 10.30 P 2 windsor 1 dark circle black dots, 2 allen park B dots.

NOW TO EASTERN STANDARD TIME FOR NEXT SIX MONTHS.

29 3.30 h with black dots and h/b. orb.b.
5 dark with black band pr part dots.
all windsor or trenton river, det. two black over windsor.
a,A 29.4.05 a cobo hall black band and smog.
P 29 6.25 pogan unit twin power units, overhead.
29 8.05 P wynadotte B.B. Detroit Cobo flare and bands.
3 bright 2 with black bands 3 circles cobo hall dark
30 7.05 P cobo hall planform B.B. & dots.
30 7.45 P Wy. B.B, Dark Circle

9.
30 9 PM windsor Detroit 2 B?B & dots Trenton one dark.
30 10 PM allen park B.B.
31 3.55 a 2 dark windsor B.B. 3 dark Wy, B.B.
31 7.35 P 4 bright spread across to wy, 2 B... 4 Flaring.
31 7.35 P cobo Hall B.B.
31 8.05 P Trenton Black Band/
Kol thru Eastern standard time.

1 2.40 a 3 bright Canada 2 with p. Black Bands and diamond shaped. one dark circle North of La salle B.B. Canada

1 4 am 1 bright with black band Wy. Trenton way. 1 bright with b.b.

1 6.50 p (6.55) cobo hall bluish and orange with B.B. Plus DOTS.

1 7.55 p with black band Wy. Blue interior.

18.55 P Wyandotte with B.B. also dark lower Wyandotte Detroit cobo B.B.

WE ALSO HAD DOTS IN ALL FOUR.

2 3.45 P 4 pan on Canada Flaring and diamond shape 2 dark circles

La salle B. 4 trenton diamond shape B.B.

2 4 am -10 a

2. 4:10 p 3 dark cobo hall planforms.

2 7 7 p.m. cobo hall Low.

2 9.05 PM cobo hall windsor 3 dots plus B.B. FLARING ALLEN PARK WY. "2 flaring dots plus B.B.

3 12.55 a 3 along border Low 1 very high trenton one with planform B.B.

3 3.35 a 2 low across flaring 2 wy. dark circles. B.B

3 .4.20 a cobo hall 2 with black bands 1ps B.B.

3 7.10 p. cobo hall B.B.

4. 4 am 2 dark circles. LA SALLE B.B. 2 of 4 Black bands

4 9.30 P 1 allen PK B.B. 1 across river rouge B.B.

5. XX

5. 3.25 a 2 of four bright diamond shape B.B.

5. 6.27 a south west L.P. diamond shape B.B.

5. 8 PM cobo hall b.b.

6 NOTHING RAIN

#7 am nothing.

NOTE ALL PLANFORMS.

THAT IS DISK NOTE also eastern standard time now.
1. 24.0 a 3 bright canada 2 with black bands also diamond shaped.
   1 dark circle North of La salle with black band.
   1 4 amone bright with black band trenton way. wy. one bright B.B.
   1 6.55P cobo hall blueish and orange and Black band Plus DOTS.
   1 7.55P wyandotte with B.B. blue jean interior
   1 8.55 P wyandotte with B.B. also dark circle Low wyandotte det. B.B.B also had dots in all four planforms.
2 3,45 a 4 park on canada flarings and diamond shape 2 dark circles la salle
   4 trenton way diamond shape and B.B.
2 4.10 a 3 dark cobo hall planforms
2 6.05 pm cobo hall low. ( works its way higher in sky noted.
2 7.pm. cobo hall low.
2 9,05 P cobo hall windsor 3 dots plus black bands flaring. allen park way
   2 flaring dots plus black band
3 12.55 a 3 along border low 1 very high trenton way one with black B.
33,35a 2 low acrose flaring 2 wyandotte dark circles B.B.
3 4,20 a cobo hall B.B. 1 part black band unit.
3 7.10 P cobo hall B.B.
4 4, a/ 2 dark circles la salle B.B. 2 ofour b.B.
4 9.30 P 1 allen park B.B. 1 acrose river rouge way Note B.B.
5 12.25 a 2 of high bright. diamond shape and@black Dots.
5 6.27 a southwest Lincoln park diamond shape B.B.
5 8. Pm cobo hall black bands
7 7.05 cobo hall & wyandotte B.B.
8 h.am 2 dark la salle 3 wy. B.B. on one. cobo hall sections?
   south allen park 1 plain one B.B. 2 forces 1 bright white line in
   circle Lincon Park trenton as seen from Home.
8 7.10 P cobo hall black band with white thin lines on disk.
National Research Council of Canada
A. Claude
100 Sussex St
Ottawa, Canada K1A OR 8
9 2.30 a 2 of four plain. 3 in black band 4 is dot black. B also.
   9x§§§X 1 dark trenton way. 1 north la salle.
9. 3.30. a 1 cobo hall plain p.
9 7. PM 1 cobo hall plain white streaks wy. dark circle with B dots.
9 8 PM cobo hall dark dots and Black band wy dark circle Bands and dots.
16 3.30 a 3 bright couldn't get in skope
16. 6.30 a 3 bright lites in scope.
19. 6. PM cobo hall heavy black band
20 3.45 a wyandotte black band
30 3.45 a wyandotte black band flaring and black dot.
ALSO HAD " BLUESTH LITES HU H UP ZIG ZAGING WESTWORD.
30 6.45 a soutgate B.B. allen park B.B La salle flaring.
30 7.10 PM soutgate White lines inside it.

   allen park and cobo hall plain bluesh

A Claud
Sept 15- Up  
3.50 N.W. L.P. SQISH. 12 along the river (SQ DETROIT RIVER).
16. 8.10 P. metro airport Black bands and dots of black.
18. 7.55 Metro airport black bands and dots.
20. 8.00 P. metro airport Black Bands and dots.
21. 6.35 a Wyandotte with black bands horizontal.
22. 2.45 a Allen park pulsing with black bands. 7 Canada 1 pulsing with black band South of LA salle.
22 6 a allen park... Canada LA salle Ont. black band Flaring out at 7 on it.
22 8.05 P. Metro Southgate dot of white at 7 on it. also Black spots a
22 9.30
22 9.30 P. Black spots allen park way bands four B.B allen park and mel cobo.
23. 3. A.m. Allen park black band la salle Ont. 2 B.B. all from 7-1 on it.
7. 43 metro southgate black bands bright units.
23 8.15 # # # MELVINDALE Black bands.
24 4 a m 1 a llen park black band 4 along det river black bands 1 very low south of LA salle.
24 7.35 till 8.05 P. Metro southgate B.B. Orange color 1 L.P. W. Black bands.
25 3.55a Allen park low Lincoln Park High Both Black bands pulsing diamonds
shape.
Canada & Wyandotte pulsing with diamond shape. 3 bright and 2 dark circles
with black bands on all five of them.
25 6.45 a Low black band 3 Canada bright With black bands 1 dark LA Salle West.
25 7.45 Metro and southgate way, black band
25 8.49 P. W.L.P. Blue and black band
26 3.50 a West L.P. High and low black bands. Windsor 3 brightt Pulsing out
plus pulsing and in 'fRom round at 7 a pulse flare. Windsor Canada
lower la salle with black band. one dark one below la salle bands to.
26 8.40 8.40 Metro southgate way. planform very low. also allen park
Hi with black DOTS.....(6) I counted moving around in circle
27 allen park 1 planform

tree

tree

tree

tree

27. 4.10 am Canada river (Detroit River) 4 bright 3 with horizontal bands
1 dark south of La Salle Ont.

28 2 allen park 4 along Canada white pulsing 7x2 across circle.

28. 5.40 am allen park flaring at 6 on circle plus band 5.45 b.b. in it.
Canada and La Salle a black dark one only low saucer Windsor

28. 7.35 pm Southgate meter way. Planform up there 2 black bands Hor.
working one from top one from bottom. Like shades up and down

29 4.40 am 2 allen park black bands one each. 1 mel ford way amog.
4 bright canada one with offset 7x2 Plus vertical one also.
black bands La Salle south had dark one with black band.

29 7.49 P 1 metroand Southgate black band plus dots black band.

29. 8.20 P L.P. West with black band up and down in it.

29. 8.20 P, L.P. West with black bands up and down.

30. 3.35 a L.P. West black bands offset two bands one at 7 on it.
one vertical, six x on it 12.

Low La Salle B.B.N.E. Hi La SALLE AND PLAIN WYANDOTTE.
1 350 a 405 4 along detroit river all black bands at 4 am all 4 started black bands
1 8.15 L.P. West black band and dots.
2 3.50 a 4 am 4 along canada border 1 black band 1 west L.P. (Allen park had dots in it.)
2 7.20 to 7.37 PM Southgate (metro) black bands at 7.35 P 4 8 PM planform L.P. West with black band started black band at 8 PM going lower
3 5.30 2 planform L.PP with flare dots black dots
4 6.30a 4 over near home L.P. west heading and it zig zaged High up
7 225 am L.P. west black band black dots 4 Canada 2 la salla
bright and dark alt. dark circle black dots 2 Wyandotte
7 3.55a 4 west L.P. Bands 4 Canada dots & black bands 1 dark circle Black bands
8 4.10 a west north west Allen park black dots and flaring section.
four planforms bright and 1 dark 1a salla all black dots and or band bands also 2 olain over detroit Cobo hall way
81 020 PM (8.20)P L.P. west black band.
9 4 am L.P. West black band det cobo 2 black band bright 3 and one dark along 1a salla (Canada)
9 7.23 P southgate light dot on it at 7, it moved out into distance
10 3.55 a L.P. west Allen park way flaring all, prints black dots.
4 Canada with flaring & also black dots and black bands
10 8.05 P L.P. West Allen park black bands & dots Orange and orange off blue jean orange Band also.
10 8.20 P working lower no see at 8.33 P below distance trees.
10 9.15 P overhead zig zag & square moving
11. 3.50 a 4 along detroit river 4 flaring also but got black bands horizional BLACK BANDS AT 4 am. on three of them other flaring flaring again. 5.05 4 southern of them black bands.
5.55a
2 with Black
Bond.
02 with White
Quit.
RCMP PSTN

NRC OTT

19/8/78 1545P 1898

TO: SGD GT D M McGuide
PORT SAUNDERS DETACHMENT

FM: A Claude
PLANETARY SCIENCES SECTION
HERSCHEL INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA
OTTAWA TELEX 053-3715

THIS IS TO CONFIRM RECEIPT OF YOUR TELEX OF AUG 07, 1978
CONCERNING THE FACT OF A MARINE DISTRESS FLARE WHICH GENERATED

THANK YOU.

END/1898/F1N

RCMP PSTN

NRC OTT
PTSN 80 FURTHER TO OUR TELEX FORWARDED TO YOUR POINT 78JUL13 REGARDING AN UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT SIGHTED ON THE 78JUL 10. INVESTIGATION AT THIS POINT HAS REVEALED THAT THE U.F.O. IN QUESTION WAS IN FACT A MARINE DISTRESS FLARE. IN VIEW OF THE FINDINGS OF THE INVESTIGATION AT THIS POINT THIS MATTER IS BEING CONSIDERED CONCLUDED HERE.

SGD CST DR MCGUIRE
PORT SAUNDERS DETACHMENT

PLEASE CONFIRM RECEIPT OF THIS TELEX BY RETURN MESSAGE

OK

NRC OTT

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
MEYERON CENTRE, OTTAWA
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL METER CENTRE OTTAWA
INFO 1 DIV DIST 1 VANCOUVER

1E/RICHMOND/NCGO/1430
FOOLLOWING MSG RECEIVED FROM OUR RICHMOND
DETACHMENT AND THEY REQUEST SAME BE FORWARD TO RGC OTT:
"M P H SIGHTING WAS REPORTED HERE IN RICHMOND ON/8/04/919
**2546012-RC OTT

RGC OTT
V/0X 49 156 5 DPR ALGO UPCLAL

RICHMOND
ATTACHMENT ANN

RGC OTT
V/0X 49 156 5 DPR ALGO UPCLAL

RICHMOND
ATTACHMENT ANN

RGC OTT
WHAT IS PROBLEM PSE

RMP VCR
VUVVVLBOGUINELVCH AUV80 = 7 0**

MP5603540 7 0 1970 8 33 3999 03 0

RMP VCR
VUVVVLBOGUINELVCH AUV80 = 7 0**
NRC OTT

NOT OTT

TLX003
OTTAWA ONT 14 A ug 1030EDT
140160 CYVYYF
METEOR CENTRE NRC OTTAWA
WE HAVE BEEN ADVISED BY OPP LIONS HEAD ONT THAT A MR ALKO MANNINEN
(ASSISTANT PRINCIPLE LIONSHEAD SCHOOL) REPORTED A METEORITE OR
OBJECT FELL FROM SKY AUGUST 6TH 1740 LCL TIME HITTING WATER
APPROX 1/2 MILE OFF SHORE IN WHIPPORWILL BAY NEAR LIONSHEAD.
WATER DEPTH APPR ox 45-60 FT.
MR MANNINEN TELEPHONE NUMBER LIONSHEAD ONT 836-3-4
METEOS WIARTON

NRC OTT
METEOR CENTER NRC OTTAWA

A 0315852 B CLEAR C PRINCE RUPERT AIRPORT D ONE OVERHEAD NORTH EAST E BRIGHTNESS OF VENUS NO SHADOW F FLARED WHITE AT BEGINNING TAIL YELLOW DISAPPEARED BEHIND MOUNTAINS G PLANET Sized H 7 SECONDS I NIL J 360 DEGREES ELEVATION 30 DEGREES AND DISAPPEARING AT 160 DEGREES ELEVATION 10 DEGREES K TRAIL LASTED APPROX 3 SECONDS AFTER MAIN BODY DISAPPEARED SEVERAL OTHER LESS BRIGHT SIGHTINGS OVER A 15 MINUTE PERIOD SIGHTED THERE DURATION ON 1 OR 2 SECONDS

METEO PRINCE RUPERT 0316332

U

NRC OTT

DOT OTT
RGCVC
DE RCGCN 0004 0101118
ZNR UU
P 1011092 JAN 79
FM CFB OPS TRENTON
TO RCGVC/NDC OTTAWA
INFO RCGVC/NRC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLASSIFIED 336
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
A 10 09552 OCT 78
B CLOUDY
C JAMES PODB 19 ROBINSON COURT, BALD LAKE, ONTARIO PHONE 705-657-3451 (RELAYED THROUGH OPP BELLEVILLE ONT)
D OUTSIDE RESIDENCE THROUGH 100 POWER TELESCOPE
E WIFE SAME RESIDENCE
F SILVER COLOURED RED GREEN BLUE REVOLVING LIGHTS, CHANGING SHAPE.
HEIGHT 5000 FT, SEEN LAST THREE NIGHTS
BT
#0004
1. A U.F.O. sighting was reported to this office on 78-12-05 at 2300 hours, Pacific Standard Time. Conditions were clear and cold, no clouds overhead, no moon. The temperature was -18°C, with little wind.

2. Sighting was reported by Edward George ESAU (DOB: 38-10-08), Box 28, Summit Lake, B. C., phone: 965-7736. Object was observed from his livingroom window.

3. Witnesses to this sighting are:
   - Emily Joan ESAU (DOB: 46-11-10), Box 28, Summit Lake, B. C., phone 965-7736, wife of Edward ESAU.
   - Norman NADON (DOB: 39-12-11), same address, NADON is a boarder at this residence.

4. The house is 22 miles north of Prince George, B. C. on Highway 97. It is on the south side of the highway, just before Summit Lake. The large livingroom window faces west across Summit Lake. The place is hidden from the town by trees and a hill.

5. All three people were in the livingroom of the house on the date in question. Edward got up to check the thermometer, which is on the right side of the window. The object was to the southwest, and appeared, to be the size of a light-bulb, white in colour. Emily and Norman watched the object with Edward. It appeared to be approximately 100 feet above the tree-line, but the distance could not be ascertained. Edward thought it might be 4 or 5 miles away, Norman thought approximately 30 to 40 miles away. The object got larger, and as it did so, it turned orange in colour.

6. Edward got a pair of binoculars and he and Emily watched the object. It appeared like a half-moon, with the flat portion horizontal. The left part of the curve appeared jagged almost like a flame burning. It was approximately 2½' to 4' in radius. NADON went outside, but could hear no noise. After approximately 5 minutes, the object started dropping and getting smaller. It eventually disappeared, leaving a pink glow in clouds in the southwest, some distance away.
7. Enquiries with town people and neighbours were negative. There are no other witnesses to this incident. It appears that the object was some distance away, as it left a glow in distant clouds. As stated earlier, the sky was clear in the immediate Summit Lake area. No other reports were received at this office with respect to this particular sighting.

8. Edward ESAU works for the British Columbia Government in Corrections Services. His wife is a housewife. NADON works for a caterer north of Summit Lake. None of them have a criminal record, or record of mental illness. They had not consumed alcohol or drugs in the last couple of days. They appeared like intelligent, normal people, and I feel that they definitely saw something.

No further action taken.

Concluded here.

(J. P. MERCIER) Cst.
NON-METEORITIC SIGHTING

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

UAR/REED
REF: U.F.O. SIGHTING
1. ON THE THIRD DAY OF JANUARY 1979 AT 7:45 P.M., PACIFIC TIME
2. SKY CONDITION CLEAR
3. THE OBSERVER WAS A GENE VIEUENEAU
4. ONE MILE NORTH OF BURNS LAKE B.C.
5. ALSO SIGHTED BY HIS DAUGHTER
6. THERE WERE TWO ROUND SHAPED OBJECTS EMITTING A RED LIGHT IN THE CENTRE WITH A VERY BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT SURROUNDING IT
7. HE HAD SIGHT OF THIS OBJECT FOR ABOUT FIVE MINUTES
8. HE TRIED TO TAKE A PICTURE OF IT BUT HE IS NOT SURE IF THEY WILL TURN OUT

CST. D.N. DREW
BURNS LAKE DETACHMENT RCMP
COMM SQN OTT
PUZ25/04
P 041500Z JAN 79
FM CANADIAN FORCES STATION DANA SASKATCHEWAN
TO RCGW/NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTRE OTTAWA
INFO RCCPRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
ET
UNCLASS GEOPSO 01
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
S, 4 JAN 79 1212 GMT
R, CLEAR
C, WAYNE MAJOR, KENLY SASK PHONE NUMBER 237-4741
D, 6 MILES SOUTH OF PERDUE SASK., 3 MILES WEST OVER BLIND CREEK
F, NIL
G, DIAGONAL VIEW, 70 TO 80 FEET LONG, 30 TO 40 FEET WIDE; DULL
GREEN COLOUR YELLOW LIGHTS UNDERNEATH LIKE FLUORESCENT, CAME IN
FROM SOUTH HOVERED OVER CREEK, ALTITUDE UNDER 100 FEET. NO NOISE.
I, OBJECT ONLY
G, FOUR MINUTES
H, NO ROUNDED NOSE
ET
COMM SQN OTT
COMM SQN OTT
MCL79/2 ON 79JAN05 AT 0200 HRS MST OBJECT SIGHTED IN SKY SOUTH OF MCLENNAN ALTA CLEAR SKIES SIGHTED BY JERRY LAFLEUR AND HIS WIFE OF BOX 58 MCLENNAN PH 388-8182. LOCATION OF OBSERVERS IN HIS RES 7 MILES SOUTH OF MCLENNAN ON HWY 40.

OBLONG IN SHAPE SIGHTED SOUTH OF OBSERVERS RES, SLIGHTLY SMALLER THAN MOON IN SIZE BRIGHT WHITE IN COLOUR AT DEGREES UP FROM HORIZON. WATCHED OFF AND ON TIL 0820 FOLLOWING AM OBJECT REMAINED IN SAME SPOT TIL 0820 WHEN IT MOVED SW AND DISAPPEARED. THE SIGHTING WAS NOT REPORTED TIL 79JAN11.

INVESTIGATOR CST BEDARD

MCLENNAN DET RCMP
On the 5th of Jan 79 at 2300 an object was sighted in the sky near Kathleen, Alta. The object was sighted by Gerry LAFLEUR and his wife, both of Box 58 McLennan, Alta. Tel:324-2182. They were in their residence when the following object was sighted to the South: a bright white elongated object slightly smaller than the moon in size. They watched the object on and off until 0820 the following morning. The object remained in the same spot 45° up from the horizon until 0820 when it moved Southwest and disappeared. A check was made with several neighbours but no one else had seen the object. I feel Mr. LAFLEUR is a reliable witness and did see the above object.
ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE - GENDARMERIE ROYALE DU CANADA

BRD. REFERENCE: RE. 1959/69
DIV.
"K"
79 MAR 1
SUB DIVISION: SOUS-DIVISION
Peace River
DETACHMENT-DETACHMENT
McLennan

LAFLEUR, Gerry
C. of U.P.O.
Kathleen, Alta. - 79 JAN 12

79 JAN 12

On the 5th of JAN 79 at 2300 an object was sighted in the sky near Kathleen, Alta. The object was sighted by Gerry LAFLEUR and his wife, both of Box 58 McLennan, Alta. Tel: 324-2182. They were in their residence when the following object was sighted to the South: a bright white oblong shaped object slightly smaller than the moon in size. They watched the object on and off until 0820 the following morning. The object remained in the same spot 450 up from the horizon until 0820 when it moved Southwest and disappeared. A check was made with several neighbours but no one else had seen the object. I feel Mr. LAFLEUR is a reliable witness and did see the above object.

(B.P.G. BEDARD) Cst.
McLennan Detachment

(W.S. BRADSHAW) Sgt.
NCO 1/c McLennan Det.

bb/BB
Unclassified

NRC For-Facing Radio and Electrical Engineering Division

SUBJECT REPORT

CFR Cold Lake was notified by telephone of the following UFP report:

A. 070400-0500Z, Jan 79
B. Low broken cloud cover
C. Mrs. April Landry, Pierceland, SASK 839-2202
D. Pierceland, SASK
E. NIL
F. Single bright yellow, four pointed star, stationary, low on horizon

Naw of Pierceland

G. Not available

H. Late report was prompted by similar picture seen recently in Nation

Enquirer Newspaper

Read

NRC Desk Ott
COMM SON OTT
PUZ002/08
P 080345Z JAN 79
FM OFR TORONTO
TO RCCW/NDGC OTTAWA
RCCW/NDGC OTTAWA
PT
UNCLAS BDO-01
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
DIVISION, NDMO FOR DRIO
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
REF: A. TELECON NDMO/DRIO DUTY OFR 0719002Z JAN 79
A. OT0715Z JAN 79
B. CLEAR
C. MR. BELFORD VIA A MEMBER OF THE CANADIAN UFO NETWORK.
D. LARGE PARK WITH SKI AREA AT JUNCTION OF SKEPPARD AND BATHURST
STREETS - TORONTO
E. QUOTE IN A HOUSE ACROSS FROM THE PARK UNQUOTE
F. A LIGHT BEAM FROM A HOVERING OBJECT
G. 1 HOUR
H. CFR TORONTO MP SECTION TOOK THE CALL, DISPATCHED 248 723 736 PTE
J.G. GUIMOND TO SITE. HE REPORTS MEETING TORONTO POLICE CAR AT SITE
AND ONLY SAW SNOW MAKING EQUIPMENT FOR SKI AREA - HE SAW NO UFOS.
THIS INCIDENT HAS GENERATED CONSIDERABLE MEDIA INTEREST. CALLS HAVE
COME FROM THE TORONTO GLOBE AND MAIL, THE TORONTO SUN, CFRB RADIO
STATION, LAW REF A DRIO AUORIZED DEPARTMENT OF RNC AND<br>SCANDRETT TO ANSWER MEDIA QUESTIONS
PT
NRC DIO OTT
NRC DIO OTT

A. C. L. 1005

N 73/005
78/4 RE: SIGHTING OF UFO

DATE/TIME OF SIGHTING: 79-01-12 1700 HRS EDT
CONDITION OF SKY: CLEAR WITH CLOUDY PATCHES
IDENTITY OF OBSERVER: MRS. PATRICIA LANDRY, HARRIETSFIELD HFX CO NS
LOCATION OF OBSERVER: AT HER RESIDENCE
DESCRIPTION: STATIONARY WHITE LIGHT SEEN IN THE DIRECTION OF THE SUN
THEN MOVED OFF INTO THE CLOUDS LEAVING A WHITE TAIL ROUND IN SHAPE AND MRS. LANDRY SAID IT LOOKED LIKE VENUS
DURATION OF SIGHTING: 1/2 HR

A NEIGHBOUR WHO WISHES NOT TO BE NAMED TOOK SOME PHOTOS WITH AN INSTAMATIC CAMERA ATTEMPTS ARE BEING MADE TO OBTAIN COPIES OF THESE PRINTS. IF WE ARE ABLE TO OBTAIN COPIES WILL BE FWD TO NRC

RNC POLICE, HALIFAX DET., HALIFAX NS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 152352 JAN 79
B. SKY CONDITION - CLEAR
C. WILLIAM NEILSON, 875 JUNIPER AVENUE, EDMONTON, ALTA,
PHONE 403 464-4755
D. TRAVELLING SOUTH WEST OF EDMONTON IN CAR
E. NONE

F. CLOUD LIKE FORMATION WITH TRAILS AT 45 DEGREE ANGLE. APPEARANCE
GREY TO WHITE COLOUR, OBJECT WAS FAIRLY LARGE, ABOUT 10,000 AGL.
OBJECT STATIONARY, DID NOT MOVE AT ALL, OBJECT SEEMED TO HAVE TRAILS
WHICH FADED INTO SKY ON RIGHT SIDE, WHILE LEFT SIDE TOOK SHAPE OF
OBLONG WITH CENTRE HAD HALF SPHERE WHICH TENDED TO BE A GREY COLOUR.
AFTER OBJECT FADED AWAY THERE APPEARED TO BE AN AIRCRAFT WITH A BRIGHT
SPOT LIGHT POINTED STRAIGHT SOUTH
G. DURATION OF 3 MINUTES

PAGE 2 RCWDG 0041 UNCLASSIFIED
H. MR NEILSON SAID HE COULD DRAW A PICTURE OF SIGHTING IF REQUESTED
BY
#0041
PAGE 2 RECORDED 0007 UNCLAS

414(EW) SON, CONSISTING OF TWO(2) CF-100 AIRCRAFTS, WHICH DROPPED CHAFFIN IN THE AREA OF THE OBSERVATION. THESE AIRCRAFTS WERE HEADING N/W FROM THIS UNIT.

BT

0000

NRC DEE OTT

COMM SN May 79

P.022/15

P 15/1130Z JAN 79

FM CFS FALCONBRIDGE

TO RCCPONDC/OTTawa

INFO CCPira/NRC OTTawa

PT

UNCLAS 0003

NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A: 15/1100J JAN 79

B: CLEAR, GOLD

C: MR ROGER PIGEAU 240 COTE ST HANMER ONTARIO (705) 969-4387

D: TOP OF MR PIGEAUS HOUSE LOOKING UP IN A N/W DIRECTION

E: NIL

F: BIG FALL WITH SMALLER FALLS ON AND AROUND IT, GREY IN COLOR VERY HIGH, APPEARED TO BE BOUNCING UP AND DOWN THEN TOOK OFF STRAIGHT UP. ALSO IN AREA TWO JETS HEADING N/W, AND ONE SMALL YELLOW TWIN ENGINE PLANE HEADING TOWARDS AIRPORT S/E. OBJECT APPEARED TO BE ABOVE THE THREE PLANES.

G: 30 SECS TO 1 MIN.

H: AT THIS TIME CFS FALCONBRIDGE WAS ENGAGED IN AN ECM DEMO WITH METEOR ??

PAGE 2 RECORDED 0007 UNCLAS

414(EW) SON, CONSISTING OF TWO(2) CF-100 AIRCRAFTS, WHICH DROPPED CHAFFIN IN THE AREA OF THE OBSERVATION. THESE AIRCRAFTS WERE HEADING N/W FROM THIS UNIT.

BT

0000

NRC DEE OTT

COMM SN May 79
UNCLAS GEOGEO 03

NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A. 15/1100, JAN 79

B. CLEAR, COLD

C. MR. ROGER PIGEON 240 COTE ST. HAMMER ONTARIO (70) 569-4357

D. TOP OF MR. PIGEON'S HOUSE LOOKING UP IN A N/AW DIRECTION

E. NIL

F. BIG BALL WITH SMALLER BALLS ON AND AROUND IT. GREY IN COLOR

VERY HIGH, APPEARED TO BE BOUNCING UP AND DOWN THEN TOOK OFF

STRAIGHT UP. ALSO IN AREA TWO JETS HEADING N/AW, AND ONE SMALL

YELLOW TWIN ENGINE PLANE HEADING TOWARDS AIRPORT S/E. OBJECT

APPEARED TO BE ABOVE THE THREE PLANES.

G. 30 SEC. TO 1 MIN.

H. AT THIS TIME CFS FALCON BRIDGE WAS ENGAGED IN AN ECM DEMO WITH

PAGE 2 RCCBD 000 UNCLAS

414(EW) SQN. CONSISTING OF TWO(2) CF-100 AIRCRAFTS WHICH DROPPED

CHAFFIN IN THE AREA OF THE OBSERVATION. THESE AIRCRAFTS WERE

HEADING N/AW FROM THIS UNIT.
UFO REPORT

DE RECPVPA 0004 0162050
ZIR UU
PR 160915Z JAN 79
FM CFS NOISIE
TO RCCVC/HDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCCVC/HDOC OTTAWA
BY
UNCLASS DMC 001
HDOC FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA, RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
REF: CFAC 71-1
A. 160915Z JAN 79
B. CLEAR
C. CPP CONSTABLE JACQUES LEBLANC AND MICHEL PARRE, SEPT ILES, QUEBEC 416-962-2938
D. POINTE NOIRE, ABOVE THE DAM OF STE MARGUERITE
E. NIL
F. ROUND, COLOR OF LIGHT, 2,000 FEET, STATIONARY, ONE OBJECT
G. 10 TO 15 MINUTES

INT
E004

National Research Council of Canada/Conseil national de recherches du Canada RG 77, Vol. 309
PP RCCWC
DE RCCBN 0001 0170201
ZNR UUUUU
P 1701552 JAN 79
FM CFB OPS TRENTO
TO RCCWC/NDOC OTTAWA
RCCWC/NDOC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS BOPS 404
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
AT 160161 JAN 79
CL CLEAR
C. CONST BARNARD BELLEVILLE DET OPP RELAYED FROM MRS BARBARA HEARD
APT 402, 839 TALLWOOD DR, PETERBOROUGH, ONT, TEL 745-5947
D. SOUTH END OF RYE ST, PETERBOROUGH
E. HEIDI ST THOMAS, TEL 743-3308
F. OBLONG OBJECT FALLING SLOWLY AS IF IN SLOW MOTION. APPEARED RED
AND ORANGE LIKE A BALL OF FIRE TRAILING LENGTHY WHITE SMOKE
G. LASTED APPR X 0 MIN
H. MRS HEARD REQUESTS SHE BE ADVISED OF ANY FINDINGS
BT
RCC001
NRC OTT

RCMP BNVS

1 PRIORITY UNCLAS BONAVISTA NFLD JAN 19
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

ON 79-01-17 AT APPROXIMATELY 0510 hrs NFLD time, PHILIP PARDY OF
BONAVISTA NFLD SIGHTED A UFO IN THE BONAVISTA AREA. PARDY A RELIABLE
SOURCE FIRST SIGHTED THE OBJECT NEAR HIS HOME. OBJECT APPROX 20 FT
LONG OVAL SHAPED GREY COLOUR WITH GREEN AND RED FLASHING LIGHTS ON
THE TOP THERE WAS A SINGLE WHITE LIGHT WHICH AT TIMES WOULD BECOME
BRIGHTER. TWO ANTENNAS ON THE TOP. THE OBJECT STAYED IN A ONE MILE
LINE FOR ABOUT TWO AND ONE HALF HOURS. AT ONE TIME THE OBJECT CAME NEAR
A WATER TOWER APPROX ONE QUARTER OF A MILE FROM HIS HOME. SKY WAS CLEAR
ONLY OTHER PERSON TO IDENTIFY THE OBJECT WAS HIS WIFE, MARY.

GST & PITF: BONAVISTA RCMP.
TO: NFCU/NDCC OTTAWA

FROM: ECPIRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA

SUBJ: USA REPORT

RE: CFAC 71-1

A: 202220Z JAN 79

B: CLEAR

C: CONSTABLE MICHEL BELANGER, 46 ELI ROCHEFORT, PORT-CARTIER, QUEBEC

D: GML GROCERY STORE AND FROM HIGHEST GEOGRAPHICAL POINT IN PORT-CARE

E: CONSTABLES MCLANSON AND GARNON

F: OVAL, RED, GREEN, BLUE, FAST, (THREE)

G: 160 MIN

H: DIAMETER OF 3 TO 4 INCHES, MOVING TOWARDS EACH OTHER IN STRAIGHT LINE AT SAME ALTITUDE AND STANDING AT VARIOUS LOCATION. SIGHT IN THE SKY CLOSE TO POLAR STAR, APPROXIMATELY 50 FEET AWAY ON EACH SIDE. UFOS MOVED IN DIFFERENT DIRECTIONS AT DIFFERENT TIMES. AT 1830 LOCAL ONE OF THEM WAS SOUTH OF SIGHTING LOCATION OVER ST LAWRENCE RIVER. OTHER PERSONS REPORTED THE SIGHTING TO LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENT BUT DID NOT WANT TO GIVE THEIR NAMES.

BT

NRC DCF OTT

N.

COMM SON OTT
UFO TWO

DE RCWDS 0203 0321729
ZMR 000000
P R 011630Z FEB 79
PM OFS BEVERLODE
TO RCWDC/LOC OTTAWA
INFO RCPTIN/NRC OTTAWA

BT

UNCLAS GEOPSO 35
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

REF: A. CFAO 71-1

1. A. SIGHTING AT 312145 LOC JAN 79 014457 FEB 79

R. CLEAR

C. MISS BRENDA LANGERAK, 0000-109TH AVE GRANDE PRAIRIE, ALBERTA

PH 532-4755

D. SCOPE TRAILER COURT, GRANDE PRAIRIE

E. MR SHAN GILLINGHAM, PARK VISTA ARMS BLOCK NO 1, APT 1 GRANDE

PRAIRIE ALBERTA

F. ONE RED LIGHT WHICH CHANGED TO A BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT, DISAPPEARING

OVER "HORIZON" APPEARED VERY LARGE AND FOUR WINGS WERE PRESENT. ONLY

ONE OBJECT. ESTIMATED ALT 300 FT

PAGE 3 RCWDS 0203 UNCLAS

G. 2 MIN DURATION

H. OBJECT MOVED TOWARD AND OVERHEAD OF OBSERVERS FROM THE EAST MOVING

TOWARDS THE NORTHWEST. OBSERVERS HEARD SOUNDS SIMILAR TO AN

AIRCRAFTS JET ENGINES

BT

#0003
UNCLAS GEOPSO 55

NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

REF: A. CFAO 71-1

1. A. SIGHTING AT 312145 LOC JAN 29 018452 FEB 79

B. CLEAR

C. MISS BRENDI LANGERAK, 9835 108TH AVE GRANDE PRAIRIE, ALBERTA

PH 532-4757

D. ELDOR TRAILER COURT, GRANDE PRAIRIE

E. MR SHAN GILLINGHAM, PARK VISTA ARMS BLOCK NO 1, APT 1 GRANDE PRAIRIE ALBERTA

F. ONE RED LIGHT WHICH CHANGED TO A BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT. DISAPPEARING

OVER HORIZON APPEARED VERY LARGE AND FOUR WINGS WERE PRESENT. ONLY

ONE OBJECT. ESTIMATED ALT 300 FT

PAGE 2 RCWDS 0003 UNCLAS

G. 2 MIN DURATION

H. OBJECT MOVED TOWARD AND OVERHEAD OF OBSERVERS FROM THE EAST MOVING

TOWARDS THE NORTHWEST. OBSERVERS HEARD SOUNDS SIMILAR TO AN

AIRCRAFTS PET ENGINES

DT

#0003
SUBJ: FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

A. 051 000Z FEB 79
B. CLEAR WITH STARS
C. CONSTABLE ROSS PETERBOROUGH OPP RELAYED FROM E. MOORE
   LOT NO. 1 CONCESSION 3 DUMMER TOWNSHIP MARSAN, 652-7206
D. OUTSIDE HOUSE FACING SOUTH EAST
E. MONK
F. TOP RIGHT CORNER WAS RED AND WHITE WITH ORANGE GLOW BENEATH,
   RED WENT DIM THEN BRIGHT+ OBJECT CHANGED TO WHITE AT 1100Z
G. TWO HOURS
H. WHEN OBSERVER WAS ASKED TO TAKE A PICTURE, HE REPORTED THAT
   THE OBJECT HAD JUST DISAPPEARED. TIME WAS 1225Z

N79/014
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SGN OTT
PUZO19/10
P 101900Z FEB 79
FM 21 RADAR SGN ST MARGARETS NEW BRUNSWICK CANADA
TO RCPCC/NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTRE OTTAWA ONTARIO CANADA
INFO RCPCC/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA ONTARIO CANADA
BT
UNCLAS AD0003
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL FOR RADIO AND ENGINEERING DIVISION
FROM 22 BNCC/SD
UFO REPORT
A: 10/0430Z FEB 79
B: CLEAR
C: MRS DIANE DION, 864 PLACE CHAMPMETRE, ST THERESE, P.Q. CANADA.
TELEPHONE 514-430-5589
D: REAR OF HOUSE SEE ITEM C
E: OBSERVERS BROTHER IN LAW AND AT LEAST ONE OTHER, NO NAMES GIVEN.
F: TWO BRIGHT RED LIGHTS DIAGONALLY ORIENTED WITH UPPER LIGHT
   BRIGHTER THAN LOWER. SHAPE NOT DETERMINED DUE TO BRIGHTNESS OF
   LIGHTS. ALTITUDE ESTIMATED TO BE 2000 FT. OBJECTS MOVED FROM
   NORTHWEST TO SOUTHEAST AT SLOW SPEED. DISTANCE FROM OBSERVER
   ESTIMATED TO BE LESS THAN ONE MILE, NEAR AUTORoute.

PAGE 2 RCPCC 0002 UNCLAS
G: 10 MIN
H: THIS INFORMATION PASSED TO 22 BNCC SENIOR DIRECTOR BY
   MONTREAL ARTCC FLIGHT PLANNING SECTION. INITIALS FOXTROT DELTA AT
   10/17102 FEB 79
BT
0002
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SGN OTT
P. O. Box 3900
Fredericton, N.B.
E3B 4Z8
February 14, 1979

National Research Council
Planetary Sciences Section
100 Sussex Drive
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A OR6

Gentlemen:

Re: Murray Douglas F. BULMER "et al"
UFO Sighting
Sheffield Sup. Co., N.B.

Attached for your information
please find our Fredericton Detachment’s report in the above matter.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

H. R. DeKouchay, Insp.
Assistant "J" Div. C.I.B. Officer

Att.
/asm
Murray Douglas P. BULMER - et al -
UFO Sighting
Sheffield, Sunbury Co., N.B.

1. DATE AND TIME: Sighted on 79-01-20 by Murray Douglas Patrick BULMER at approximately 4:15 am. Later five other individuals at the BULMER's house also saw the object.

2. CONDITION OF SKY: Condition of the sky was clear and there were many stars out.

3. LOCATION OF OBSERVER: The observer's position was initially in Oromocto, N.B. on the Oromocto Bridge. Later sighted at his residence in Sheffield, N.B., 5 miles from the bridge, east on the Trans Canada Highway (#2).

4. OCCURRENCE OF BURSTS: Only one object was sighted.

5. LUMINOSITY: Luminosity of the object was brighter than the surrounding stars. Seemed to project a light of varying intensity.

6. COLOR: Color of the object was bluish white.

7. FORM: It's size seemed to be larger than the stars in the sky. It appeared to be oval in shape when sighted by the naked eye. When seen through binoculars it appeared to be two spheres resting adjacent to each other.

8. DURATION: The object was observed for a period of approximately three hours, 4:15 am - 7:15 am.

9. SOUNDS: There was no apparent sound transmitted by the object.

10. POSITIONS IN SKY: It appeared at a level lower than the other stars and about 100 feet above the top of the trees. It appeared to travel slightly to the south when observed over a period of time.

11. ANY UNUSUAL OBSERVATIONS: The light it projected seemed to change quite drastically in its intensity. It should be noted that all people observing the light gave approximately the same description.

CONCLUDED HERE

(N.D. PEEL) OST.,
Fredericton-Detachment
MNNV NNNP VY CAV217 RBA1480PA02S UU
PP RCCPIRA
DE RCCED 2015 0292023
ZNR UUUUU
P B 282012Z FEB 79
FM CFS FALCONBRIDGE
TO RCCWC/NDGC OTTAWA
INFO RCCPIRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
BT
UNCLAS GEOPSO 12
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
A. 2 FEB 79 1915 HRS
B. CLEAR/COLD
C. 14 YRS STANLEY SPECKT WHITEFISH, ONT 866-2708, 15 YRS PAUL
SPENCER WHITEFISH, ONT 866-8132, MRS RANTA WHITEFISH (SPOKE NO ENGLISH)
D. WHITEFISH ONT ABOUT 2 MILES WEST OF TOWN
E. MRS RANTA SPOKE NO ENGLISH
P. BRIGHT OBJECT SLOWLY DESCENDED TO THE GROUND, WHITE IN COLOUR
AND GOT BRIGHTER, SITTING NW OF WHITEFISH APPROX 1 OR 2 MILES AWAY
G. 6 TO 7 MINS
E. INFO PASSED TO US-FROM OPP SULLIVAN BADGE NO 4282 LATE IN REPORTING
UNABLE TO FIND TELEPHONE NUMBER TO SUBMIT REPORT
BT
#0015

National Research Council of Canada/ Conseil national de recherches du Canada
RG 77, Vol. 309
UNCLAS GEOPSO 12

NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A. 2 FEB 79 1915 HRS

B. CLEAR/COLD

C. 14 YRS STANLEY SPECKET WHITEFISH, ONT 865-2705, 15 YRS PAUL SPENCER WHITEFISH, ONT 865-0132, MRS RANTA WHITEFISH (SPOKE NO ENGLISH)

D. WHITEFISH OMT ABOUT 2 MILES WEST OF TOWN

E. MRS RANTA SPOKE NO ENGLISH

F. BRIGHT OBJECT SLOWLY DESCENDED TO THE GROUND, WHITE IN COLOUR AND GOT BRIGHTER, SITTING NW OF WHITEFISH APPROX 1 OR 2 MILES AWAY

G. 5 TO 7 MINS

H. INFO PASSED TO US FROM OPP SULLIVAN BADGE NO 4262 LATE IN REPORTING UNABLE TO FIND TELEPHONE NUMBER TO SUBMIT REPORT

SUBJ
CCIRP "CCIRPL "CCIRPII/"CCIRP OTTAWA
TO: 22 RHQ NORTH BAY
INFO RCCV/MDOC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS 22NRCC 025
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
A. 191100Z
B. CLEAR
C. MISS POITRAS, 2438 KNOX ST, MONTREAL QUE 933-8724
D. MONTREAL
E. N/A
F. APPEARED LIKE A WAGON TRAIN, PINK ILLUMINOUS ON ONE SIDE AND BLACK ON THE OTHER, MOVING UP AND DOWN, IT WAS SMALL AND GOT LARGER AS IT DISAPPEARED IN FRONT OF THE HOUSE.
G. 5 MIN
H. N/A
BT
#0002
PP RCPIRA
DE RCGALXX 0002 049168
ZNR UUUUU
P H 181555Z FEB 79
FM 22 NRHQ NORTH BAY
TO RCWOC/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA
BY
UNCLAS 22NRCC 995
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
A. 181100Z
B. CLEAR
C. MISS POITRAS, 2430 KNOX ST, MONTREAL QUE 933-8724
D. MONTREAL
E. N/A
F. APPEARED LIKE A WAGON TRAIN, PINK ILLUMINOUS ON ONE SIDE AND BLACK ON THE OTHER, MOVING UP AND DOWN, IT WAS SMALL AND GOT LARGER AS IT DISAPPEARED IN FRONT OF THE HOUSE.
G. 5 MIN
H. N/A
ST
#0002
Ill ot/JOUO

1181219

P E 2002042 FEB 79

FM-HALICITY RESCUE CO-ORDINATION CENTER
TO RCCVC/NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTER
INFO RCCSCIRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL CANADA
DIVISION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MONTREAL ROAD, OTTAWA TELEX 053-4134

BT
UNClAS RCC 003
UFO REPORT
A. 2001202 FEB 79
B. CLEAR
C. ARTHUR CLEVISIE, GOODWOOD, PROSPECT ROAD, NS.
TEL NR 852-2376
D. OUTSIDE RESIDENCE
E. WIL
F. HUGE COLORED LIGHT 3-400 FT HIGH IN SKY. ROUND IN SHAPE. REVOLVING. STARTED AS RED THEN TURNED TO PALE BLUE THEN MULTI COLORED
G. 5 MINUTES
H. NO SOUND BUT WHEN DEPARTED ROSE STRAIGHT UP IN SKY
BT
#0003
F. Huge colored light 3-400 ft high in sky. Round in shape. Revolving. Started as red then turned to pale blue then multi colored.
G. 5 minutes
H. No sound but when departed rose straight up in sky

By
#6003
UFO SIGHTING THIS AREA:
DATE AND TIME OF SIGHTING: 11-79-FEB-24 AT APPROX. 2300 HRS
CONDITION OF SKY: CLEAR
OBSERVER: NAME: WHITE/GIC: ROCKWELL
ADDRESS: 4010 DULEY CRESCENT, LAB. CITY, NFLD
PHONE NR 944-7302
LOCATION OF OBSERVER AT TIME OF SIGHTING: HIGHWAY NR 520 NEAR THE NEW LABRADOR GOLF COURSE, LABRADOR CITY, NFLD

CST G ROBINSON LABRADOR CITY DET RCM POLICE

OBSERVERS: NAME IS ROCKWELL WHITE
At approximately 10:40 p.m. on 24th of February, 1979 EDT Mr. Rocky WHITE of 4010 Duley Cres., Labrador City, Nfld., reported seeing an UFO in this area. At the time of the sighting the sky was very clear.

The observer was standing on the highway looking towards the West. He reported seeing a large object with lights in pairs about 30 to 50 feet apart. The lights were dull not unlike a house or plane light. He reported watching the object for about 30 seconds until it went out of sight behind a hill.

Mr. WHITE stated the object was oval shaped with eight lights which seemed to be in pairs. The object hovered over the top of a hill and then moved slowly down the side of the hill until it went out of sight. As it was dark he was unable to say what color the object was.

Mr. WHITE then drove approximately one mile further up the highway and saw the object again. At this time another vehicle came along and Mr. WHITE stopped along with the other vehicle and they both saw the object. We don't have the names of these people as Mr. WHITE was so excited he didn't get their names and they didn't report the incident.

They watched the object until it went out of sight into the trees. There was a noise so they left the scene immediately. Mr. WHITE then reported the incident to our office and a patrol was made to the scene by Cst. D. CHISHOLM and Cst. R. F. CUTHBERT of this Detachment, however, there was no sign of the object upon their arrival.

On the morning of the 25th of February, 1979 Mr. WHITE went to where he thought he saw the object go down. He went by ski-doo to see if he could find any trace of it. He examined the whole area with negative results. A local resident flying over the area on this same date was requested to look for anything strange. He reported that nothing strange was apparent.

Mr. WHITE is known to a few members of this Detachment and he is considered to be a very reliable person. However, we were unable to find any evidence to confirm his sighting. This report is being submitted for your information.

Pwdr.  

I/C  

Labrador City Detachment
At approximately 18:40 p.m. on 24th of February, 1979 EDP Mr. Rocky WHITE of 4010 Dalby Cres., Labrador City; Nfld. reported seeing an UFO in this area. At the time of the sighting the sky was very clear.

The observer was standing on the highway looking towards the West. He reported seeing a large object with lights in pairs about 30 to 50 feet apart. The lights were dull not unlike a house or plane light. He reported watching the object for about 30 seconds until it went out of sight behind a hill.

Mr. WHITE stated the object was oval shaped with eight lights which seemed to be in pairs. The object hovered over the top of a hill and then moved slowly down the side of the hill until it went out of sight. As it was dark he was unable to say what color the object was.

Mr. WHITE then drove approximately one mile further up the highway and saw the object again. At this time another vehicle came along and Mr. WHITE stopped along with the other vehicle and they both saw the object. We don't have the names of these people as Mr. WHITE was so excited he didn't get their names and they didn't report the incident.

They watched the object until it went out of sight into the trees. There was a noise so they left the scene immediately. Mr. WHITE then reported the incident to our office and a patrol was made to the scene by Cst. D. CHISHOLM and Cst. P. F. CUTHBERT of this Detachment, however, there was no sign of the object upon their arrival.

On the morning of the 25th of February, 1979 Mr. WHITE went to where he thought he saw the object go down. He went by ski-doo to see if he could find any trace of it. He examined the whole area with negative results. A local resident flying over the area on this same date was requested to look for anything strange. He reported that nothing strange was apparent.

Mr. WHITE is known to a few members of this Detachment and he is considered to be a very reliable person. However, we were unable to find any evidence to confirm his sighting. This report is being submitted for your information.
TIME/PLACE OF SIGHTING: January 26, 1979, 0950Z, SENNEVILLE, P.Q.

DURATION: approximately 10 - 15 secs.

NUMBER & TYPE OF WITNESSES: Mrs. Linda Jones, housewife, Senneville, P.Q.

NUMBER OF UFOs: 1

DIMENSIONS: approximately size of oval dinner plate at arm's length

COLOUR: object ring or donut shaped...yellow color...very bright white around

SOUND: low pitched hum pulsating when it disappeared

ALTITUDE: slightly below tree top level (trees across from house about 200 to 300 ft away)

SPEED: approximately height of trees 40 -50 ft., object seen through upper branches

PLEASE PUT AN 'X' NEXT TO THE APPROPRIATE ANSWER

WEATHER CONDITIONS

CLEAR __ PARLEY CLOUDY __ FULL CLOUD COVER • RAIN • SLEET • SNOW

weather at 0900Z: Measured 2000 overcast, visibility 20mi., light rain, temp. 1 C., dew point 1 C., wind 270/04, press. 993.3

DESCRIBE AREA OF SIGHTING:

CITY • SUBURBAN • RURAL • INDUSTRIAL • COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL

DID THE SIGHTING OCCUR NEAR ANY OF THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS?

RESERVOIR • LAKE • RIVER • MILITARY INSTALLATION • POWER STATION/POWER LINES •

OTHER (PLEASE EXPLAIN) Not far from TQ HWY 40 and MacDonald's College

WHERE WAS THE OBSERVER(S) AT THE TIME OF THE SIGHTING?

OUTDOORS • INDOORS • IN A CAR • IN AN AIRPLANE • OTHER (PLEASE EXPLAIN)

HOW DID THE UFO ATTRACT YOUR ATTENTION?

SOMEONE CALLED IT TO YOUR ATTENTION • HEARD A SOUND • AN ANIMALS REACTION

SAW AN OBJECT • SAW A LIGHT • ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE • DON'T KNOW

OTHER (PLEASE EXPLAIN) •

WHERE WAS THE UFO WHEN YOU FIRST NOTICED IT?

IN THE SKY • TREE TOP LEVEL • ON THE GROUND • OTHER (PLEASE EXPLAIN)

CHARACTERISTICS:

witness woke up at 0950Z (according to lighted digital clock on bedside) to feed and change young baby. Noted that bedroom was extremely lighted up. Everything in bedroom bathed in bright milky colored light. Went to the window and saw a donut or ring shaped object, yellowish color shining this bright light through window. Witness woke husband up. Husband noted object shut off light being shut off and at this point low, pulsating hum heard for about 4 secs. Husband did not see object or associated light but confirmed he heard the sound. Main witness under unable to get back to sleep. Very anxious and puzzled.

SOURCE: Comments on back please •
During the day, Mrs. Joncas told her sister of the sighting and was advised to call the Sunday Express Newspaper as they knew someone who would take down a report. Editor of the newspaper called me to give telephone number of witness, Howard Dovtonick and I went to interview the witness the following Sunday and took down a more detailed report (in personal files). Witnesses requested that this observation should be reported to someone in scientific or government circles, although they were unaware if anyone collected such reports. We advised them that the NRCC might be interested and therefore assured them that their observation would be relayed.

According to our information (NOTAMS) Valcartier launching Radiosonde Balloons Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 115Z. However we are doubtful that this was the cause due to overcast conditions at 2000 ft. Balloon float levels 100,000 ft.

Observational data does not appear to conform to fire ball activity or bolides.

Possibly ball lightning.

R. Sapienza (UFO CANADA)
FLWG REC'D FROM GOLDEN DET QUOT'I:

GLN/0008 RE: UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT GOLDEN BC 79-02-20:
ON 20 FEB 79 AT 2148 HRS MOUNTAIN TIME 3 PEOPLE AT DIFFERENT
LOCATIONS OBSERVED A BRILLIANT YELLOW LIGHT. THIS OCCURRED
APPROX 20 KMS SOUTH OF GOLDEN NEAR THE COMMUNITY OF PARSON BC.
THE SKY WAS CLEAR AT THE TIME OF THE SIGHTINGS:

THE FOLLOWING PERSONS OBSERVED THE FLASH OF LIGHT:

1. ARNOLD BENTY, CAMPBELL ROAD GOLDEN BC 348-2350 BENTY WAS JOGGING
ON CAMPBELL ROAD AND OBSERVED A BRILLIANT YELLOW LIGHT WHICH LASTED
FOR APPROX 15 SECONDS. IT CROSSED THE DOG TOOTH MOUNTAINS.

2. RUSSELL SCHULTZ, OF HIGHWAY 95 GOLDEN BC 348-9271. SCHULTZ WAS
WORKING IN HIS BACKYARD WITH HIS BACK TO THE DOGTOOTH MOUNTAINS.
HE TURNED AROUND AND NOTICED A BOLT OF YELLOW LIGHT ABOVE THE
MOUNTAINS.

3. WILLIAM WARDWELL OF PARSON BC 348-2383. WARDWELL WAS IN THE
VICINITY OF WADDEN RD AND NOTED A BRIGHT LIGHT ABOVE THE DOGTOOTH
MOUNTAINS. THIS LASTED FOR APPROX 2-3 SECONDS.

CST JOHNSON GOLDEN DET FILE 79-0464 UNQUOTE

NELSON S/DIV
1. On 19 Feb 79 Miss Melanie BREWER (B:63-11-27) reported to our office that she had seen a U.F.O. 79-02-16. When asked why she did not report it then she stated that she hadn’t planned to do so but made the report on instructions from her mother. The sighting took place between 10:30 p.m. and 10:45 p.m. Time is estimated by BREWER and is subject to some possible change. The weather was cold and the sky was clear. Miss BREWER was accompanied by Miss Deanna SARTOR (B:61-10-12).

2. The sight was first noted on the Old Airport Road located on the west side of Yellowknife within the city limits. The start of the sighting is marked #1 on the attached map. The solid red line shows the direction of travel of the vehicle the two girls were driving and the end of the red line (marked #2) is where they last saw the U.F.O.

3. It was described as round and glowed as a white light. It moved at tree top level and was by itself. It was viewed by the girls for an estimated 6 minutes.

4. As can be seen by the attached map the Yellowknife Airport is just west of the road the girls were travelling on. Checking with aeroradio revealed that a Wardair Dash 7 aircraft departed the Yellowknife airport at 10:50 p.m. that night. The broken red line on the map shows its general route of departure. It is to be noted that the Wardair flight crossed over the airport road from left to right as did the U.F.O. as described in the attached statements. The aircraft then crossed over the cemetery as did the U.F.O., And then crossed highway #3 as did the U.F.O.

5. The area around the cemetery and stock lake is quite wooded and used quite often by ski-dos during the day and the night. At night their lights can be seen flickering in the trees as a person drives his vehicle down this same road.

6. The aircraft and ski-doo possibility was mentioned to the girls but they both feel that this is not what they saw. They say that the object travelled at an erratic speed, sometimes as slow as the vehicle they were travelling in and then would spurt ahead and wait for them to catch up.

CONTINUED Page 2

National Research Council of Canada/ Conseil national de recherches du Canada
These are two impressionable young girls who could very easily think they saw something which was not what it appeared. There were no other reports of a U.F.O. that night and the airport tower which was manned at the same location a half mile away saw nothing out of the ordinary. The girls were, however, very cooperative when questioned and appeared to be honestly trying to describe what they think they saw.

(J.A.A.) S/Sgt.
N.C.O. 1/c Det.

Attn: 2 Statements
1 Map

(A.K. WESTWOOD) Cpl.
Yellowknife Detachment
A flashing, white light flying just above the street. The size is hard to tell but it wasn't very big. The time was somewhere between 10:30 and 11:00. We first saw the object by Naunest Automatics on Old Airport Road. It was on the left side of the road and crossed to the other side just above the cemetery. It followed us and just before we reached the T in the road to go to Janet, it stopped flashing and crossed the road in front of us. It was kind of round and not very big. It continued following us until we were almost at Janet then it just disappeared. We looked for it but we didn't see it again.

Melanie Brewer

This is the statement of Melanie BREWER (27/4/63)

0 pm

19-21-21
It was about 10:30 Friday night, and I was driving out towards the airport. Melanie Bruce was with me. I looked outside the left hand side of the van and I asked Mel if she saw it and she said yes. It then went over to the right as I turned the corner and it was situated above the cemetery. We were going to go down there, but we decided not to because of the object. We turned right and headed towards the turn off for Grant and YK. As we were heading along, that stretch it was just above the tree tops on the left hand side. We turned off at the turn off towards Grant and we lost it just at the bottom of the hill. We turned around and headed back for town. We looked for it, but it was gone. At one point do we were heading towards the turn off to Grant it stopped flashing for a minute and, you could see sort of a white circular shape.

Deanna Sartor
Reported U.F.O. Sighting
Yellowknife, N.W.T. 79-02-16

1. On 19 Feb 79 Miss Melanie BREWER (8:63-11-27) reported to our office that she had seen a U.F.O. 79-02-16. When asked why she did not report it then she stated that she hadn’t planned to do so but made the report on instructions from her mother. The sighting took place between 10:30 p.m. and 10:45 p.m. Time is estimated by BREWER and is subject to some possible change. The weather was cold and the sky was clear. Miss BREWER was accompanied by Miss Deanna SARTOR (8:61-10-12).

2. The sighting was first noted on the Old Airport Road located on the west side of Yellowknife within the city limits. The start of the sighting is marked #1 on the attached map. The solid red line shows the direction of travel of the vehicle the two girls were driving and the end of the red line (marked #2) is where they last saw the U.F.O.

3. It was described as round and glowed as a white light. It moved at tree top level and was by itself. It was viewed by the girls for an estimated 6 minutes.

4. As can be seen by the attached map the Yellowknife Airport is just west of the road the girls were travelling on. Checking with aeroradio revealed that a Wardair Dash 7 aircraft departed the Yellowknife airport at 10:30 p.m. that night. The broken red line on the map shows its general route of departure. It is to be noted that the Wardair flight crossed over the airport road from left to right as did the U.F.O. as described in the attached statements. The aircraft then crossed over the cemetery as did the U.F.O., and then crossed highway #3 as did the U.F.O.

5. The area around the cemetery and stock lake is quite wooded and used quite often by ski-doos during the day and the night. At night their lights can be seen flickering in the trees as a person drives his vehicle down this same road.

6. The aircraft and ski-doo possibility was mentioned to the girls but they both feel that this is not what they saw. They say that the object travelled at an erratic speed, sometimes as slow as the vehicle they were travelling in and then would spurt ahead and wait for them to catch up.

CONTINUED Page 2
7. These are two impressionable young girls who could very easily think they saw something which was not what it appeared. There were no other reports of a U.F.O. that night and the airport tower which was manned at the time and only located a half mile away saw nothing out of the ordinary. The girls were, however, very co-operative when questioned and appeared to be honestly trying to describe what they think they saw.

(U.A.A.) S/Sgt.
N.C.O. 1/c Det.

Att. 2 Statements
1 Map

(A.K. WESTWOOD) Cpl.
Yellowknife Detachment
A flashing, white light flying just above the treetops. The size is hard to tell but it wasn't very big. The time was somewhere between 10:30 and 11:00. We first saw the object by Nearest Automatic on Old Airport Road. It was on the left side of the road and crossed to the other side just above the cemetery. It followed us and just before we reached the T in the road to go to Fort, it stopped flashing and crossed the road in front of us. It was kind of round and not very big. It continued following us until we were almost at Fort then it just disappeared. We looked for it but we didn't see it again.

Melanie Brewer
It was about 10:30 Friday night, and I was driving out towards the airport. Melanie Breen was with me. I looked outside the left hand side of the van and I asked Mel if she saw it and she said yes. It then went over to the right as I turned the corner and it was situated above the cemetery. We were going to go down then but we decided not to because of the object. We turned right and headed towards the turn off for giant and 76. As we were traveling along that stretch it was just above the tree tops on the left hand side. We turned off at the turn off towards giant and we lost it just at the bottom of the hill. We turned around and headed back for town. We looked for it but it was gone. At one point as we were heading towards the turn off to giant it stopped flashing for a minute and you could see sort of a white circular shape.

[Signature]

Deanna Sartor
INFO: RCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

BT

UNCLAS 22BRC 7

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A. 2587452 (cb)

B. UNCERTAIN

C. MRS. THERESSE L. ORLETT, 222 62ND AVE POINTE CALUMET, DEUX MONTAGNES COUNTY, QUEBEC, 472-2122

D. DRIVING NORTHWEST ON AUTOROUTE TOWARD HOME, POSITION, UNCERTAIN. ALONE AT TIME

E. HUSBAND ALSO SIGHTED OBJECT WHEN SHE ARRIVED AT HER RESIDENCE

F. WHILE DRIVING HOME IN VICINITY OF MONT OMA, OBJECT WAS SEEN HEADING TOWARD HER CAR. OBJECT HAD TWO BIG WHITE LIGHTS IN FRONT, TWO BIG WHITE LIGHTS AND ONE RED LIGHT IN REAR. WHEN OBJECT WAS NEARLY UPON HER, IT TURNED AWAY AT RIGHT ANGLES AND HEADED TOWARD MONT OMA. SHE REACHED HER RESIDENCE SHORTLY

AFTERWARD, ADVISED HER HUSBAND WHO ALSO SAW IT IN THE VICINITY OF MONT OMA. THE OBJECT ALSO HAD A SERIES OF SMALLER LIGHTS WHICH GAVE IT A ROUND APPEARANCE

G. UNCERTAIN, BUT LESS THAN ONE HOUR ELapsed

H. OBSERVER REPORTED TO MONTREAL AMIS. RELATED TO 22NRHO BY INITIALS DELTA XRAY, LARRY DUMONT CSN 752-2620

BT

#2012
UNCLAS 22BRCC 7

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A. 2597452

B. UNCERTAIN

C. MRS. THERESE OUELLETTE, 222 62ND AVE POINTE CALUMET, DEUX MONTAGNES COUNTY, QUEBEC, 472-5212

D. DRIVING NORTHWEST ON AUTO ROUTE TOWARD HOME, POSITION UNCERTAIN. ALONE AT TIME

E. HUSBAND ALSO SIGHTED OBJECT WHEN SHE ARRIVED AT HER RESIDENCE

F. WHILE DRIVING HOME IN VICINITY OF MONT OKA, OBJECT WAS SEEN HEADINGS TOWARD HER CAR. OBJECT HAD TWO BIG WHITE LIGHTS IN FRONT, TWO BIG WHITE LIGHTS AND ONE RED LIGHT IN REAR. WHEN OBJECT WAS NEARLY UPON HER, IT TURNED AWAY AT RIGHT ANGLES AND HEADED TOWARD MONT OKA. SHE REACHED HER RESIDENCE SHORTLY AFTERWARD, ADVISED HER HUSBAND WHO ALSO SAW IT IN THE VICINITY OF MONT OKA. THE OBJECT ALSO HAD A SERIES OF SMALLER LIGHTS WHICH GAVE IT A ROUND APPEARANCE

G. UNCERTAIN, BUT LESS THAN ONE HOUR ELAPSED

H. OBSERVER REPORTED TO MONTREAL AMIS. RELATED TO 22RHEQ BY INITIALS DELTA KRAY, LARRY DUMONT CSN 752-2628

BT

#0612
NRC DEFOTT

COMM Sqn OTT
P 010400Z MAR 79
PM OPS LAC ST DENIS
TO RCCW/NRC OTTAWA
RCWROC/AIRCOM WINNIPEG
RCCW/ADGQ NORTH BAY
RCCW/NRC OTTAWA

UNCLAS GEOR B03
AIRCOM FOR OPS CENTRE, ADGQ FOR COMD. NRC OTTAWA FOR RADIO
AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SURJ: UFO REPORT

REF: A. CFAO 71-1
A. 010255Z MAR 79.
B. CLEAR
C. YVES LABRECQUE PHONE 819-325-0466
D. ST AGATHE (LONG DISTANCE CALL)
E. NIL
F. LARGE ROUND (OVAL SHAPE) CHANGING HIGH COLOURS ALTERNATELY
BLUE WHITE RED
G. 2-3 MIN
H. AFTER 2 TO 3 MINUTES WOULD DISAPPEAR BEHIND MOUNTAINS

NRC DEFOTT

COMM Sqn OTT
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SGN OTT
PU2007/13
P 130240Z MAR 79
FM CFB OPG TRENTON
TO RCCWC/NDC OTTAWA
RCCWC/NRC OTTAWA
BT
.trim

DECLASSIFIED
RGC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A 130200Z MAR 79
C CLEAR
D MRS JUDY BURROWS, RR 3 BOECARYON, ONTARIO
(705) 738-4077
E HIGHWAY 36 MOMS PLACE
F SHAPE: UNKNOWN, COLOUR - RED TO ROSE FADING TO PINK WITH GREEN - RESEMBLING CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTS. HIGH IN SKY TO THE EAST - SIDEWAYS MOVEMENT
G DURATION - 20 MINUTES PRIOR TO REPORT AND STILL VISIBLE TO OTHER OBSERVERS AT TIME OF REPORT
BT
COMM SGN OTT

National Research Council of Canada/ Conseil national de recherches du Canada
NRC DEF OTT
COMM SON OTT
PUZZ08/21
P 210235Z MAR 79
FM 22 NRHO NORTH BAY
TO RCCW/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCP/RA/NRC OTTAWA FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
UNCLAS 22NRCC 009
SUBJ UFO REPORT
A. 210205Z
B. SKY CLEAR
C. TIM CZY 274 4TH AVE EAST, NORTH BAY 476-1883
D. FRASER AND 2ND AVE, NORTH BAY LOOKING EAST
E. ELAINE HANNA PLUS 2 OTHERS
F. RED AND LIGHT BLUE, REVOLVING, 45 DEGREES FROM GROUND LEVEL
G. 3 MIN
H. NONE

NRC DEF OTT
COMM SON OTT
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
A. 100616Z
B. UNKNOWN
C. MADAME CAROLE MARTEL, 1647 DES PEULIERS, ST-LEN QUEBEC
D. ON ROUTE 537 BETWEEN TERRE BONNE AND ST-LEN
E. HUSBAND, HE WATCHED IT THROUGH BINOCULARS
F. NOISELESS ROUND RED AND GREEN LUMINOUS LIGHT WHICH WAS
MOVING INTERMITTENTLY
G. UNKNOWN
H. NOISELESS
I. UNKNOWN

SUMMARY:

MADAME CAROLE MARTEL, 1647 DES PEULIERS, ST-LEN QUEBEC reported that she and her husband watched a UFO through binoculars on Route 537 between Terre Bonne and St-Len. The object was noiseless and emitted red and green luminous lights that moved intermittently.
NRC DET OTT
REGINA APR 9

NRC METEOR CENTRE

RE 'MELVIN CHOMA UFO SIGHTING:
BIENFAIT SASK 79/04 OR

DATE AND TIME 79/04/08 2210 HRS
CONDITION OF SKY CLEAR
OBSERVER MELVIN CHOMA OF BIENFAIT SASK
LOCATION BIENFAIT SASK
OTHER OBSERVER JEFF WHEELER GREG WHEELER LYLE WHEELER
DESCR SINGLE BRIGHT WHITE OBJECT GIVING OFF RED AND BLUE COLOR
FIRST SEEN AT LOW ALTITUDE AND ROSE TO A HIGH ALTITUDE AND
REMAINED STATIONARY.
DURATION OBSERVED FOR SOME TIME APPROX ONE HOUR.
OTHER INFO ON SEEMED VERY SINCERE IN WHAT HE SAW. LOCAL WEATHER
STN CONTACTED. THEY FEEL THAT IT MAY BE THE PLANET VENUS.

ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE ESTEVAN DET

NRC DET OTT
RCMP REG
NRC DEE OTT
REGINA APR 9
NRC METEOR CENTRE
RE MELVIN CHOMA UFO SIGHTING
BIENFAIT SASK 79/04 08

DATE AND TIME 79/04108 2210 HRS
CONDITION OF SKY CLEAR

OBSERVER MELVIN CHOMA OF BIENFAIT SASK
LOCATION BIENFAIT SASK
OTHER OBSERVER JEFF WHEELER GREG WHEELER LYLE WHEELER
DESIGN SINGLE BRIGHT WHITE OBJECT GIVING OFF RED AND BLUE COLOR
FIRST SEEN AT LOW ALTITUDE AND ROSE TO A HIGH ALTITUDE AND REMAINED STATIONARY
DURATION OBSERVED FOR SOME TIME APPROX ONE HOUR
OTHER INFO ON SEEMED VERY SINCERE IN WHAT HE SAW LOCAL WEATHER STN CONTACTED THEY FEEL THAT IT MAY BE THE PLANET VENUS

ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE ESTEVAN DET

NRC DEE OTT
ROMP REG
National Research Centre
Planetary Sciences Section
100 Sussex Drive
OTTAWA, Ont.
K1A OR6

Dear Sirs:

Re: Melvin CHOMA - UFO Sighting
Bienfait, Sask., 79APRO8

Please find attached a copy of report of a UFO sighting submitted for your information.

encl.

(R. MARUSKY), Sgt.
Estevan Det.
1. C/N called to advise that he and Lyle WHEELER, Jeff WHEELER, and Greg WHEELER, all of Bienfait Sask., observed a object in the sky over Bienfait, and were of the feeling that this was an unidentified flying object. The object was blue and red in colour, surrounded by a white haze. C/N went on to say that they first saw the object coming in from Estevan, at a very low altitude, and remained stationary over Bienfait for some time. C/N requested that a member attend.

2. A patrol made to c/n res. Upon arriving, the c/n pointed to a star like object high in the sky, stating that this was the object that he and his friends had seen earlier.

3. The object was observed for some time, with the aid of binoculars. The object was very high in the sky, and was very bright, giving off a red colour at various times. No blue light was observed. The object did not move but remained stationary.

4. Estevan weather station advised, and they stated that they have recorded earlier in the season, about a similar form, and that with the aid of a telescope, and with a little investigation on their part, it was decided that it was most likely the planet Venus.

5. C/N advised of findings, but the c/n still remained firm on what he saw. As investigating member, it is felt, that with all considered, that the object is most likely to be a star. This decision was made after observing the object for some time, and talking to the weather station. However, it should be noted that this event should not be taken lightly as it was discovered, that members of Torquay Det., have seen similar objects in the past.

CONCLUDED HERE.
CUB U PLS FORWARD THIS MSG TO:
N.C.R. METEOR CENTRE..TELEX 053-3715..PRIORITY UNCLASSIFIED

RE: MELVIN CHOMA UFO SIGHTING
BIENFAIT SK 79/04/08

DATE, AND TIME:79/04/08 2210HRS.
CONDITION OF SKY: CLEAR
OBSERVER: MELVIN CHOMA, BIENFAIT SASK.
LOCATION: BIENFAIT, SK
OTHER OBSERVER: JEFF WHEELER, GREG WHEELER, LYLE WHEELER

DESCRIP: SINGLE BRIGHT WHITE OBJECT, GIVING OFF RED AND BLUE COLOUR.
FIRST SEEN AT LOW ALTITUDE AND ROSE TO A HIGH ALTITUDE AND REMAINED STATIONARY.

DURATION: OBSERVED FOR SOME TIME, APPROX 1HR.
OTHER INFO: CV/H SEEN VERY SINCERE IN WHAT HE SAW. LOCAL WEATHER STN CONTACTED, THEY FEEL THAT IT MAY BE THE PLANET VENUS.

TKS CST, UDEY ESTEVAN DET.

09APR79/1106/17

001
-NT

ACCEPTED
VLD
SN1026

09APR79/1106/25
NRC DEE OTT

COMM SON OTT
PZ 009/27
P 270345Z APR 79
FM CFS SIOUX LOOKOUT
TO NDOC OTTAWA
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
PT
UNCLASS OPS 224
FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTRO PHYSICS
I. UFO REPORT
A. 27/0226 APR 79
B. CLOUDY
C. REG DREW 18 MERIT CRES SIOUX LOOKOUT ONT 807-737-3537
D. HOME
E. THREE OTHER MEMBERS OF FAMILY
F. ONE OBJECT, STAR SHAPED, SHINY, BLUE AND RED IN COLOR, MOVING
   UP AND DOWN, ESTIMATED ALTITUDE 20000 FT
G. FIFTEEN MIN
H. UNABLE TO DETECT ON SEARCH OR HEIGHT RADAR 0200 MET OBSERVATION
   EST 5000 BROKEN VIS 15 MILES
PT

NRC DEE OTT

178/30
INMAY CP-18/1

PP RCCPIRA

DE RCCALX #2001 1350411

ZNR RRRRRR

P R 1503002 MAY 79

FM 22ND NORAD REGION HQ, CANADIAN FORCES BASE NORTH BAY

TO RCCWC/NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTRE OTTAWA

INFO RCCPIRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA

BT

UNCLAS 22NRCC 213

MRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION, HERZBERG

INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A/1501307 MAY

R. CLEAR

C. DEBIE SULLIVAN - BOX 5, CŒUR-D'ALÈS 752-3251

D. AT RESIDENCE

E. HUSBAND AND BROTHER

F. BOOMERANG SHAPE - BRIGHT WHITE LIKE STAR, RISE, MOVEMENT - UP,

DOWN, SIDEWAYS CIRCULAR - ONE

G. 1/2 HOUR AND CONTINUING WHEN REPORTED

H. WEATHER BALLOON WAS RELEASED AT SAULT STE MARIE 1500002 WIND 220

- COULD NOT POSITIVELY IDENTIFY BALLOON WITH SIGHTING

BT

#2001
PP RCCPIRA

DE RCGALX #0001 1350411

ZNR UUUU

P R 150300Z MAY 79

FM 22ND NORAD REGION HQ, CANADIAN FORCES BASE NORTH BAY

TO RCCWC/NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATION CENTRE OTTAWA

INFO RCCPIRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA

BT

UNCLAS 22RCC 013

NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION, HERZBERG

INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A. 150130Z

B. CLEAR

C. DEBIE SULLIVAN - BOX 5, CORBEIL 752-3261

D. AT RESIDENCE

E. HUSBAND AND BROTHER

F. BOOMERANG SHAPE - BRIGHT WHITE LIKE STAR, HIGH, MOVEMENT - UP, DOWN, SIDEWAYS CIRCULAR - ONE

G. 1/2 HOUR AND CONTINUING WHEN REPORTED

H. WEATHER BALLOON WAS RELEASED AT SAULT STE MARIE 150000Z WIND 220

- COULD NOT POSITIVELY IDENTIFY BALLOON WITH SIGHTING

BT

#0001
PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT ON 23MAY79 THE SITING OF U.F.O. WAS REPORTED TO THIS OFFICE AND THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WAS OBTAINED AND FORWARDED:

1. SITED MAY15/79 11:45P M MTS
2. CONDITIONS CLEAR NIGHT
3. OBSERVER: CLIFFORD HOWIE BOX 258 DIDSBURY ALBERTA T1J 4TV
4. LOCATION: 13 MILES EAST 3 MILES SOUTH OF CARSTAIRS NORTHWEST OF CORNER 38-29-27 WEST OF 4TH
5. NO OTHER WITNESS
6. DISCRIPITION OF SITING BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT ONLY ONE MOVED FROM STAR TO STAR HEADING SOUTH TO NORTH DIRECTION DISAPPEARED AND THEN REAPPEARED AS ABOVE GOING IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS
7. DURATION: FULL TIME 10 MINUTES
8. WITNESS WORKS FOR HUDSON BAY OIL AND GAS COMPANY CALGARY ALBERTA MARRIED 4 CHILDREN AND IS BELIEVED TO BE RELIABLE.

CST THOMPSON DIDSBURY DETACHMENT
A  Date and time of sighting (GMT)
    17 04:18 1982
B  Condition of sky (clear, cloudy, haze, etc).
    Clear
C  Identification of observer.
    Steven M. Brown
D  Location of observer at time of sighting.
    About 2 km south of city farm.
E  Identification of other persons also observing the UFO.
    Charles E. Brown
    Margaret J. Brown
F  Description of sighting (shape, colour, altitude, movement,
    number of UFOs, etc).
    Looks like cluster of planes this but too high up.
G  Duration of observation.
    Base line: farmhouse, looking NNW
H  Any other relevant information.
    It's steady but moving slightly.

Reported by  Steven Brown
Address  70 Maple Dr.
Telephone  828-9537

Ottawa
UFO REPORT

A Date and time of sighting (GMT)
170229 2 May

B Condition of sky (clear, cloudy, haze, etc).

C Identification of observer.
Jennifer Woods

D Location of observer at time of sighting.
Hastord and Castle Hill

E Identification of other persons also observing the UFO.

F Description of sighting (shape, colour, altitude, movement, number of UFOs, etc).
There were five, four around 600 feet away and one near the house.

G Duration of observation.
Three minutes.

H Any other relevant information.
Initially light, then became brighter.

Reported by Jennifer Woods
Address
Telephone 684-6923
M. NRC DEF OTT
COMM SON OTT
PUZ 002/20
P R 181800Z MAY 79
FM COMMANDING OFFICER 21 RADAR SON ST MARGARETS N.B.
TO ROESI/NSC OTTAWA
INFO ROESI/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS ORS 05
FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
A. 180510Z MAY 79
B. SKY WAS CLEAR
C. MR RON MACDONALD (RETIRED WEATHERMAN) BEARSVILLE (ROGERSVILLE
AREA) TELEPHONE 785-4481
D. SEEN FROM THE BACK OF HIS HOUSE THROUGH BACK WINDOW. HIS
NEIGHBOR DID NOT HAVE A BACK WINDOW
E. NO OTHER KNOWN OBSERVER
F. 2 BRIGHT STATIONARY YELLOW LIGHTS, 500 TO 1000 FEET ABOVE
TREE LINE, 1/2 MILES APART, 2 MILES NORTH NORTH EAST (NNE)
G. LIGHTS NOT MOVING FOR 5 MINUTES THEN WENT DOWN INTO THE TREES
H. THE OBSERVER SOUNDED RATIONAL AND SOBER. HE WAS JUST
GETTING HOME FROM WORK

PAGE 2 ROEJ 9 UNCLAS
180630Z MAY 79
AS THE MONCTON TIMES PAPER WAS DROPPED OFF AT THE GUARD
HOUSE, THE DRIVER REPORTED TO THE MP ON DUTY (PTE CURRIE)
THAT HE SAW A BRIGHT ORANGE LIGHT IN THE SKY THE SIZE OF A
STREET LIGHT. THIS OCCURRED AROUND NOTRE-DAME ON HIGHWAY NO 11
BETWEEN ST MARGARETS AND MONCTON NB

NRC DEF OTT
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SON OTT
P 220020 MAY 79
FM CFS FALCONBRIDGE TO NCC OTTAWA
AIRCOM WINNIPEG
NORAD CCC CHEYENNE MTN COMPLEX
ADJOIN NORTH RAY
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
DEPT OF ENERGY, MINES AND RESOURCES OTTAWA
AIRCOM FOR OPERATIONS CENTRE, NORAD CCC CHEYENNE MTN FOR CDOFS.
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL FOR METEOR CENTRE AND ASTROPHYSICS BRANCH.
ENERGY MINES AND RESOURCES FOR EARTH PHYSICS BRANCH
SUBJECT: METEORITE OBSERVATION
A: 2300 21/5/79
B: CLEAR
C: REICHE - 185 PYRE ST SUDBURY 673-0898
D: REICHE - 185 PYRE ST SUDBURY
E: NONE
F: 1
G: BRIGHT LIGHT
H: WHITE
J: GIANTIC - LONG, FLAT (ELIMP)
K: 2300 - 3 MINS
M: NORTH-GOING TOWARDS AIRPORT
N: NO

NRC DEE OTT

VK*  
NRC DEE OTT  
V

National Research Council of Canada/  RG 77, Vol. 309  
Conseil national de recherches du Canada.
VV AVG252 UD
PP RCUC
DE RCVC 0069 1431836
ZNR UUUU
P 231830Z MAY 79
FM CFB EDMONTON
TO HDOC OTTAWA
BY
USCAS OPS 141
UTO REPORT
A: 230425Z MAY
B: CLEAR
C: DENISE ZATO
3713-37 ST, EDMONTON, ALTA PHONE 463-2947
D: SOUTH EDMONTON - ARCTIC ROAD - 99 ST
E: HUSBAND ALEX
F: CLUSTER OF LIGHTS IN SKY, LARGER THAN STAR. VERY BRIGHT WHITE ELONGATED
SHAPE, APPEARED TO STAND STILL THEN MOVED TOWARD WEST, STOPPED, THEN WENT
SRAIGHT UP STOPPED, TURNED WEST CLIMBING VERY RAPIDLY AND
DISAPPEARED. HEIGHT UNKNOWN REPORTED AS HIGH
G: 2 - 3 MIN
H: EDMONTON MUNICIPAL, ED INTL AIRPORTS REPORT NOTHING UNUSUAL ON THEIR
FLY LOGS. QUEEN ELIZABETH PLANITARIUM ADVISES NO UNUSUAL PHENOMENON IN
AREA
BY
#0069
UFO report:

- Time: 10:55 - 11:50, 17 mai 79, 10/5/79, 4:00

- Sky: cloud cover, 20,000, no stars.

- Description: 20,000 - 30,000 ??? moving faster than aircraft, slower than satellite & ??

- S-W, no sound.

- Line of light - blurry.

Location: Orléans, Ontario.

Glau Smith ( + 1 other person)
6368 Fortune Drive
Orléans - Ontario.

Received by ATC on June 1979. p.m.
Dear Sir:

Re: Unidentified Flying Object

Sighting of UFO in region of Southern Ontario in the area of Scarborough, the following information has been accumulated:

2. Weather conditions overcast, dark with low cloud.
3. Mr. Russell DOW and Mrs. Ann DOW of 58 Porchester Drive, and Mr. Gus PAPADOPOULOS, 56 Porchester Drive, observed the object.
4. Sighting made from front doorstep of 58 Porchester Drive, Scarborough, facing southerly direction.
5. The sighted object was circular with 3 to 4 bright white lights projected around the shape. Altitude: seemed higher than jets that frequent area. Movement: stop and go fashion for approximately 3 minutes then fast motion upward at which time the object instantaneously disappeared.
6. One object sighted which left vapor-like streams trailing.
7. Duration of sighting 3½ minutes.
8. Observers further noted object emitted no engine sound.
9. The witnesses reliability is reasonably sound.

Yours truly,

S. V. Barron, Cst.,
Toronto General
Investigation Section.

G.A.S., S/Sgt.,
N.C.O. 1/c Tor. G.I.S.
NRC DEF OTT
COMM SON OTT
P12003/12
P 121002 JUN 79
TO NRC OTTAWA
CPS 212
FOR: NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

FIRE REPORT
A: 0105Z 11 JUN 79
B: CLEAR
C: MRS. ALFRED CHRISTIE, WEST BACARDO, NOVA SCOTIA, 768-2626
D: ABOVE ADDRESS
E: SEEN BY OTHER RESIDENTS OF WEST BACARDO
F: SHAPE - ROUND
G: COLOUR - BRIGHT ORANGE-RED
H: ALTITUDE - LOW OVER WATER
I: DIRECTION - SE TO NW
J: FLIGHT SIZE - ONE
K: SIZE - LARGE THAN STREET LIGHT
L: SPEED - FAST
M: OBJECT SEEMED TO BE SPARKLING
N: OBSERVATION TOOK PLACE APPROXIMATELY ONE MILE FROM CFS BARRINGTON.
AN AIRCRAFT WAS OBSERVED AT A HIGHER ALTITUDE THAN THE OBJECT.
SORY FOR DELAY, REPORT RECEIVED LATE

NRC DEF OTT.
CPS SON OTT

COMM SON OTT

NRC DEF OTT

A. Clauer
206 5A

N78/33
NPC: N ~ OTT

I:C1MM

PI: 007/05

F M CANADIAN FORCES STATION SYDNEY NS
TO NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTRE OTTAWA ONT
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING DIVISION
PT

UNCLAS 00 42

SUBJ/ UFO REPORT
A. 5 JUN 0200 Z
F. CONDITION OF SKY CLEAR
C. JANE CONNELL, LANEX ST. NEW VICTORIA 862-2552
D. HIGHWAY BETWEEN NEW VICTORIA AND NEW WATERFORD
F. KAREN MONTIL
F. APPEARED TO BE RECTACLE SHAPE WITH THREE CLEAR LIGHTS, GREY
IN COLOUR
G. 3 MINS
H. SHE SAID IT CAME IN TOWARDS HER, AND THEN BACKED AWAY

PT

NPC DEE OTT

NRC DEE OTT

COMM 30N OTT

POL 007/05

F 050.3002 JUN 79

F M CANADIAN FORCES STATION SYDNEY NS
TO NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTRE OTTAWA ONT
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING DIVISION
PT

UNCLAS 00 42

SUBJ/ UFO REPORT
A. 5 JUN 0200 Z
F. CONDITION OF SKY CLEAR
C. JANE CONNELL, LANEX ST. NEW VICTORIA 862-2552
D. HIGHWAY BETWEEN NEW VICTORIA AND NEW WATERFORD
F. KAREN MONTIL
F. APPEARED TO BE RECTACLE SHAPE WITH THREE CLEAR LIGHTS, GREY
IN COLOUR
G. 3 MINS
H. SHE SAID IT CAME IN TOWARDS HER, AND THEN BACKED AWAY

PT

NRC DEE OTT
T

NRC OTT

COMM SQN OTT

P 0680582 JUN 79
FM CFB Ops OTTAWA
TO HQ OTTAWA
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
331
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJECT: 1. FOR NDCG AND NRC UFO REPORT
A. 86 JUNE 79 2030Z
B. CLEAR
C. DAVIE POGACHAR 581-7649 AGE 17
D. CROUCH LAKE 15N OF SHABOT LAKE
E. JAMES OLSON 782-6619 AGE 20
F. OBSERVED LARGE BRIGHT FLASH MOVING RAPIDLY ACROSS NE SKY;
MOVED IN AN ARCH- AFTER FLASH DISAPPEARED BLACK SPOT COULD BE
SEEN UNTIL IT APPEARED TO DISAPPEAR OVER HORIZON
G. 1 1/2 - 2 MIN
H. NONE

NRC OTT
V AVD145 OFA145 UN
PP RCCUC RCCUC
RE RECOC 0007 1591132
22R UUWWW
P R 061115Z JUN 79
FH CFB OPS GREENWOOD
TO RCCUC/NDOC OTTAWA
RCVBOCA/AIRCON VINILIEP
INFO RCCUC/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS OPS 307
NATIONAL RES FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENG DIV
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 0853320X JUN 79
B. CLEAR
C. MR GEORGE STEWART, FOREST CLAIB, NOVA SCOTIA
D. WHARF, MARGARETSTOWN, NOVA SCOTIA
E. COMMERCIAL FISHERMAN, MARGARETSTOWN, NAME UNKNOWN
F. YELLOW, BRIGHT AS MOON, ONE-FOURTH SIZE OF MOON, CHANGING
DIRECTION CONTINUOUSLY HORIZONTALLY AND VERTICALLY, FLUTTERING.
NOISE SIMILAR TO DISTANT MOTOR BOAT, APPEARED TO BE THREE TO
FOUR HUNDRED YARDS AND LOWER OVER WATER, QUIET WHEN NOT MOVING
G. FIVE MINUTES
H. NIL
BT
#0007
NRC OTT

COMM SGN OTT
PUE 016/15
P 1814002 JUN 79
FM CFS DANA
TO NDOC OTTAWA
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA

BY
UNCLAS GEORGO 41
NRC FOR HEREFORD INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
REF: CPAC 71-1
A 16 JUN 79 06432
B CLEAR
C MR GREG WALLIN, 482 AVENUE P NORT, SASKATOON, SASK
PHONE 382-4738
D AT RESIDENCE AT C ABOVE
E MRS WALLIN, WIFE OF MR GREG WALLIN
F SHAPED LIKE A FOOTBALL, ONE OBJECT, NO SOUND, CIRCLED FROM WEST TO
EAST APPROX 300-500 FEET AGL
G 3 MINUTES
H CALLER TELEPHONED BACK 10 MINUTES LATER TO CONFIRM HIS SORIETY

NRC OTT
COMM Sqn OTT
PUZ002/21
P 220400Z JUN 79
FM CPS FALCONBRIDGE
TO NDC OTTAWA
INFO NRC OTTAWA
GROPS 04
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
A. 2000 1115 HRS
B. CLEAR
F. SONNY VALINCOURT, 1197 RANCROFT DR, MINNOW LAKE 56A-8729
D. SUNDECK OF HOUSE AT MINNOW LAKE
E. MARY VALINCOURT (WIFE) AND JASON (SN) AGE 12 YRS.
F. THREE TIMES (1) SOUTH TO EAST
   (2) EAST TO NORTH
   (3) NORTH TO EAST
H. SAME AS A MEDIUM STAR
I. BRILLIANT BLUSH WHITE

NRC DEx OTT
COMM Sqn OTT
NPC DEF OTT

NPC DEF OTT

COMM SON OTT

P2006/21

P 211200Z JUN 79

TO CANADIAN FORCES STATION SYDNEY NS

TO RCW/NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTRE OTTAWA ONT

INFO RCW/F/A/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF

ASTROPHYSICS

ET

UNCLAS DO 43

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. 210530Z JUN 79

F. CLEAR

C. DAVE LEFLANG, 141 HARLEY, RESERVE MINES, PHONE 849-9863

D. STATIONARY

F. NIL

F. FOUND, BRIGHT IN COLOR, CHANGED COLORS FROM RED, WHITE AND BLUE

G. SEEN QUITE OFTEN IN SAME PLACE

H. EYE LEVEL TO THE EAST

+ NPC DEF OTT

COMM SON OTT
NON-METEORITIC SIGHTING

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

UAR/REED
P 0105102 JUL 79
FM CANADIAN FORCES STATION SYDNEY NS
TO NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTRE OTTAWA ONT
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE
OF ASTROPHYSICS
DO 44
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 0105102 JUL 79
B. CLEAR SKY
C. CHARLES ADAMS, BEATON RD, COXHEATH, 562-2119
D. AT HIS HOME
E. MRS C. ADAMS BEATON RD, COXHEATH
F. AND MRS PAUL NORMAN, HAROLD ST. EXTENSION, 568-1849
G. TUBULAR, VERY BRIGHT ORANGE, STATIONARY
H. 2(TWO) TO 3(THREE) MINS
I. BRIGHT ORANGE THEN TURNED CLOUDY AND DISAPPEARED
END
July 22, 06:30

NON METEORIC SIGHTING

MRS. FRANCIS GURARIE
123 Ave Road
TODAO ALTO
M6C 1W9

At cottage or Lower Buckhorn Lake (near Pittsburgh), we detected two objects traveling in spaces, large, luminous, without facing earth.

At 01:30, 2 July, we noticed two highly illuminated objects - one triangular with rounded corners, the other a more normal shape.

Watched them for 5 to 10 minutes without moving, without a讨论, no close. They simply disappeared.

- Darker than the moon.
- Larger than the moon, visible from a distance.
- Stayed in the sky for an hour and a half.
- No lights or afterglow.

(End)

[Signature]

Research Council of Canada
Consell National de Recherches du Canada

RG 77, Vol. 309
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To quiver 15 minutes later the light reduced to its original size and brightness. She observed the light for one more hour but nothing else happened. When she left the light was still there.

G 1 hour 15 mins

He call received at Trenton base ops 8506402 Jul 79
Dear Sir:

Re: Roger BRIDEAU (BD: 54 FEB 21)
Sighting of U.F.O.
Pont Landry, St-Isidore, N.B. 79-07-05

Reference to the above, please find our complete report in this matter. BRIDEAU sighted the U.F.O. at approximately 0220 HRS. on the 79-07-05.

According to the Constable obtaining the statement, BRIDEAU is a non drinker and a reliable witness.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
A. MICHALOW, Insp.
Assistant "J" Div. C.I.B. Officer

Att.
Roger BRIDEAU (DOB: 21 FEB 54)
Sighting of U.F.O.
Pont Landry, St-Isidore, NB 79-07-05

Attached please find statement of BRIDEAU on a U.F.O. sighting.

BRIDEAU has been working at the cabaret KoKo Lounge in Tracadie for the past seven years. He is known to be a stable person and a non/drinker. It is the belief of the writer that BRIDEAU is a reliable witness.

No other confirmation available.

CONCLUDED HERE.

R. DEAN, Sgt.

J. GAUTHIER, Cst.
Tracadie Detachment.
Déclaration de Roger R. BRIDEAU, DN: 21 FEB 54, demeure à Pont Landry, NB. Adresse: C.P. 874, Tracadie, NB. Tel: 395-5692.

Quand j'ai vu ça la première fois en haut de la butte, le premier effet c'était comme un coucher de soleil. Comme une grosse boule rouge. Je me suis dit en moi-même ça ne se peut pas il est 2:20hrs du matin. Ça faisait penser plus je m'approchais comme une grosse grange qui était en feu dans la nuit, mais c'était trop haut pour être ça. Plus j'avançais plus elle avançait elle aussi. Plus que j'allais vite plus elle allait vite elle aussi. Je la suivait. Elle suivait tout le temps sa ligne droite, toujours au-dessus des fils au-dessus des poteaux de téléphone. C'était très gros, gros comme le magasin continental. Après ça elle s'éloigna mais à mesure qu'elle s'en allait il y avait quelque chose qui rafallait en-dessous ensuite je l'ai perdu de vue complètement, mais la première chose je l'ai vu de nouveau. Il avait un char devant moi, j'ai passé le char je l'ai suivi elle s'en allait tout le temps à même distance toujours au-dessus des poteaux de téléphone. J'ai continué, je montais à Allardville. Quand j'ai arrivé à la butte de la tour, en haut de la butte, là je l'ai vu elle était bien loin mais elle était arrêté. C'était fait pareil comme une soucoupe volante mais bien rouge, rouge au complet, à la grandeur et tu voyais comme la bosse dessous puis c'était rouge comme le feu. C'était rouge comme quand tu allumes une cigarette et que tu souffles dessus c'était rouge comme ça.

Q. Quelle température qu'il faisait ce soir là?
R. Il faisait très noir. Il n'y avait pas de lune.

Q. Quelle grosseur que tu dis que c'était cette affaire là?
R. Comme le magasin continental. Comme le magasin au complet.

Q. Comment c'était haut?
R. Comme 15 à 20 pieds plus haut que les poteaux de téléphone.

Q. Quels sont les mouvements qu'elle faisait?
R. Des fois tu le voyais qui prenait l'air et tu le perdis de vue. Mais la dernière fois que je l'ai vu tu voyais qu'elle était bien arrêté dans le ciel puis je la voyais, je savais qu'elle était loin, je la voyais toute comme il le faut.

Q. As-tu entendu du bruit?
R. Non aucun bruit.
Déclaration de Roger R. BRIDEAU, DN: 24 FEB 54, demeure à Font Landry,
NB. Adresse: C.P. 874, Tracadie, NB. Tel: 395-5692.

Q. Qu'est-ce que tu as remarqué la forme?
R. Quand elle était arrêtée, c'était pareil comme une soucoupe volante que tu vois à la télévision.

Q. Comment de temps l'as-tu observé?
R. Au moins 5 à 6 minutes.

Q. Avais-tu pris la boisson?
R. Non pas une goutte de boisson. Je m'én allais à Bathurst.

Je finissais de travailler. Je suis waiter dans un cabaret, le Kô-Ko Lounge à Tracadie, ça fais 7 ans que je fais cela.

Q. As-tu d'autres chose à ajouter?
R. Il paraît que Fernand LOSIER la semaine passée a vu la même chose. Il a suivi de Tilley Road à St-Pons.

Il n'y avait aucun reflet. Il n'y a eu aucun bruit ou aucune explosion.

J.J.L. GAUTHIER, Cst. Roger SONIER
UNCLAS RCC 898

HDNR FOR NDOC; NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

UFO REPORT

A. 07/07/69 04302
B. CLEAR BLUE SKY
C. MR AND MRS GOODINGS
D. 4050 GORDON PT ROAD. 8 MILES N. OF CAMPBELL R.
E. NIL
F. FIVE PINK DISCS ABOVE SKYLINE TO THE WEST AND MOVING NW.
   LATER JOINED BY TWO OTHERS. I DEPARTED, AND OTHER 6 SANK BELOW
   TREES. ALL TRAVELLING AT HIGH SPEEDS
G. 15 MINS
H. OBSERVERS WERE CONVINCED OF R-LIGHTING. PH 287-4610

BT

NRC OTT
RCMP RDR
NRC OTT
18 VIA RDR MC
P R I O R I T Y S T L J U L I S U N C L A S

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL METEOR CENTRE, OTTAWA

STL79/147 AS PER OPERATION MANUAL 1.3.E-88-A

1. 79 JUL 12 02:140 AM, MOUNTAIN STANDARD TIME

2. SKY CLEAR. HAD BEEN RAINING

3. GST GREEN, STETTLER DETACHMENT, R.C.M.P.

4. NORTHWEST OF TEES, ALBERTA

5. SHERRY LYNN GREEN (AGE 16) DAUGHTER

6. ROUND IN SHAPE. BRIGHT RED LIGHT ON TOP. RED LIGHT WAS CONSTANT TWICE TWO BRIGHT WHITE LIGHTS WERE ACTIVATED FOR APPRORIMATELY 15-20 SECONDS OBJECT APPEARED TO HAVE RED LIGHT ON TOP WITH GREEN LIGHT ON BOTTOM. WHITE LIGHTS AROUND CENTRE WHICH APPEARED TO BE PORT HOLES. OBJECT REMAINED IN A STATIONARY POSITION FOR 20 - 30 MINUTES FROM FIRST SIGHTING

7. 20 - 30 MINUTES

8. AFTER STOPPING VEHICLE ON HIGHWAY FOR APPROXIMATELY 15 SECONDS, OBJECT WAS OBSERVED TO LEAVE AREA AT HIGH RATE OF SPEED

GST GREEN - RCMP DETACHMENT, STETTLER, ALBERTA
While proceeding EAST on Highway 12 towards TEES, the following was observed by the writer and my 16 year old daughter:

A bright red light was observed above the noted location, after observing the light for approximately 10 minutes, two bright white lights were activated, this lasted for approximately 15-20 seconds, it was felt at first that the lights were those of a passing aircraft. I continued to observe the light noting at the same time that as I approached the light was not moving but was in a stationary position. After approximately 10 minutes the two white lights were again activated, as I approached TEES the object was noted to have a circular shape and consisted of the red light on top with white lights around the centre with a green light on the bottom. The object was in view for a time period of 20-30 minutes from the first sighting until it left the area at a very high rate of speed.

The weather conditions at the time were as follows:

Sky- Some cloud and prior to sighting it had been raining however the sky was clear.

cc National Research Council
UNCLASSIFIED

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A. DATE AND TIME OF SIGHTING (GMT) 15 JUL 79 0204 - 0239Z

B. CONDITION OF SKY: SLIGHT HAZE, GOOD VISIBILITY, HIGH SCOT CLOUDS

C. IDENTIFICATION OF OBSERVER: LT J.S. CALVET, CFF TORONTO, DOWNSVIEW, ONT C/D BATA

D. LOCATION OF OBSERVER: SIGHTED APPROXIMATELY TWO MILES SOUTH OF COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO.

E. IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER OBSERVERS: MS M. WATSON

F. DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING: SHAPE CIRCULAR DONUT-SHAPED COLOUR BRIGHT ORANGE ALTITUDE APPROX 10 - 22,000 FEET (IN AND OUT OF SCOT CLOUDS) MOVEMENT EASTBOUND. STEADY LUMINOSITY HIGHLY VISIBLE ORANGE NUMBER OF UFOS ONE NO FLASHING OR ROTATING LIGHTS OR BEACONS. STEADY

BRIGHT ORANGE COLOUR. APPEARED TO HAVE DARK EMPTY SPACE IN CENTRE OF CIRCULAR RING. SLOW MOVING AT CONSTANT VELOCITY. QUITE LARGE OBJECT.
FM CANADIAN FORCES BASE TORONTO ONT M3X 1Y6
TO RCGW/NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTER OTTAWA ONTARIO K1A 0K2
INFO RCGFRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
100 SUSSEX DR., OTTAWA ONT K1A 0Z4

UNCLASSIFIED ATC 897

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A. DATE AND TIME OF SIGHTING (GMT) 15 JUL 79 0204 - 0209Z
B. CONDITION OF SKY: SLIGHT HAZE, GOOD VISIBILITY, HIGH SCT CLOUDS
C. IDENTIFICATION OF OBSERVER: LT J.S. CALVERT, CFB TORONTO,
DOWNSVIEW, ONT C/O BATCO
D. LOCATION OF OBSERVER: SIGHTED APPROXIMATELY TWO MILES SOUTH OF
COLLINGWOOD, ONTARIO.
E. IDENTIFICATION OF OTHER OBSERVERS: MS M. WATSON
F. DESCRIPTION OF SIGHTING: SHAPE CIRCULAR DONUT-SHAPED COLOUR
BRIGHT ORANGE ALTITUDE APPROX 15 - 20,000 FEET (IN AND OUT OF SCT
CLOUDS) MOVEMENT EASTBOUND, STEADY LUMINOSITY HIGHLY VISIBLE ORANGE
NUMBER OF UFOS ONE NO FLASHING OR ROTATING LIGHTS OR BEACONS. STEADY

PAGE 2 RCGFRA 8944 UNCLASSIFIED.

BRIGHT ORANGE COLOUR. APPEARED TO HAVE DARK EMPTY SPACE IN CENTRE OF
CIRCULAR RING. SLOW MOVING AT CONSTANT VELOCITY. QUITE LARGE OBJECT.
R.C.M.P. P.R.N. 1500 01
NRC DEE OTT
NRC DEE OTT
NRC DEE OTT
NRC DEE OTT

1. DATE AND TIME OF SIGHTINGS
7-9-07-18 AT 23:15

2. CONDITION OF SKY
CLEAR

3. IDENTIFY OF THE PERSON:
NICK SECORD AND HIS WIFE
ADDRESS: TIDE HEAD NB
TELEPHONE NUMBER 753-6590

4. LOCATION OF OBSERVER AT TIME OF SIGHTINGS: HOME LOOKING OUTSIDE IN THE SOUTHERLY DIRECTION

5. THE A/N WAS LOOKING OUTSIDE AND NOTICED A LIGHT IN THE SKY DESCRIBED AS JUST ABOUT THE SIZE OF THE NORTH STAR BUT OF A BRIGHTER COLOR THE ONLY OBJECT SEEN WAS FAR AWAY CLOSER TO THE STARS; SECORD AND HIS WIFE OBSERVED THE OBJECT FOR ABOUT 20 MINUTES. HE DESCRIBED THE OBJECT STANDING STILL FOR A WHILE THEN MOVING VERY FAST UP AND DOWN TO THE LEFT AND TO THE RIGHT. THE SPEED OF THE OBJECT WAS DESCRIBED TO MOVE TO FAST TO BE AN AIRPLANE AND LOOKED TOO FAR AWAY TO BE AN AIRPLANE. SECORD IS FAMILIAR WITH FALLING STARS AND DUE TO THE ERATIC MOVEMENT UP AND DOWN, TO THE RIGHT AND TO THE LEFT AND THE LENGTH OF TIME, DOES NOT THINK IT WAS A FALLING STAR. SECORD ALSO STATED THAT YOU REALLY HAS TIME LOOKING IN THAT PARTICULAR DIRECTION TO SEE IT.

J. N. HACKAY CST
CAMPBELLTON COUNTY DET R.C.M.P. N.B.
12 PRIORITY MCTN 79-07-20 UNCLASS

FR: CAMPELLOTT COUNTY DE T
TO: N.P.C. METEOR CENTER, OTTAWA

RE: UFO SIGHTING IN OUR AREA

1. DATE AND TIME OF SIGHTINGS: 79-07-19 AT 2315 HRS.

2. CONDITION OF SKY: CLEAR

3. IDENTITY OF OBSERVER: MR. NICK SECORD AND WIFE

4. LOCATION OF OBSERVER AT TIME OF SIGHTING: HOME, LOOKING OUTSIDE IN THE SOUTHERLY DIRECTION.

5. THE A/N WAS LOOKING OUTSIDE AND NOTICED A LIGHT IN THE SKY DESCRIBED AS JUST THE SIZE OF THE NORTH STAR BUT OF A LESSER COLOR. THE ONLY OBJECT SEEN WAS FAR AWAY CLOSER TO THE STARS. SECORD AND HIS WIFE OBSERVED THE OBJECT FOR ABOUT 20 MINUTES. HE DESCRIBED THE OBJECT STANDING STILL FOR AWHILE, THEN MOVING VERY FAST UP AND DOWN TO THE LEFT AND TO THE RIGHT. THE SPEED OF THE OBJECT WAS DESCRIBED TO MOVE TOO FAST TO BE AN AIRPLANE AND ALSO TOO FAR AWAY. SECORD IS FAMILIAR WITH FALLING STARS AND DUE TO THE ERRATIC MOVEMENT UP AND DOWN, TO THE RIGHT THEN LEFT AND CONSIDERING THE LENGTH OF TIME IT TOOK, DOES NOT THINK IT WAS A FALLING STAR. SECORD ALSO STATED THAT YOU REALLY HAD TO BE LOOKING IN THAT PARTICULAR DIRECTION TO SEE IT.

J.N. HACHEY, CST.
CAMPELLOTT COUNTY DET.
On the 19 day of July, 1979 at approximately 23:15 a call was received from the above captioned reporting that his wife and him had just seen a U.F.O. Secord stated that he was looking in a southerly direction through the kitchen window when he saw in the sky a light just about the same size of the North star but brighter. He then called his wife and they observed it for about 20 minutes. Secord got interested in the light when he noticed that the sighting was moving. He said that the light was standing still for a while then moved to the right very quickly then stopped. Then it moved back to the left at the same speed. The same movement was also noticed going up and down. Secord stated that the light seemed to always go back to the same place in regards to the tree from where he had pin-pointed the sighting.

79-08-15

On this date both Secords were visited and a statement was taken from them and attached to the report.

J.N. Hachey, Cat.

McCarthy, Sgt. A.O.K.

C.O. 80th Division
On the 19th day of July 1979 at approximately 23:15, I was inside
the house looking through the kitchen window. The window in the kitchen
goes South West. I saw a light slightly larger than the stars; slightly
larger and brighter than the North star. It was moving erraticly. At
first, I thought it was an helicopter but there were no visible other
light such as red or green lights. I observed it for about 20 minutes.
It was moving at different angles but always coming back to the same
point. It was moving too fast to be a plane or any known flying object.
The sky was all clear that night, there was no clouds. At one point
while I was observing, I noticed a plane go by about 10 minutes through
the sighting and the sighting to compare with the size of the green and
red lights of the plane, the sighting was slightly smaller. I did not
see it disappear all I know is when I went to see it later, it was gone.

All the time of the sighting I was with my wife and we decided to call
it to the police in case somebody else would have seen it or if anyone
knew what was going on.

J.N. Hachey, Cst.  - Nicholas J. Secord
On the 19 day of July 1979 at approximately 23:15, I was inside the house looking through the kitchen window. The window in the kitchen goes South West. I saw a light slightly larger than the stars; slightly larger and brighter than the North star. It was moving erraticly. At first, I thought it was an helicopter but there were no visible other light such as red or green lights. I observed it for about 20 minutes. It was moving at different angles but always coming back to the same point. It was moving too fast to be a plane or any known flying object. The sky was all clear that night, there was no clouds. At one point while I was observing, I noticed a plane go by about 10 minutes through the sighting and the sighting to compare with the size of the green and red lights of the plane, the sighting was slightly smaller. I did not see it disappear all I know is when I went to see it later, it was gone.

All the time of the sighting I was with my wife and we decided to call it to the police in case someone would have seen it or if anyone knew what was going on.

J.W. Hachey, Ost. - Nicholas J. Secord
On the 19th day of July 1979 at approximately 23:15, I was inside the house looking through the kitchen window. The window in the kitchen goes South West. I saw a light slightly larger than the stars; slightly larger and brighter than the North star. It was moving erraticly. At first, I thought it was an helicopter but there were no visible other light such as red or green lights. I observed it for about 20 minutes. It was moving at different angles but always coming back to the same point. It was moving too fast to be a plane or any known flying object. The sky was all clear that night, there was no clouds. At one point while I was observing, I noticed a plane go by about 10 minutes through the sighting and the sighting to compare with the size of the green and red lights of the plane, the sighting was slightly smaller. I did not see it disappear all I know is when I went to see it later, it was gone.

All the time of the sighting I was with my wife and we decided to call it to the police in case someone would have seen it or if anyone knew what was going on.

J.N. Hache, Cst. - Nicholas J. Secord
On the 19 day of July, 1979 at approximately 23:15 I was getting ready for bed when Nick called me from the kitchen. He asked me to come see something. I looked out the kitchen window with him and I saw it. To me, it looked like a large star, just about the tree line. It was moving. It was not moving all the time, just periodically. It would dash away then come back to where about it started going up and down, side ways. It seemed so far away that in order to move the way it did, it would have to be going at a tremendous speed. I went outdoors with the binoculars it seems that I could see redish light but without the binocular I could not see any redish lights. I observed it for just about 20 minutes and then we turned away then turned back and it was gone.

J.N. Hachey - Lorna J. Secord
On the 19 day of July, 1979 at approximately 23:15 I was getting ready for bed when Nick called me from the kitchen. He asked me to come see something. I looked out the kitchen window with him and I saw it. To me, it looked like a large star, just about the tree line. It was moving. It was not moving all the time, just periodically. It would dash away then come back to where about it started going up and down, side ways. It seemed so far away that in order to move the way it did, it would have to be going at a tremendous speed. I went outdoors with the binoculars it seems that I could see reddish light but without the binocular I could not see any reddish lights. I observed it for just about 20 minutes and then we turned away then turned back and it was gone.

J.N. Hachey – Lorna J. Secord
On the 10th day of July, 1979, at approximately 2:15 PM, I was getting ready for bed when I heard a noise from the kitchen. I leaped to my feet and rushed to the kitchen where I found a man and I woke him. I looked out of the kitchen window and I saw a man emergency. I ran into the kitchen and called the police. The police arrived at the scene and took statements from all witnesses. The investigation is ongoing.
9 ROUTINE HFX JUL 24 UNCLAS

NRC METRO CENTRE OTTAWA

TEL 266; REPORT OF UFO SITIEING:

1. 23-07-79 2245 HRS. ATLANTIC

2. CLEAR

3. MISS KIMBERLEY WARREN - 24 YRS - INSURANCE AGENT 46 CLOUVERVILLE ROAD, ANTIGONISH, NS

4. HEATHERTON, ANTIGONISH COUNTY NOVA SCOTIA

5. LUCILLE CHAISSON, 86 YRS - SECRETARY, 5A SILVERWOOD DR ANTIGONISH, NS

6. NO OBJECT SHAPE AVAILABLE. OBSERVED THREE LIGHTS TWO BRIGHT LIGHTS CONTINUALLY SHINING AT EITHER END. LIGHTS WERE WHITE IN COLOUR AND ONE FLASHING LIGHT IN THE CENTRE. THIS LIGHT WAS LESS BRIGHT AND FLASHER AT 10 SECOND INTERVALS. ALTITUDE COULD NOT BE DETERMINED. DESCRIBED AS NOT VERY HIGH. MOVEMENT OF OBJECT WAS BACK AND FORTH IN THE FORM OF AN ARC. DURATION OF SIGHTING WAS SEVEN TO EIGHT MINUTES. RELIABILITY OF WITNESSES UNKNOWN

CST PENNY
RCMP POLICE, ANTIGONISH DET

(RELAYED BY HALIFAX TELECOMMS)
National Research Council
Planetary Sciences Section
100 Sussex Drive
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A OR6

Dear Sir:

Re: Kimberley WARREN
   Report of Sighting U.F.O.
   Heatherton, Antigonish Co., N.S.
   79-07-24

The attached report from our Antigonish Detachment
refers, and is forwarded for your information.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

D.E. Christen, Supt.
Officer in Charge
Criminal Investigation Branch

Encl.
Kimberly WARREN
Report of sighting U.F.O.
Heatherton, Antigonish Co., NS
79-07-24

1. Further to our message forwarded to NRC Meteor Centre, Ottawa
   24 July 79 via telex number 033-3715

2. Message forwarded on that date read as follows:

   (1) Date: 79-07-23
   Time: 2245 hours (Atlantic Time Zone)

   (2) Condition of sky: clear

   (3) Observer: Miss Kimberly WARREN
       (54 years old)(Insurance Agent)
       ADD: 1015 24th Ave., North West
            Calgary, Alberta
       Temp.ADD: 48 Cloverville Road
                 Antigonish, Nova Scotia

   (4) Location of observer at time of sighting:
       Heatherton, Antigonish County, N. S.

   (5) Witness: Lucille CHAISSON
                (26 years old)(Secretary)
                ADD: 5A Silverwood Drive
                     Antigonish, Nova Scotia

   (6) Description of sighting:
       - No object shape available
       - Observed three lights. Two bright lights continually shining on either end. Lights were white in color. One flashing light in the centre. This light was less bright and flashed at about 15 second intervals.
       - Altitude could not be determined. Described as not very high.
       - Movement of object: was back and forth in form of an arch.

   (7) Duration of sighting was 7 - 8 minutes.

   (8) Reliability of witnesses - unknown.

3. Attached to this report, also are statements taken from the witnesses who reported seeing the unidentified flying object.
4. The actual sighting took place at approximately 2245 hours on the 23 July 79. The report did not come through our office until two hours later, because of some hesitancy on the part of the observer. Both observers felt they may have a problem convincing authorities to believe them. After a fair amount of convincing by their friends the report was filed at this point.

5. Complainant was interviewed at some length at this time and gave the information supplied in the original message. This information was reconfirmed the following day when statements were taken from both observers.

6. Both observers described very vividly the sighting of three lights which hovered over the Heatherton area. The three lights were described as two very bright ones on either end with a flashing light in the centre.

7. At the first sighting the observers were proceeding west on Highway #104. The first impression was a helicopter; however, the length of time it was stationary appeared somewhat unusual. After viewing it for five to seven minutes, they stopped their vehicle and got out. Once outside they could hear absolutely no noise, but felt the object should be close enough to hear any motors. They could see absolutely no structural design of any object to which the lights might be attached.

8. The lights, then began to move gradually out towards George Bay and disappear from their visibility into the Northumberland Straight. Once the object started to move, it was described as picking up speed at a tremendously fast rate.

9. This sighting was determined to be around 2245 hours.

10. At 2300 hours a Mr. Jack MACPHERSON, of MacDonald’s Trailer Court, Antigonish, N. S., was at his cottage near Malignant Cove, Antigonish County, N. S. MACPHERSON and his wife, Patricia MACPHERSON, both reported seeing the same or a similar object. Their description was identical to the one given by WARREN and CHAISSON. They did not see the object move. During their sighting it remained stationary for approximately 6 to 10 minutes. They returned to their cottage temporarily for about 2 minutes and when they returned outside there was absolutely no sign of the lights anywhere.

11. MACPHERSON reported his sighting to be over Cape George, Antigonish County, N. S. This would put his sighting approximately 25 miles north of the original sighting by WARREN and CHAISSON and 18 miles west of his own position. The direction of travel stated by the original observers, would coincide with the sighting by MACPHERSON.
12. MACPHERSON also reported seeing two objects at the same time. The second set of lights were further out to sea and he could not be so precise on his description or exact location. Felt it would be about five miles or more west of the sighting over Cape George.

13. There were other sightings also reported, however, no further information could be learned. Information received described the sightings as previously outlined by the four mentioned observers.

14. Reliability of original observer is unknown. Mr. & Mrs. MACPHERSON however, are known to be very reliable.
It was on the evening of the 23rd of July 1979 at about 10:45p.m. It was about five miles east of Heatherton, we were coming from Cape Breton. We saw some lights flashing and Lucille said "What's that?". I didn't know but didn't feel it to be a plane because it wasn't moving. It was about this time we both realized we didn't know what we were looking at. We kept looking at it as we were driving along the road and then stopped the car in Heatherton. I got out to look at it and told Lucille to turn the car off and see if we could hear anything. The object started moving towards the ocean but it wasn't moving in a straight line but more in the form of an arch. It then kept on going out of sight so we got in the car and drove away.

2. When we first spotted it, what caught my attention was the flashing light. Then there were the two bright outside lights that appeared to be much brighter than the one in the centre. The flashing of the centre light wasn't consistent, it would flash fast some times and not as fast other times. I don't know how high it was but lower than a plane. At first we thought it was a helicopter.

(Signed) Kim Warren
Last night at about 10:45pm we were travelling west on the 104 Highway in the vicinity of New France. This would be just a short distance east of Heatherton. The first thing that got my attention was the blinking light. At first we thought it might be a star because it was a beautiful clear night. Then there were the large lights beside it, so we drove on a few more miles still watching it as we were travelling. The lights still appeared to be stationary so we decided to stop and investigate further. About a minute after we stopped, it started picking up speed with the light still flashing but not at regular intervals. At first when the object started to move it did not go in a straight line but in the path of an arch. Then when it did pick up speed it went very fast in a straight line in a northerly direction towards the water.

2. There was absolutely no noise that we could hear coming from the object. I have no idea about the height it was hovering but about the same as a helicopter. That was why we shut off the motor of the car to try and hear any motors on whatever. The only thing we could see were the two large bright lights on either end and the flashing one in the middle. Could not see any shape of the object other than the lights.

(Sgnd) Lucille CHAISSON
INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 23/0007
B. CLEAR WITH HAZE
C. MRS. MCCORMICK, 2320 GOLD ST., VILLE ST. LAURENT PK 514-544-2681
D. TRANS CANADA HWY - NEAR VILLE ST. LAURENT
E. NIL
F. ROUND - 2 1/2 INCHES IN DIAMETER, PALE WHITE 3-4000 FT. WOULD STOP, HOVER AND DISAPPEAR
G. NIL
H. NIL
I. 20/0007
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 2502002
B. CLEAR WITH HALE
C. MRS MCCORMICK 2300 GOLD ST., VILLE ST. LAURENT PH 514-544-2851
D. TRANS CANADA HWY - NEAR VILLE ST LAURENT
E. NIL
F. ROUND - 2 1/2 INCHES IN DIAMETER, PALE WHITE 3-4000 FT.
WOULD STOP, HOVER AND DISAPPEAR
G. NIL

#2007
NRC DEF OTT
EX l BANK EM*
NRC DEF OTT
COMM SON OTT
PUZ010/30
P 301600Z JUL 79
FM CFS ALSASK
TO RCC/CNDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCCPUFA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
UNCLAS RELEASED TO
NRC FOR HETZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: U.F.O. REPORTING
REF A. CFAO 71-1
1. UFO REPORT
A. 270500Z JUL 79
B. CPEAR
C. MR. HAMMOND OF RCMP, BIGGER SASK
D. DR. STONEMANS HOME, HAVING BARBECUE
E. DR. AND MRS. STONEMAN
F. PEA TO SMALL DOT, WHITE AND CIRCULAR, APPROX. 75,000 FEET, RANDOM
G. 270500Z JUL 79 - 270610Z JUL 79
H. MOVEMENT WAS RANDOM
CORRECTION AT THE END OF (F) 8,3
FEET, RANDOM BRIGHT, SIX

NRC DEF OTT

Copie de cet incident ci-attachée.

Nous vous annexons également une copie des dires et dessins de l'observation oculaire de M. Roger MAINVILLE, gar­dien de sécurité chez Canadair.

d.m.: 31 juillet 1939
Adresse: 239 Shamrock Drive, Pincourt, P.Q.
Tel. Résidence: 514-453-5532

Puisant référence à l’appel téléphonique reçu par M. J.M. GUAY, une tentative pour retrouver les noms des indivi­dus et leur numéro de téléphone, révèle que cette information fut remise à un préposé de leur bureau des relations publiques, et celui-ci l’aurait transmise à M. John ROBINSON de ce même bureau.

M. ROBINSON fut contacté le 6 août dernier, et il m’informe qu’après maintes et maintes reprises, il n’eut aucune réponse au numéro de téléphone qu’il avait reçu de M. GUAY. Cette action fut répétée durant deux jours, toujours sans réponse. C’est à ce point qu’il jeta à la poubelle le
Objet Volant Non Identifié
Canadair Limitée
Ville St-Laurent, P.Q.
Mi-Juin 79

papier avec le numéro de téléphone, prenant pour acquis
que l'appel venait d'une personne non sensée.

5. Soumis pour votre information et action que vous
jugerez nécessaire.

MINISTÈRE

Cap. M.J. JACQUES, 26716
S.E.G. Montréal

(EDR.M.) S/E
S/Off. Resp. du S.E.G.

C.C.: Conseil National de Recherches
Section des sciences planétaires
Ottawa

/l/sa

National Research Council of Canada/
Conseil national de recherches du Canada
### SECURITY OCCURRENCE REPORT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REPORTS AT:</th>
<th>TIME:</th>
<th>DATE:</th>
<th>OCCURRENCE NO:</th>
<th>NAME OF COMPLAINANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main gate, P1</td>
<td>7:00 PM</td>
<td>27 June 19</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hunt and Jerry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BADGE NO.</th>
<th>DEPT</th>
<th>LOCAL</th>
<th>HOME ADDRESS</th>
<th>TEL. NO</th>
<th>OCCUPATION AT CANADA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54212</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>N/S Supervisor Guard and Fireman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE:</th>
<th>DETAILS TAKEN BY:</th>
<th>ACTION TAKEN BY:</th>
<th>TYPE OF OCCURRENCE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Back of Main field</td>
<td>Lt. J. M. Hughes</td>
<td>U.F.O.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Details:**

Sometime during the month of June 19 at approx. 1:30 am (date unknown) an outsider called and wanted to report a U.F.O. seen by him and one of his friends. The night before call had been received. He gave me his name and phone number and told me that someone from his department would call him. Message was given to Mr. Tom Bray, who was to contact the party who had called.

**Action Taken:**

The next day, night shift guards were questioned to know if they had seen anything unusual during the night and they all said no. On Friday 27th, Mr. Mainville recalled having seen something during that period (mid June 19) and finally decided to make a report on this matter.

**Signature of Investigator**

[Signature]

---

National Research Council of Canada  
Conseil national de recherches du Canada  
RG 77, Vol. 309
### SECURITY OCCURRENCE REPORT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REPORTS AT</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>OCCURRENCE NO</th>
<th>NAME OF COMPLAINANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BARRIER PRINCIPAL P2 - 1</td>
<td>0330</td>
<td>JUN/79 - 01-</td>
<td></td>
<td>ROGER MAINVILLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BADGE NO</th>
<th>DEPT</th>
<th>LOCAL</th>
<th>HOME ADDRESS</th>
<th>TEL. NO</th>
<th>OCCUPATION AT CANADAIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>63632</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SÛRETE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE</th>
<th>DETAILS TAKEN BY</th>
<th>ACTION TAKEN BY</th>
<th>TYPE OF OCCURRENCE</th>
<th>OBSERVATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CANADAIR P2 - 1</td>
<td>G. MAINVILLE</td>
<td>G. MAINVILLE</td>
<td>OBJET, TYPE INCONNU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DETAILS:** La date de l'observation est incertaine, à cause de l'hésitation, à rappeler ce fait. L'hésitation a été causée, pour d'être ridiculisée par certaines personnes trop négatives. Ma décision a été prise, par rappel que le lieutenant J. GUY, avait reçu quelques heures avant, un message, rapportant l'observation faite par 8 témoins d'un objet non-identifié près de CANADAIR et que le Lt. GUY nous raça ce fait sur le matin, soit, après mon observation. Donc, peut-être, cette observation à une certaine importance pour CANADAIR ou autre.

**ACTION TAKEN:**

Je certifie que ce fait récent, est véridique. Et j'aimerais avoir la permission de rapporter ce fait à une équipe de spécialistes de UFO, QUÉBEC, à rez pour connaître leur opinion.

[Signature: G. MAINVILLE]

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

---

National Research Council of Canada/
Conseil national de recherches du Canada

RG 77, Vol. 309
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REPORTS AT.</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>OCCURRENCE NO.</th>
<th>NAME OF COMPLAINANT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPLAINANTS</th>
<th>BADGE NO.</th>
<th>DEPT</th>
<th>LOCAL</th>
<th>HOME ADDRESS</th>
<th>TEL. NO.</th>
<th>OCCUPATION AT CANADIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE:</th>
<th>DETAILS TAKEN BY:</th>
<th>ACTION TAKEN BY:</th>
<th>TYPE OF OCCURRENCE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OBSERVATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DETAILS:**

DURANT LA NUIT EN PATROUILLEANT, LE TAMAC 66, CIRCULAIT À UNE INTE, VARIANT ENTRE 50-60 M/PH. LES PHARES DE L'AUTO ÉTAIENT EN ABS IN STANDARD HIGH BEAM, RENDANT À MI-Chien UN OBJET, QUI ME CROÎTA PAR MA DROITE. CET OBJET, EN VENANT DU CÔTE À GAUCHE, MA DIRECTION ÉTAIT OUEST, CET OBJET ÉTAIT À UNE ALTITUDE DE 4-10 PIEDS, IL AVAIT DEPASSÉ DEVANT L'AUTO, ET AVAIT LA MÊME DIRECTION QUE MOI. TOUT EN GARDANT UNE DISTANCE DE 25 PIEDS, IL ÉTAIT EN LIGNE DROITE, EN PLEIN DANS LA LIGNE D'ÉCLAIRAGE DE L'AUTO, Voulant m'en approcher 14. ACCÉLÉRA À 80 M/PH. (VITESSE DE L'AUTO) TÉL ACCÉLÉRA TRES RAPIDEMENT, DE NOUVEAU EN PRENANT UNE ALTITUDE DE 15-20 PIEDS. SA VITESSE ÉTAIT TRES RAPIDE, ET JE LE PERDÎS DE VUE. IL AVAIT PRIS LA DIRECTION FRANC-OUEST. J'AVAIT NOTÉ L'HEURE EXACTE ET LA DATE DE L'OBSERVATION, MAIS N'AYANT MALHEUREUSEMENT, IMPOSSIBLE DE LA RETROUVER.

**ACTION TAKEN:**

FÉDÉRIS DE VU. IL AVAIT PRIS LA DIRECTION FRANC-OUEST. J'AVAIS NOTÉ L'HEURE EXACTE ET LA DATE DE L'OBSERVATION, MAIS N'AYANT MALHEUREUSEMENT, IMPOSSIBLE DE LA RETROUVER.

_Signature of Investigator_
TARMAC 28
Forme: Allongée, cylindrique
Avec forte d'ailes de chaque côté

Longueur: 24 pouces minimum approximativement
Diamètre: 6 pouces

Couleur: Métallique
Gris à noir

Bruit: Nul

Lumière: Éclairage: Nul
Vitesse : De 60 à très faible

Manoeuvres: Coordonnées

Durée d'observation: De 1 min à 8 minutes maximum

Température : Ciel dégagé
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SGN OTT
PZ008/03
P 032019Z AUG 79
FM CPS KAMLOOPS
TO NDRC OTTAWA
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
DIVISION
OPS 62
A 02/0605Z
B CLEAR
C MR MORRIS YOUNG
D PARNKARTVALE, KAMLOOPS, BC
E FRAI YOUNG
F ONE GREEN BALL, LOW ALTITUDE, MOVING RAPIDLY SOUTH TO NORTH
ONE GREEN AND RED BALL, PULSATING, LOW ALTITUDE, STATIONARY, THEN
MOVING RAPIDLY SOUTH TO NORTH
G FIFTEEN MINUTES
H OBSERVERS WERE WATCHING OBJECTS WITH A REFLECTOR TELESCOPE
AND BINOCULARS.
D+
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SGN OTT

NRC DEE OTT

NRC DEE OTT

National Research Council of Canada/
Conseil national de recherches du Canada
RG 77, Vol. 309
SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. 100005Z AUG 79
B. FAIRLY CLEAR
C. MARGIE JOHNSTON, 16 EDWARD ST, SYDNEY NS, 562-3637
D. CORNER OF ASHBY AND HERBERT ST
E. MR AND MRS STAN MCPHAIL, HERBERT ST, SYDNEY NS 539-4839,
   MRS DEBBIE O'BRIAN, HERBERT ST, SYDNEY NS
F. LARGE ROUND ORANGE LIGHT WITH SMOKE COMING OUT OF IT
   TWO UFOS ONE RIGHT AFTER ANOTHER MOVING NORTHWEST
G. DURATION 2 MINS EACH OBJECT
H. NIL

NRC OTT

COMM SQN OTT
UNCLAS 22NRC 217

NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. 130630Z Aug.

B. CLOUDY - 3000 VIS

"C. ROSSLAND - EAGLE IS, 56 LAVAL ST, LAVAL DES RAPIDES, 553 - 4324

D. BOIS DES FILIÈRES, GRAND CÔTE

E. 6 OTHER PEOPLE (NO NAMES)

"F. "ROUND" FIRE "RED" - VERY BRIGHT - MOVING SLOW

EAST TO WEST, EST 2200 FT

G. 5 MINS

H. WIL

BT

#0001
DE RCALXX 0301 2250423
ZNZ UUUU
PR 1330306Z AUG 79
FM 22 NRC NORTH BAY
TO RCCC/MDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS 22NCC 017
NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 1330306Z
B. CLOUDY - GOOD VIS
C. ROLLAND CASERAIS, 59 LAVAL ST, LAVAL DES RAPIDS, 855-4334
D. BOIS DES RILLION, GRAND COTE
E. 6 OTHER PEOPLE (NO NAMES)
F. ROUND FIRE RED - VERY BRIGHT - MOVING SLOW
EAST TO WEST. EST 2300 PT
G. 5 MINS
H. NIL
BT
#0001
COMM SQN OTT
P U 304/13
P 130615Z AUG 79
FM CANADIAN FORCES BASE TORONTO
TO NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTRE NATIONAL DEFENCE
HEADQUARTERS OTTAWA
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL 100 SUSSEX DR OTTAWA ONT
7259
NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
REF: CF AO 71-1 PARA 11
A. 12 AUG 79, 2220 HRS LOCAL 13/9/79, 03:20
B. CLEAR
C. MR KNOTT KIERAN, 311 DIXON RD, APT 207, 244-3164 (AGE 16)
D. BUS STOP DIXON RD/KIPLING AVE AREA
E. MR GALLO CARLO, 11 WINCOTT DR, APT 1407 (AGE 16) AND MR
BUDIMIROVIC ALEX, 11 WINCOTT DR, APT 1907, 243-1767 (AGE 14)
F. STATIONARY SOLID BLUE OVAL MASS WITH RED BLINKING LIGHT WHICH WAS
JOINED BY A SECOND FLASHING LIGHT BEFORE VANISHING SOUTH ON
KIPLING AVE
G. 1 MINUTE
H. NIL
*
NRC OTT
Pierre Renéville
364, rue Louis, Apt 3
Ottawa, K2P 0S9.

15 août 79, entre 11 h 11:30 h pm (16/4/79 04:30)

Ciel clair.

15 min.


à direction S, (à sa gauche) → i.e. Est.

Description: très brillant, blanc

semble stationnaire

mouvement lent vers la fin

→ could be landing lights of a plane.

Received by [signature]

AHC
COMM SON OTT
P 100630Z AUG 79
FM CFB MONTREAL
TO RCDW/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCDW/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
RT UNCLAS PDD-16
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
REF CFAO 71-1
1. A UFO SIGHTING WAS REPORTED TO BASE DUTY OFFICER AT
CFB MONTREAL. PERTINENT INFO AS RELATED FOLLOWS:
A. 0200 GMT 16/6/79,
B. PARTIALLY CLOUDY
C. REMAR GUAY, 2198 OLD ORCHARD MONTREAL TEL. 482-1036
D. 7TH FLOOR OF HOSPITAL ST JUSTIN MTL
E. MARC VAUDRIN, MTL
F. OBJECT APPROX 10 FT DIA, PINKISH COLOR,
MOVING IN CIRCULAR PATTERN WITH STOP AND GO MOTIONS.
G. 30 MINS,
H. OBSERVER PHONED IN SIGHTING TO DORVAL.
WANTED TO CONTACT NORAD TO CONFIRM.
SECOND NIGHT THIS OBJECT SIGHTED.
PREVIOUSLY SIGHTED BY MARC VAUDRIN
RT
COMM SON OTT
NRC DEE OTT
COMM AN OTT.
PUZ004/16
P R 140250Z AUG 70
FM 22 HRDC NORTHWAY
TO RCDC/OIFC OTTAWA
INFO RCDC/RA/NRC OTTAWA
PT
UNCLASS 22RC/016
NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 16TH 0230Z Aug.
B. 2900 FT THIN FROZEN 15 PLUS VIS
C. MR JOHN CLEMMON 7TH FLOOR ST JUSTINE HOSPITAL
D. SAME AS ITEM C
E. ELIZABETH MOREAU WORKER ST JUSTINE HOSPITAL
F. ROUND WHITE LIGHT STATIONARY OVER MONTREAL UNIVERSITY
G. 10 MIN
H. PASSED TO 22HR BY MONTREAL AMIS WHO ALSO REPORTED THAT 10
OTHER PERSONS, NAMES UNKNOWN, ALSO SEEN THE OBJECT
PT
NRC DEE OTT
COMM AN OTT
NOTICE
SHARK IS NOT FAMILY WITH ALGECAY
DISAPPEARANCE AFTER APPROXIMATELY THREE HOURS OR LATER.
YOU ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE AND NO ONE, INCLUDING THE
I 1/2 TIMES, ON SOME OR OTHER OCCASIONS, THE SHARKS' MHS
HERE TO YOUR HUSBAND OR PARENT'S OCCASIONS.
N. OCCUPATION IS NOT /(THEIR OBSERVER, OCCUPATION, THE PARENT
PARK IS 5:00Z, 0000 UTC.

NO, SMOKE. ONE OBJECT APPEARED IN THE WEST AND ONE TO THE
ESTAWARE, 40 TO 60 DEGREES EAST OF NORTH OR SOUTH, TO THE
AND胶囊和脚与安根德南, TO THE
E. WITH, NEAR, AND NEARER
F. HORME, ADDRESS
785905
G. ONE, DEAR HUMHOUSE OR GARDEN ROAD, FARMHOUSE, NOVA SCOTIA
H. CLEAN
A. RELEASE AND 72
SUBMIT TO REPORT
FOR OPS
INFO, OCCUPATION NATIONAL RESEARCH COMMUNITY OCrRAN
RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA TO nOCRCRATIONAL DESIGNATION CENTRE OTTOMA
FM CANADIAN BORDERS EAST GREENWOOD NS.
R AND 72Z
SUBMIT TO REPORT
INFO, OCCUPATION
RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA TO nOCRCRATIONAL DESIGNATION CENTRE OTTOMA
FM CANADIAN BORDERS EAST GREENWOOD NS.
R AND 72Z
SUBMIT TO REPORT
INFO, OCCUPATION
RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA TO nOCRCRATIONAL DESIGNATION CENTRE OTTOMA
FM CANADIAN BORDERS EAST GREENWOOD NS.
R AND 72Z
SUBMIT TO REPORT
INFO, OCCUPATION
RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA TO nOCRCRATIONAL DESIGNATION CENTRE OTTOMA
FM CANADIAN BORDERS EAST GREENWOOD NS.
R AND 72Z
SUBMIT TO REPORT
INFO, OCCUPATION
RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA TO nOCRCRATIONAL DESIGNATION CENTRE OTTOMA
FM CANADIAN BORDERS EAST GREENWOOD NS.
R AND 72Z
SUBMIT TO REPORT
INFO, OCCUPATION
RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA/RCBDCNA TO nOCRCRATIONAL DESIGNATION CENTRE OTTOMA
FM CANADIAN BORDERS EAST GREENWOOD NS.
P R 100342! AUG 79
FM CANADIAN FORCES BASE GREENWOOD NS
TO RDC/CW/NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTRE OTTAWA
RCWOCA/AIRCNEANDWINNIPEG
INFO RCPTRA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS OPS 436
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION, AIRCOM
FOR OPS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 180115Z AUG 79
B. CLEAR
C. MR DEREK MORLEY OF GABRIEL ROAD, FALMOUTH, NOVA SCOTIA.
7965369
D. HOME ADDRESS
E. WIFE, NEPHEW, AND NEIGHBOURS
F. TWO FLASHING RED LIGHTS WITH GREEN CENTRES, STAR LIKE AND
STATIONARY, 60 TO 70 DEGREES ABOVE HORIZON OF MEDIUM LUMINOSITY.
NO SOUND. ONE OBJECT APPEARED DUE WEST AND ONE TO THE
NORTH EAST

PAGE 2 RCEOS 0995 UNCLAS
1. THREE TO FOUR HOURS ON PREVIOUS OCCASIONS
H. PREVIOUS SIGHTING BY SAME OBSERVER, OCCURRED OVER THE PAST
1 1/2 YEARS. ON SOME OF THESE OCCASIONS, THE OBJECTS MOVED
BACK AND FORTH HORIZONTALLY AND ONCE, VERTICALLY AND THEN
DISSAPPEARED AFTER APPROXIMATELY THREE HOURS OF LIMITED
MOVEMENT. MR MORLEY IS FAMILIAR WITH AIRCRAFT
BT
#8888
NRC OTT
01 MSN AUG 81 RELAY
GLDN AUG 81 UNCLAS

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL METEROR CENTER OTT

GLDN/538 RS: OUR FILE 79/2735 - REPORT OF U.F.O. GOLDEN,
PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT A CALL WAS PLACED TO THE CALGARY CENTENNIAL PLANETARIUM AND THEY ADVISED THAT IT WAS CONFIRMED AS THE STAR CAPPELLA.

GOLDEN DET RCMP

NRC OTT
EV

NRC OTT
1 MSN AUG 19 RELAY
GLDN AUG 19 UNCLAS

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL METEROR CENTER OTT

FOLLOWING RECEIVED FOR RELAY FROM GOLDEN DET RCMP:

AT APPROX 2010 HRS, 79-08-15, WE RECEIVED A REPORT OF AN UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT FROM A MR. DON FRANZEN, 533 - 18 STREET, GOLDEN B.C., PHONE 344-6346.

MR FRANZEN STATED THAT FROM HIS RESIDENCE HE COULD SEE A ROUND OBJECT HOVERING BY MT. MOBERLY WHICH IS APPROX. 10 MILES NORTH EAST OF GOLDEN, B.C. THE OBJECT FLASSED COLORS OF RED, GREEN, BLUE, WHITE AND SOMETIMES YELLOW. WHEN THE WHITE LIGHT APPEARED IT WAS EXTREMELY BRIGHT AND LIT UP THE MOUNTAIN. THE OBJECT WAS OBSERVED FROM APPROX. 30 MIN. AND ON OCCASION WENT BEHIND THE MOUNTAIN RETURNING TO THE SAME POSITION.

THE SKY AT THE TIME OF THE SIGHTING WAS CLOUDY, MR FRANZEN WAS THE ONLY PERSON REPORTING THE SIGHTING.

GOLDEN DET RCMP
NRC DEF OTT
COMM SON OTT
P2009/21
P 2117452 AUG 79
FM CPS BALDY HUGHES
TO NDC C OTTAWA
INFO NRC OTTAWA
OPS 364
FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ FIREBALL REPORT (UFO)
REF: A. CFAP 71-1
B, NORDAD REG 55-19 VOL 111
C, NORDAD REG 55-19 VOL 10
A, 20/2300 TO 2340 STILL OBSERVED WHILE REPORT BEING RECEIVED
B, SMOKE OVER PRINCE GEORGE
C, PAULINE PRESS AND RON MEADOWS PLUS 5 OTHERS
D, 7735 IMPERIAL CRESC PRINCE GEORGE
E, RON MEADOWS AND PAULINE PRESS HUSBAND PLUS 4 OTHERS
F, LITTLE BIGGER THAN NORMAL STAR
G, ROUND SHAPED, RED, GREEN AND BLUE IN COLOUR, MOVING UP AND DOWN SINCE 20/2300 AND STILL BEING OBSERVED WHEN REPORT WAS RECEIVED AT 20/2340

NRC DEF OTT
FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: FIREBALL REPORT (UFO)

REF: A. CFRO 71-1
B. NORAD REG 33-19 VOL 111
C. NORAD REG 35-19 VOL 18

A. 26/2300 TO 2346 STILL OBSERVED WHILE REPORT BEING RECEIVED

B. SHOT OVER PRINCE GEORGE
C. PAULINE PRESS AND RON HEADOSS PLUS 5 OTHERS
D. 7735 IMPERIAL CRES PRINCE GEORGE
E. RON HEADOSS AND PAULINE PRESS S HUSBAND PLUS 4 OTHERS
F. LITTLE BIGGER THAN NORMAL STAR
G. ROUND SHAPED, RED, GREEN AND BLUE IN COLOUR, MOVING UP AND DOWN
   SINCE 26/2300 AND STILL BEING OBSERVED WHEN REPORT WAS RECEIVED AT
   26/2346

26/2305
1 PRIORITY HFX AUG84 UNCLAS

1/8130 HRS 79-08-23
2/CLEAR
3/RICKY GLEN MEISNER SECOND PEN-LUN CO NS
   ALVINA DORA HATT SECOND PEN-LUNenburg CO NS
4/ON MAIN HWY TRAVELLING THRU SECOND PEN-APPROX 1/2 MILE EAST
   OF INTERSECTION OF PROVINCIAL PARK
5/FIRST OBJECT SIGHTED WAS CIRCULAR IN SHAPE WITH A HALF CIRCLE
   ABOVE IT OBJECT WAS BLU IN COLOR OBJECT WAS FAIRLY HIGH IN THE
   SKY AND WAS TRAVELLING WEST TO EAST AND VARIED ALTITUDE AS IT
   WENT ALONG THEN OBJECT DISAPPEARED ALL AT ONCE BEHIND THE
   STARS-2ND OBJECT WAS WHITE IN COLOR AND ALSO CIRCULAR IN SHAPE
   THIS OBJECT DID NOT APPEAR UNTIL THE FIRST ONE VANISHED OBJECT
   WAS ALSO TRAVELLING WEST TO EAST HOWEVER PRIOR TO DISAPPEARING
   APPEARED TO MAKE TWO CIRCLES OF THE AREA THEN-VANISHED BEYOND
   THE STARS
6/FIRST OBJECT WAS OBSERVED FOR APPROX 2 MINUTES-2ND OBJECT
   WAS OBSERVED FOR APPROX 60 SECONDS
7/CHECKS WERE MADE WITH NEIGHBORS AND SEVERAL CAMPER IN THE AREA
   OF THE PROVINCIAL PARK IT WAS LEARNED THAT NO OTHER PERSON HAD
   SIGHTED THESE OBJECTS
8/IT WOULD APPEAR TO THE INVESTIGATORS THAT BOTH MEISNER AND
   HATT SAW SOMETHING HOWEVER WHAT THEY SAW IS UNKNOWN MEISNER
   AND HATT HAD NOT BEEN DRINKING AT THE TIME OF THE SIGHTING
   OR DURING INITIAL CONTACT WITH THE INVESTIGATORS BOTH WERE
   VERY WILLING AND DID SHOW INVESTIGATORS EXACTLY WHERE THEY WERE
   LOCATED WHEN SIGHTING TOOK PLACE AND WHERE OBJECT WAS SIGHTED
   IN THE SKY

RCM POLICE LUNenburg DET
UNCLAS ATC 014
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 890045Z AUG 79
B. CLOUDY
C. JAMIESON A., 812 LOCKHART ST., ST CATHERINES, ONT L8T 1X1
TELEPHONE 688-7640
D. SOUTHEAST END OF ST CATHERINES
E. UNKNOWN
F. SHAPE - LIGHTS OF VARIOUS SIZES, LIKE SEARCH LIGHTS
   COLOUR - WHITE; ALT - NOT MORE THAN 8000 FT
   MOVEMENT - SOUTH WEST; LUMINOSITY - SEARCH LIGHTS
   NUMBER - SEVERAL
G. 30 SECONDS
H. MOVING VERY SLOWLY - NOT METEORITES
   MOVING, SLOW MOVEMENT

NRC OTT
COMM SQN OTT
M. Jean Cyr
583 rue Hyre
St-Eustache, Qué.
(514) 479-0846

Véhicule circulaire, 500 pi maison (D79/63)
15 Temoins
Ciel clair (un feu de bruine au dessus de 1000)
Près de Jérusalem

Bruit terrible, comme un hélicoptère au décollage
Feu stable, base altitude

Mouvement variable, a fait un brusque mouvement
pour éviter une collision avec un DC 9 à 10 000 pi.

30 avril 79 à 11:15 (31/4/79 - 04:15)2

Au décollage : feu de Tour ou lui-même de
Feu + vité puis à décollé.

Les uns de la Tour ont vu / les radars
au moment où il a pris le DC 9 (mais québec)

5 personnes de St-Eustache ont vu

décollé.

Phoned to NRC
31/8/79
Box 1355
Vermilion, Alberta
TOB 4M0
August 3, 1979

Meteor Center
National Research Council
Building M - 56
Montreal RD Labs
Ottawa 7, Ontario
Canada

Dear Sirs:

I would like to report the following meteor:

A) The date was August 2, 1979. The time was 0456 GMT.

B) The sky condition was as follows: 5000 scattered (4/10 S.C.), estimated 8000 broken (4/10 A.C.), 28,000 overcast (2/10 Ci). By my own observation, the moon was dimly visible.

C) We were standing at the north eastern edge of the racetrack located on the exhibition grounds, Vermilion, Alberta.

D) No bursts were observed.

E) The luminosity was very bright, comparable to high beam headlights.

F) The color was bright white.

G) Being that we were quite a little ways away, the size is hard to relate. I would compare it to about the size of a 25c piece held quite close to you. The tail extended perhaps ten or twelve inches behind that.

H) The duration was about five seconds.

I) No sounds were heard.
J) It was first sighted approximately straight north of us and if I had been flying, I would have said it was about 1:30 high. It was traveling east to west in an almost horizontal plane. It disappeared while still on about the same plane as when we initially saw it, though it was over into the north west by this time. Whether it burned up or went behind a cloud I don't know.

K) The only thing that I can say was unusual about it was its size. I have seen hundreds of small meteors while flying, but I have never seen one this size before.

I hope that this can be of some help to you.

Yours truly,

John Rogers

jr

National Research Council of Canada/RG 77, Vol. 309
Conseil national de recherches du Canada
NRC OTT
COMM SQN OTT
PZ44/81
P 211500Z SEP 79
FM NDHQ OTTAWA
TO ZEN/NDQC OTTAWA
INFO RCCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS D SECUR 2294
NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ UFO REPORT
REFS: A. CFAO 71-1
B. LETTER FROM MISS ELMA L ABBE 31 AUG 79
1. UFO REPORT. SUBJ REPORT RECEIVED UNDER REF B AND FWD IAW
REF A.
B. 180100 AUG 79 (GMT)
B. CLEAR
C. MISS ELMA L ABBE, 98 MARY ST, ARNPRIOR, ONTARIO
X73 1ES, TELEPHONE 623-5898 AND MR
ONTARIO. TELEPHONE

D. LT AC ALT 4000 FT, HEADING 270 DEGREES FROM ST JOVITE, P.Q.
TO ARNPRIOR. ONTARIO APPROX 40 MILES NE OF OTTAWA
E. N/A
F. DIAMETER 300 FT, THICKNESS 50 FT, A ROLLING ENERGY BALL WITH
A RED RADIANT SIDE AND A WHITE RADIANT SIDE, DISAPPEARED WEST
G. 5-8 MINS
H. COPY OF LETTER TO FOL
BT
1. NRC OTT
M
COMM SQN OTT
Distribution List

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT REPORT

References: A. letter from Mess Elma L'Albè 31 Aug 79 (enclosed)
B. D Secur 2294 211500 Z Sep 79

As indicated in reference B, please find enclosed reference A.

Enclosure: 1

DISTRIBUTION LIST

Action Information
NDOC, Ottawa → NRC, Ottawa for Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics
The C. Co.,

I am not sure if we were thinking about the same thing in our original discussion, but the idea of a plan of management, which was raised, is still relevant.

It seems clear that a clear plan is required to ensure an effective management of resources. The plan must be flexible enough to adapt to changing circumstances, and it must be well thought out to ensure that all aspects are covered.

As I mentioned earlier, a clear plan will also help in streamlining the process of running the organization.

The plan should be reviewed regularly to ensure that it is still relevant and effective.

I believe that the plan we are discussing is a step in the right direction. However, we need to ensure that it is well communicated to all stakeholders and that everyone is aware of their role.

I would be happy to discuss this further with you.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Date: [Insert Date]
I called, but there was no answer.

Along the shore several other boats were drawn up. The scene resembled that of a military review.
This experience lasted 5-8 min approximately by my watch. We ruled out fl. on our fire because of the duration of the experience, plus "ili" re-appearance in the distant cloud. As we descended to land at Simpson airport, the rolling, red and white, energy ball, disappeared into the orange sky of the setting.

I am reporting this to you as I feel it is my duty to do so. You may keep this for your records. We felt that we were very fortunate. This thing could be so fortunate.

The pilot is [Redacted], Ont.; telephone [Redacted].

He can usually be reached mornings 9 a.m. to 12 noon, with the exception of Wed. and Sat. and Sun.

Should you wish to contact him regarding this matter, please use discretion, as his young wife is intensely jealous of him, and very protective of 3 young children. She does not respect him or his rights. She opens his mail and interfere with the phone calls. Try to meet
for the time being at least, should you not be able to speak with him privately. If he cannot speak freely, leave your name and number and he will return your call. Or better still, phone or write me, and I will relay your message to him. This later method would be more reliable. The pilot hesitated informing me of this sighting due to his material set up. He is presently proceeding with divorce proceedings however, that is not yet completed. Your cooperation would be most
Canadian Military Forces,
Uplands Air Base,
Uplands,
Ottawa, Ont.
UNCLASSIFIED REPORT

NRCC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL DIVISION

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A. 28/08/1452/73

B. CLEAR

C. MR. DUTCHBURN (573 ARNOLD ST SUDbury, ONT. PHONE 522-2254)

D. DISTRICT OF SUDbury

E. AS LISTED IN PARA 0

F. 1

G. BRIGHT LIGHT

H. BRIGHT LIGHT (VAPOUR TRAIL REDDISH ORANGE)

J. ROUND WHITE DOT

K. 1 1/2 - 3 MIN

L. NIL

PAGE 2

NRCC 0001

M. NORTH - NORTH EAST

N. SEEN ALL OVER NORTH ONT. AS REPORTED FROM SUDbury TOWER

O. MR. JIM BLAIR FROST AVE, HAMMER, ONT. PHONE 360-6625

MR LAMERT COPPER CLIFF ONT

MRS FLO LAIBERSCHER LONG LAKE RD SUDbury, ONT. PHONE 522-7521

MR TED PIOTREK 4652 VACDORF COURT, HAMMER, ONT

BT

#0001
UNCLAS GEOPSO 41

NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL DIVISION

SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A. 28/6/01452/79

B. CLEAR

C. MR DUTCHBURN (573 ARNOLD ST, SUDBURY, ONT PHONE 522-2250)

D. DISTRICT OF SUDBURY

E. AS LISTED IN PARA 0

F. 1

G. BRIGHT LIGHT

H. BRIGHT LIGHT (VAPOUR TRAIL REDDISH ORANGE)

J. ROUND WHITE DOT

K. 1 1/2 - 3 MIN

L. NIL

PAGE 2 RCCRD 0001 UNCLAS

M. NORTH - NORTH EAST

N. SEEN ALL OVER NORTH ONT. AS REPORTED FROM SUDBURY TOWER

O. MR. JIM BLAIR P.O. BOX 1, RANMER, ONT PHONE 969-4823

MR LANGLEY COPPER CLIFF ONT

MRS FLO LAINIERLESS LONG LAKE RD SUDbury, ONT PHONE 522-7521

MR TED PIONEAU 4432 FACDORF COURT, RANMER ONT

RT.

#0001
Dr. Ian Hellyday  
National Research Council  
Ottawa, Ontario

Sir:

On August 19, I was with a group of friends camping beside the Spanish River, north-west of Audley. At 9:45 pm we observed a bright light, larger than a star, moving approximately south to north with a long, fiery tail. About 4 minutes after it passed we heard a boom.

Could you give me any information about what we might have seen?

Thank you.

[Signature]

Sincerely,

Jane Brennan

[Note: Satellite report attached, signed 24th August 1979]
To whom it may concern,

On August 19th at 9:45 am, at 78° 17' W, 46° 37' N, at Lac des Jardins, PQ,

we were having supper on site when I noticed a fire ball going across the sky from South West to North East approximately 25° above the horizon. It was visible for about 45 seconds. It was white, had no trail and left no smoke or sparks or trail behind it in the cloud. It was so bright that it looked to be about 4 to 5 times brighter than a full moon. In size, and the tail was about 15 to 20 times as long as it was. There was no sonic boom and it was travelling level with the horizon.

Yours truly,

Charles Campbell

[Signature]

For your information,

[Signature]
Meteor Centre
National Research Council
Building 551
Montreal Road Lab
Ottawa 7
Ontario
1. This date, Albert E. HENDERSON, 5 Hartley St., Brockville, Ontario, advised that on 79-08-29 at 22:00 hrs., on the Hwy. 401 at River Rouge, Quebec, he spotted a U-shaped, yellowish-orange light in the sky. He said the object divided, consolidated and, at times, was in three separate layers. He stated the object was ahead of his vehicle and on the north side of Hwy. 401, and that it disappeared at Riviere Beaudette, Quebec. He said he had it in sight for approximately 25 miles and could not gain on it. His wife, Helen, and a friend Jane Kendrich, who was visiting from Britain, also witnessed this object.

2. The following information is being submitted in accordance with OPS Manual 1.3.E.22.a:
   
   (1) Date & Time of Sighting: 79-08-29 - 22:00 hrs.  
   (2) Condition of Sky: Cloudy.  
   (3) Identity of Observer: Albert E. HENDERSON, 5 Hartley St., Brockville, Ont.  
   (4) Location of Observer at Time of Sighting: Between River Rouge and Riviere Beaudette, Quebec.  
   (6) Description of Sighting: U-shaped, yellowish-orange, just below clouds, straight line, parallel with Hwy. 401. Ones.  
   (7) Duration of Observation: Approx. 20-25 minutes.

3. It should be noted that Mr. HENDERSON is a practising lawyer in Brockville. Other than this fact, the writer is unable to form any conclusions on the reliability of the witnesses. A copy of this report is being forwarded direct to National Research Council, Planetary Sciences Section, 100 Sussex Drive, Ottawa, KIA OR6 for their information and any other action they deem necessary. No further action being taken this point.

CONCLUDED HERE.
ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE - GENDARMERIE ROYALE DU CANADA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OTHER FILE REFERENCES: Ref. Alfred Dossiers</th>
<th>DIVISION</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>RCMP FILE REFERENCES: Ref. Dossiers GRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;21&quot;</td>
<td>79-09-13</td>
<td></td>
<td>79/492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RE: OBJET:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albert HENDERSON</td>
<td>U.F.O. Sighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>River Rouge, Quebec</td>
<td>79-08-29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

79-08-30

1. This date, Albert E. HENDERSON, 5 Hartley St., Brockville, Ontario, advised that on 79-08-29 at 22:00 hrs., on the Hwy. 401 at River Rouge, Quebec, he spotted a U-shaped, yellowish-orange light in the sky. He said the object divided, consolidated and, at times, was in three separate layers. He stated the object was ahead of his vehicle and on the north side of Hwy. 401, and that it disappeared at Riviere Beaudette, Quebec. He said he had it in sight for approximately 25 miles and could not gain on it. His wife, Helen, and a friend Jane Kendrick, who was visiting from Britain, also witnessed this object.

2. The following information is being submitted in accordance with Ops. Manual I.3.E.22.a:

   (1) Date & Time of Sighting: 79-08-29 - 22:00 hrs.
   (2) Condition of Sky: Cloudy.
   (3) Identity of Observer: Albert E. HENDERSON,
                              5 Hartley St., Brockville, Ont.
   (4) Location of Observer at Time of Sighting: Between River Rouge and Riviere Beaudette, Quebec.
       Jane KENDRICK, Britain.
   (6) Description of Sighting: U-shaped, yellowish-orange,
                                 just below clouds, straight line, parallel with Hwy. 401. One.
   (7) Duration of Observation: Approx. 20-25 minutes.

3. It should be noted that Mr. HENDERSON is a practising lawyer in Brockville. Other than this fact, the writer is unable to form any conclusions on the reliability of the witnesses. A copy of this report is being forwarded direct to National Research Council, Planetary Sciences Section, 100 Sussex Drive, Ottawa, KIA 0N6 for their information and any other action they deem necessary. No further action being taken this point.

CONCLUDED HERE:

(B.R. Dauphinage) Cpl.,
1/c Detachment.
On September 01, 1979 Cornelius BLANCHARD of Cold Brook, Newfoundland, DOB: 39 APR 03, called this office advising that last night around 00h30 he observed a strange phenomenon.

2. Mrs. Rita BLANCHARD stated that she thought she heard a noise outside her window. The noise sounded like a screech. When she looked through the window there was a reddish light in the clouds.

3. The lighted object dropped and in about five minutes it appeared to be down to the top of the trees. The object was about 500 feet from the house. The light would disappear and shortly afterward, would reappear in the same area. This was observed by both Mr. and Mrs. BLANCHARD.

4. Mrs. BLANCHARD stated the object appeared to be about 20 feet wide while Mr. BLANCHARD stated that the object was about 3 to 4 feet wide. He stated the object was like looking into the sun. The colour of the object was that of the sun setting in the evening.

5. BLANCHARD searched the area the next day but did not notice anything out of the ordinary.

6. A check with the weather station revealed there was light rain at the time, winds southwest at 15 knots, and temperature 19°C.
UNCLAS GEOF 526
AIRCOM FOR OPS CENTRE, ADGHQ FOR COMD; MRC OTTAWA FOR RADIO AND
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

REF: A. CFCAO 71-1
A. 2330Z 1 SEP 79
B. CLEAR

C. MR FRANK, PHONE 514-569-7040
D. ST DONAT (LAC AURIEU)
E. MR PIERRE SENNECHEL
F. COLOUR - RED, WHITE, GREEN. THREE LIGHTS IN SKY FORMING
PERFECT TRIANGLE
G. 3 HOURS
H. OBJECT NOT MOVING, WEST, SOUTH, EAST POSITION OF LIGHTS

#8818
* NRC DEK OTT
COMM SON OTT
PUZ001/18
P 1719362 SEP 79
FM CPE OPS TRENTON
to NDOC OTTAWA
NRC OTTAWA
BASE OPS 434
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A: 03 SEP 79 EVENING
B: CLEAR
C: UNABLE TO GET NAME OF OBSERVER BUT REPORT PHONED IN FROM MR BRIAN
ASHLEY OF CKLC RADIO STATION KINGSTON 99 BROCK ST.
D: RR NO. 1 INVENTORY LOOKING WEST
E: REST OF FAMILY (NAMES UNKNOWN)
F: TWO ROUND OBJECTS WITH RED AND GREEN LIGHTS WITH PRONGS HANGING DOWN
(NUMBER AND SIZE UNKNOWN). SEEN VERY CLOUDLESS NIGHT FOR THE LAST 2
WEEKS LOOKING UP AT 45 DEGREE ANGLE AND TO THE WEST FROM ABOVE LOCATION.
ONE OF THE OBJECTS STAYS STILL WHILE THE OTHER OBJECT MOVES FROM ITS
POSITION AND RETURNS FROM TIME TO TIME. DISTANCE UNKNOWN.
THE OBJECTS SEEM TO GLOW AND MAKE NO SOUND.
G: LASTS ALL EVENING
H: MR ASHLEY WOULD LIKE ANY COMMENTS SENT TO HIM AT THE RADIO STATION
CKLC KINGSTON AND HE WILL PASS THEM ON TO THE OBSERVERS
* NRC DEK OTT
COMM SON OTT

* NRC DEK OTT
COMM SON OTT
PUZ001/18
P 1719362 SEP 79
FM CPE OPS TRENTON
to NDOC OTTAWA
NRC OTTAWA
BASE OPS 434
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A: 03 SEP 79 EVENING
B: CLEAR
C: UNABLE TO GET NAME OF OBSERVER BUT REPORT PHONED IN FROM MR BRIAN
ASHLEY OF CKLC RADIO STATION KINGSTON 99 BROCK ST.
D: RR NO. 1 INVENTORY LOOKING WEST
E: REST OF FAMILY (NAMES UNKNOWN)
F: TWO ROUND OBJECTS WITH RED AND GREEN LIGHTS WITH PRONGS HANGING DOWN
(NUMBER AND SIZE UNKNOWN). SEEN VERY CLOUDLESS NIGHT FOR THE LAST 2
WEEKS LOOKING UP AT 45 DEGREE ANGLE AND TO THE WEST FROM ABOVE LOCATION.
ONE OF THE OBJECTS STAYS STILL WHILE THE OTHER OBJECT MOVES FROM ITS
POSITION AND RETURNS FROM TIME TO TIME. DISTANCE UNKNOWN.
THE OBJECTS SEEM TO GLOW AND MAKE NO SOUND.
G: LASTS ALL EVENING
H: MR ASHLEY WOULD LIKE ANY COMMENTS SENT TO HIM AT THE RADIO STATION
CKLC KINGSTON AND HE WILL PASS THEM ON TO THE OBSERVERS
NRC DEK OTT
COMM SON OTT
UNCLAS GEOP 527

AIRC0M FOR OFFS CENTRE, ADGHQ FOR COMD, NRC OTTAWA FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

REV: A. CF10 71-1
A. 0100Z 4 SEP 79
B. CLEAR
C. MR FRANK, PHONE 514-669-9240, WORK 735-9154
D. ST DONAT - 424-3845
E. MRS SENECAL
F. 3 LIGHTS/EAST/WEST/SOUTH, COLOR RED/WHITE AND GREEN
G. 4 HRS 38 MINS
H. 50,000 FT - NO MOVEMENT

OBJECT WAS SEEN IN MTL BY MRS SENECAL'S CHILDREN VIA TELESCOPE

ST

88889
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 040240Z
B. SCATTERED CLOUDS
C. MR S CENDRON, 3355 CYPRIN-VILLE LABEL, FABREVILLE, G62-1924
D. NORTH WEST OF FABREVILLE
E. FOUR OTHER PERSONS
F. ROUND-GREEN, WHITE, RED-STATIONARY VERY LOW
G. 30-45 MINS
H. NO SOUND. MONTREAL CENTRE SUPERVISOR SUGGESTS THAT IT COULD BE A DC9 DOING TOUCH AND GOES AT MIRABELLE

PT 040402Z SEP 79
PM 22 UNHQC NORTH BAY
TO RHCCC/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RHCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLASS 22NRCC 923
NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 0402361
B. SCATTERED CLOUDS
C. MR S GENRON, 3309 CYPRIEN NHLLE LABEL, FABREVILLE, 662-1924
D. NORTH WEST OF FABREVILLE
E. FOUR OTHER PERSONS
F. ROUND-GREEN, WHITE, RED-STATIONARY VERY LOW
G. 30-45 MINS
H. NO SOUND. MONTREAL CENTRE SUPERVISOR SUGGESTS THAT IT COULD BE A
DC9 DOING TOUCH AND GOES AT MIRABELLE
BT
#0001
TO RCCVC/NDQC

INFO RCCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA

BT

UNCLAS 22NRCC 025

NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. 3404002Z

B. SCATTERED CLOUDS

C. MR N COTE, 650 LAVAL BLVD APP #1 LAVAL, 668-0170

D. SAME AS PARA C

E. NIL

F. ROUND - 30 FT IN DIAMETER, 4 FT HIGH, 2 OBJECTS - 1 OVERHEAD

THE ADDRESS IN PARA C = 1 OBJECT ONE MILE SW OF THE ADDRESS.

CON'"NT EPS FLASHING LIGHTS - RED, WHITE, GREEN, ORANGE - SHORT

DURATION FOR EACH COLOUR BEFORE CHANGINA

G. 1 HR

H. NIL

BT

#0082
UNCLAS 22NRCC 825
NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. 8404992

B. SCATTERED CLOUDS

C. MR N COTE, 655 LAVAL BLVD APP #1 LAVAL, 668-9170

D. SAME AS PARA C

E. NIL

F. ROUND - 30 FT IN DIAMETER, 4 FT HIGH, 2 OBJECTS - 1 OVERHEAD
   THE ADDRESS IN PARA C - 1 OBJECT ONE MILE SW OF THE ADDRESS.
   CONSTANT FLASHING LIGHTS - RED, WHITE, GREEN, ORANGE - SHORT
   DURATION FOR EACH COLOUR BEFORE CHANGING

G. 1 HR

H. NIL

BT

#6862
MEMORANDUM

National Research Council
Planetary Sciences Section
100 Sussex Drive
Ottawa, Ontario
K1A 0G1

R.C.M.P. Detachment
Bridgewater
Nova Scotia

SUBJECT

RE: U.F.O. SIGHTING

Beverly CROUSE and Marcella CROUSE of Branch LaHave, Bridgewater,
Nova Scotia reported they observed a very bright red ball, which was very high
in the sky and a bit larger than the sun, for a duration of approximately
four seconds.

Date and Time: - Friday, 7 Sept. 79, 11:00 P.M.
Atlantic Standard Time

Condition of Sky: - Clear

Location of Observer: - 6 Miles away - in their house

The object lasted for 4 seconds and then became smaller and
vanished. The witnesses appeared to be normal and sober. They are both in
their early thirties. A patrol was sent to the area but nothing unusual could
be found. Reporting this for your information purposes.
O**
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SON OTT
PHZ008/12
VV CVA197 JBA142AJA008
PP RCPIFA
TE RCEAL 0007 2541726
ZNF UUUU ZYP2
P 111720Z SEP 79
FM CFS KAMLOOPS
T RC00C/NOOC OTTAWA
RCPIFA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
DIVISION
BT
UNCLASS OPS 90
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A: 08/0605Z Sept
B: PARTLY CLOUDY
C: KAREN MERRUS TELEPHONE 575-8574
D: WESTSIDE
E: FOUR PEOPLE FROM THE SAME FAMILY
F: STARTED AT WESTSIDE HEADED OVER TO MOUNT PAUL AREA. REDISH STAR
TYPE OBJECT 30000 FEET AND AT A HIGH RATE OF SPEED
G: THIRTY SECONDS
H: APPEARED TO BE CIRCLING THEN FADED
BT
50007

NNNN*
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SON OTT.

Identified as meteor Sep 79.

N75/83

National Research Council of Canada/ Conseil national de recherches du Canada 
RG 77, Vol. 309
Identified as meteor
NRC FOR HERZBERG INST OF ASTROPHYSICS

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. 110120Z

B. CLEAR

C. MR REIER, 489 NIPISSING ST NORTH BAY ONT

D. NORTH BAY BUS TERMINAL

E. N/A

F. WHITE SMALL BRIGHT OBJECT MOVING SOUTH

G. 3 TO 5 SECONDS

H. N/A

#0001
TO RCGC/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO NRC OTTAWA
BT

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 1102197 SEP 79
B CLEAR SKY
C. MR HELMER KOUTCHER
D. FIRST STREET, ORANGEVILLE
901-0093 (PUBLIC PHONE)
E. NORTH WEST, ORANGEVILLE
F. STAR, RED SPARKS, MOVING UP AND DOWN IN ZIG ZAG
G. APPR 15 MIN
BT
00001
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SQN OTT
PZ008/27

P R 110245Z SEP 79
FM CFB FORDEN
TO NDOC OTTAWA
INFO NRC OTTAWA
ET

INCLAS D 13
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA FOR RADIO
AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUED1 UFO REPORT
A. 110215Z SEP 79
B. CLEAR SKY
C. MF HELMER-KOUTCHER
7. FIRST STREET, ORANGEVILLE
941-0093 (PUBLIC PHONE)
D. NORTH, WEST, ORANGEVILLE
E. MRS H. KOUTCHER
F. STAR, RED SPARKS, MOVING UP AND DOWN IN
ZIG ZAG
G. APPR 15-MIN
ET

00001

NNNN*
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SQN OTT

National Research Council of Canada/
Conseil national de recherches du Canada
RG 77, Vol. 309
Meteor Centre NRC Ottawa

Meteorite sighting at Owen Sound Ont at 200112Z passed east to west descending visible from 010 to 350 degrees aprx fairly bright sighted by Mr Charles Koehler Owen Sound, Ont.

Identified as Meteor

Sept 79
OTTAWA ONT 20 AUG 1200P
201535 CYMMF
METEOR CENTRE NRC OTTAWA
REPORTED THIS MORNING... 2 WITNESSES REPORTED HAVE SEEN OBJECT FALL
DOWN ABOUT 40 MILES NORTH OF YMM. THEY WERE ON THE ROUTE AT THIS
TIME. THIS COULD BE AN EXPLANATION OF WHY I HAVE SEEN THE OBJECT
DISAPPEAR AT 25 DEGREE ON THE HORIZON LINE PROBABLY HIDE BY THE TOP
OF THE TREES... SO AS THESE PEOPLE SAID THERE IS A PROBABILITY THAT
FEW PART OF THE OBJECT HITS THE GROUND. I HAVE RECEIVED THIS
INFORMATION BY TELEPHONE THIS MORNING FROM JOUTEL BY PEOPLE WHO
WERE IN THIS AREA YESTERDAY NIGHT. THEY WERE FIRST THANK THAT IS
WAS AN AIRCRAFT WHO WAS FALLING DOWN. THESE PEOPLE WORKS AT SELCO
MINE AT JOUTEL SO MAYBE IT CAN BE POSSIBLE TO HAVE MORE INFO LATER
YMM MATRAGM 201535

IDENTIFIED AS A METEOR

SEPT/79

NRC DRE OTT

OTT OTT
Dr. Ian Halliday  
Astro Physics Branch  
Radio & Electrical Engineering Division  
National Research Council  
Ottawa, Ontario  
K1A 0B2

Dear Dr. Halliday:

METEORITE OBSERVATION

In accordance with Canadian Forces Administration Order 71-1, Reporting Atmospheric Phenomena, enclosed herewith is a copy of a message sent out by this base on a meteorite observation.

[Signature]

CM. Webb  
Captain  
for Base Commander Canadian Forces Base Kingston

Enclosure: 1

Identified as a meteor  
Sept. 79.
MESSAGE FORM
FORMULE DE MESSAGE

PRIORITY
PRIORITÉ
222230Z SEP 79

INFO
INFOR

NRC OTTAWA FOR METEOR CENTRE

SUBJ: METEORITE OBSERVATION

REF: CFAO 71-1

A. 220858Z SEP 79

B. CLEAR AND STEADY

C. MR SCOTT FOSTER, 100 WELLINGTON ST, KINGSTON ONT PH 512-7277

D. BETWEEN ONTARIO ST AND LAKEFRONT ST AT FOOT OF WELLINGTON ST IN CITY OF KINGSTON

E. NIL

F. NIL

G. MAGNITUDE 1

H. WHITE

J. SMALLER THAN MOON, STARRLIKE BODY

K. 1 SEQ

L. NIL

M. RAQ 9 HRS FROM PLUS 50 DBQ TO PLUS 4.5 DBQ BETWEEN SUN DIPPER AND

National Research Council of Canada/ Conseil national de recherches du Canada

RG 77, Vol. 309
MESSAGE FORM
FORMULE DE MESSAGE

TO:
TO:

INFO
INFO

GEMINI PASSING NEAR TALITHA
N. NIL

BY MAIL ROUTINE INFO COPY TO:
DR IAN HALLIDAY
ASTRO PHYSICS BRANCH
RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
OTTAWA, ONT
K1A 0R8

National Research Council of Canada/Consell national de recherches du Canada
RG 77, Vol. 309
From a Canadian Forces Station in Sydney, NS, a report was sent to the RCGC/National Defence Operations Centre in Ottawa, ON. The report was submitted to the National Research Council of Canada for the Herzberg Institute of Astrophysics.

The report is classified as UNCLASSIFIED, and it is a UFO report dated SEP 79.

The report includes the following details:

- Subject: UFO
- Location: Reservoir Rd, Sydney, NS (539-8443)
- Observers: Mr. and Mrs. Murphy, Reservoir Rd, 539-9350
- Description: Object was oblong in shape, with varying colors: red, green, yellow, flashing very bright.
- Movement: Object was seen moving up and down very quickly at times to the horizon. It appeared through a X300 power telescope and was rotating, with what appeared to be two headlights.

The report is signed by A. Claude 2026 SK.

[Signature]
NRC DEK OTT

COMM SGN OTT
PUZ004/25
P 2501352 SEP 79
FM CANADIAN FORCES STATION SYDNEY NS
TO ROCS/R/NC/ATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTRE OTTAWA ONT
INFO ROCPRIA/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE
OF ASTROPHYSICS
BT,
UNCLAS DO 53
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 2501352 SEP 79
B. CLEAR
C. MR AND MRS ALLAN ROYAL, RESEVOIR RD, SYDNEY, 539-8443
D. MIRA RD
E. MR AND MRS MURPHY, RESEVOIR RD, 539-9350
F. AT TIMES OBLONG IN SHAPE; COLOR VARYING RED, GREEN, YELLOW;
FLASHING VERY BRIGHT
G. ONE AND ONE-HALF HOURS (1 1/2)
H. MOVING UP AND DOWN VERY QUICKLY AT TIMES TO THE HORIZON; OBJECT
WAS SEEN THROUGH A X300 POWER TELESCOPE; OBJECT WAS ROTATING AND HAD
WHAT APPEARED TO BE TWO HEADLIGHTS
BT
RG229
NRC DEK OTT

COMM SGN OTT
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SON OTT
PUZ003/733

PUZ003/27
P 2730Z SEP 79
FM CFS FALCONBRIDGE
TO ROCWC/NDCC OTTAWA
INFO RCCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA
PT
UNCLAS G60PSO 05.
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
A. 270140Z Acct.
B. CLEAR
C. KEN MORIN 18 PARISH DRIVE ELLIOT LAKE
D. IN ELLIOT LAKE
E. WIFE AND TWO CHILDREN
F. SOUTH EASTERNLY DIRECTION
G. BRIGHT WHITE FLASHING LIGHT
H. THREE TO FOUR MINUTES
PT
0001*
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SON OTT
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SGN OTT
PUZ003/733

PUZ003/77
P 2730Z SEP 77
FM OFS FALCONBRIDGE
TO RCWQ/NDGC
CORRECTION WILL START AGAIN PLS.

NRC DEE OTT
COMM SGN OTT
PUZ004/77
P 2730Z SEP 77
FM OFS FALCONBRIDGE
TO RCWQ/NDGC OTTAWA
INFO RCPIPA/NRC OTTAWA
BY
UNCLAS GEDPS0 05
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
A. 270140Z
B. CLEAR
C. KEN MORIN 18 PARISH DRIVE ELLIOT LAKE
D. IN ELLIOT LAKE
E. WIFE AND TWO CHILDREN
F. SOUTH EASTERLY DIRECTION
G. BRIGHT WHITE FLASHING LIGHT
H. THREE TO FOUR MINUTES
BT
P0001*
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SGN OTT
NON-METEORITIC SIGHTING

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

UAR/REED
Identified as a Meteor.
31 juillet 79, 23:30 → 1 août 79, 4:30
près d'un lac - 45 m° N d'Ottawa
particulièrement nuageux.

- A semblé être un satellite mais à l'horizon
  orbité sous les nuages (?)

- Personne a signalé 3 fois avec une lampe de poche - L'objet s'est rapproché en approchant
  à environ 150 pieds, ressemblait à ce moment à
  une sphère de quelques de 100 ft. diamètre
  à 200-300 ft en hauteur. Immobile. A quelques
  minutes puis repart doucement.
  Rouge vif, brillant, sans être aveuglant

Total: 15 min

Son: aucun
Date of sighting: 16 September 1979

Condition of sky (clear, cloudy, haze, etc.) clear

Location of observer (as precise as possible) traveling in car between Newport MS and Ville MS, via Hwy 101

Name of observer: Gwenyth Phillips

Name and addresses of others also observing:
1. Wayne Phillips (same address)
2. 
3. 

Description of sighting:
1. Shape - Not discernible - only lights could be seen
2. Size (compared to a known object) 
3. Colour(s) (including any changes) red, green, white lights
4. Altitude (in degrees above the horizon) (a) at first sighting 30° (b) at last sight 130°
5. Movement: (a) direction it was going NE-75° (b) speed rapidly (c) hovering (if any), height, duration, etc. yes - at 80° to horizon for several minutes (d) any change in speed yes
6. Number of objects observed one
7. How long was it observed approximately 1/2 hr.
8. Description of any sounds heard all

9. Was the sighting seen
(a) through a glass window Yes/No (b) from a car Yes/No (c) in the open Yes/No

被列入未知来源的进一步报告。
10. Other information and narrative report.

Our attention initially was drawn to an object with a white light flashing red about 30° to the horizon. These lights seemed to cross the highway at a relatively low altitude. All of a sudden a green and red flashing light appeared on the same object, and after several minutes it again became only a red and white light. It seemed to go parallel to our direction. As we approached Windsor N.S., the object changed altitude very quickly and only a red light was noticeable at about 800° to the horizon. The object appeared to be hovering. Within moments this object moved across the sky to approximately 130°—almost instantaneously. At this point the red flashing and white light were visible—the white light being very intense. The object again moved parallel to our automobile throughout the remainder of our drive.
UNCLASSIFIED

NDHQ FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTRE, FOR HERTZBERG INSTITUTE OF
ASTROPHYSICS, AIRCOM FIR OPSCEN

SUBJ: UFO ILLUMINATION

REF: CFAO 71-1

A. 1820002 SEP 79
B. UNKNOWN
C. MR DENNIS BENGEO 160 STAPLEFORD CRES., REGINA, PHONE (306) 543 6152
D. AT ABOVE ADDRESS
E. NIL KNOWN
F. REDDISH-GREEN COLORFUL LIGHT OBSERVED MOVING AT HIGH RATE OF SPEED
FROM WEST TO EAST. SUBJECT STOPPED OVER OBSERVER FOR APPROXIMATE FIVE
SECONDS AND THEN PROCEEDED EASTWARD AT HIGH RATE OF SPEED. SIZE AND

PAGE 2 RCWBOA 0027 UNCLASSIFIED
ALTITUDE UNDETERMINED
G. APPROXIMATELY SECONDS
H. SIGHTING DATA RECENTLY EXTRACTED FROM WEEKEND DUTY OFFICERS
REPORT. THIS MSG TREATED AS ROUTINE VERS PRIORITY

BT

#0027
UNCLAS DPS 82

NDHQ FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTRE, FOR HERTZBERG INSTITUTE OF
ASTROPHYSICS, AIRCOM FIR OPSCEN

SUBJ: UFO ILLUMINATING

REF: CFAO 71-1

A. 192000Z SEP 79
B. UNKNOWN
C. MR DENNIS RENKO 108 STAPLEFORD CREW., REGINA. PHONE (585)
543 6152
D. AT ABOVE ADDRESS
E. NIL KNOWN
F. REDDISH-GREEN COLORED LIGHT OBSERVED MOVING AT HIGH RATE OF SPEED
FROM WEST TO EAST. SUBJECT STOPPED OVER OBSERVER FOR APPROXIMATE FIVE
SECONDS AND THE PROCEEDED EASTWARD AT HIGH RATE OF SPEED. SIZE AND

PAGE 2 RCWQEA 0827 UNCLAS

ALTITUDE UNDETERMINED
G. APPROXIMATELY TEN SECONDS
H. SIGHTING DATA RECENTLY EXTRACTED FROM WEEKEND DUTY OFFICERS
REPORT. THIS MESSAGE TREATED AS ROUTINE VERS PRIORITY

BT

#0827

National Research Council of Canada /
Conseil national de recherches du Canada

RG 77, Vol. 309
UNCLASSIFIED

NDHQ FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTER, FOR HERTZBERG INSTITUTE OF
ASTROPHYSICS, AIRCOM FOR OPSEC

SUBJ: UFO SIGHTING

REF: CFAO 71-1

A. 182000Z SEP 79

B. UNKNOWN

C. MR DENNIS BENEK 108 STAPLEFORD CRES., REGINA, PR (306)
   543 6152

D. AT ABOVE ADDRESS

E. NIL KNOWN

F. REDDISH-GREEN COLORED LIGHT OBSERVED MOVING AT HIGH RATE OF SPEED
   FROM WEST TO EAST. OBJECT STOPPED OVER OBSERVER FOR APPROXIMATE FIVE
   SECONDS AND THE PROCEEDED EASTWARD AT HIGH RATE OF SPEED. SIZE AND
   ALTITUDE UNDETERMINED

G. APPROXIMATELY TEN SECONDS

H. SIGHTING DATA RECENTLY EXTRACTED FROM WEEKEND DUTY OFFICERS

REPORT OF THIS MSG TREATED AS ROUTINE VERS URGENCY

#0027
NDÉQ FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTER, FOR HERTZBERG INSTITUTE OF
ASTROPHYSICS, AIRCOM FOR OPSCEN

SUBJ: UFO SIGHTING

REF: CFAO 71-1
A. 182000Z SEP 79
B. UNKNOWN
C. MR DENNIS BENKO 108 STAPLEFORD CRES., REGINA. PHONE (306) 543 6152
D. AT ABOVE ADDRESS
E. UNKNOWN
F. REDDISH-GREEN COLORED LIGHT OBSERVED MOVING AT HIGH RATE OF SPEED
FROM WEST TO EAST. OBJECT STOPPED OVER OBSERVER FOR APPROX FIVE
SECONDS AND THE PROCEEDED EASTWARD AT HIGH RATE OF SPEED. SIZE AND

PAGE 2

NDÉQ FOR NATIONAL RESEARCH CENTER
UNCLASSIFIED

ALTITUDE UNDETERMINED
G. APPROX TEN SECONDS
H. SIGHTING DATA RECENTLY EXTRACTED FROM WEEKEND DUTY OFFICERS
REPORT. THUS THIS MSG TREATED AS ROUTINE VERS PRIORITY

BT

#6827
To the Editor:

I wish to report my sighting of a U.F.O. The date was September 25, 1979, and the time was 4:25 A.M. The condition of the sky was brilliantly clear. As I watched, looking eastward from my ground level bedroom window, it hovered just over a field, across Pleasant St.

This large field is between two houses, near the corner of Western St, located on Pleasant St., in Sutton, Quebec. The light was a shimmering, white one. Its form was circular, and there was no sound. (My window was open.)

Location in the sky was low enough to have the sighting lost for a few seconds, because a Hydro pole blocked the viewing. As for duration of time it hovered, I think about 2 minutes would be a close timing. I was further impressed by its subsequent ability to suddenly then gain altitude, which caused me to move to another window, looking southward. By then, it was up with the stars, moving southward, then out of sight.

Yours truly,

Dorothy H. Taylor
(Mrs. R. B. Taylor)
RR RCPIRA
DE RCMDE 0002 2727148
ZNR UUUU
R 291605Z SEP 79
FM 42 RADAR SQN COLD LAKE
TO RCVC/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCPIRA NRC OTTAWA
BY
UNCLAS, CO 33
FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 290528Z SEP
B. HAZY SKY
C. IVAN BURR, FORT MCMURRAY
D. TEXACO PILOT PLANT
E. RON HADIN
F. BLUE AND RED LIGHTS NOT FLASHING. ALTITUDE APPROX 10000 FEET.
ZIG ZAG PATTERN MOVING FROM NE TO SW
G. TWO MINUTES
H. QUEEN AIR AIRLINE IN VICINITY AT SAME TIME
BY
#0002
RR RCPIRA
DE RCWDE 0062 2721748
ZNR UUUUU
R 291605Z SEP 79
FM 42 RADAR SQN COLD LAKE
TO RCWC/WDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCPIRA NRC OTTAWA

BT
UNCLAS CO 33
FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION

SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 298520Z SEP
B. HAZY SKY
C. IVAN BURR, FORT MCMURRAY
D. TEXACO PILOT PLANT
E. RON BADIN
F. BLUE AND RED LIGHTS NOT FLASHING. ALTITUDE APPROX 10000 FEET.
G. ZIG ZAG PATTERN MOVING FROM NE TO SW
H. QUEEN AIR AIRLINE IN VICINITY AT SAME TIME

BT
#3892
identified as possible meteor

UFO REPORT

A. 0735Z 5 Oct 79
B. CLEAR
C. MR. GARY LAURENCE, 47 MCNEIL CREs. YORKTON, TELEPHONE 763-6620
D. AT RESIDENCE
E. NIL
F. POSSIBLE 3 OR 4 FIRE BALL LIKE OBJECTS HEADING SOUTH WITH A TAIL. TWO OBJECTS SPLIT OFF ALSO HEADING SOUTH.
G. NIL
H. YORKTON, DOT AIR RADIO REPORTED TO CPS YORKTON, THEY OVERHEARD AN AIRCRAFT ON THEIR UHF, REPORTING TO DOT IN WINNIPEG A POSSIBLE METEORITE OR SATELLITE BREAKING UP

#0002
A. 0735Z 5 OCT 79
B. CLEAR
C. MR. GARY LAURENCE, 47 MCNEIL CRESC., YORKTON, TELEPHONE 763-6620
D. AT RESIDENCE
E. NIL
F. POSSIBLE 3 OR 4 FIRE BALL LIKE OBJECTS HEADING SOUTH WITH A TAIL. TWO OBJECTS SPLIT OFF ALSO HEADING SOUTH.
G. Nil
H. YORKTON, DOT AIR RADIO REPORTED TO CPS TO BE METEOR ENTRANCE TRAJECTORY & SPEED AS IN WIND "A POSSIBLE METEORITE OR SATELLITE BREAKING UP"
I. NIL
F. THREE OR FOUR BRIGHT BALLS OF FIRE LEAVING A TRAIL AND MOVING SOUTHEAST
G. APPROX 2 MINUTES

UNCLASSIFIED

SUBJ: UFO SIGHTING
1. UFO REPORT
A. 050452
B. CLEAR
C. Const. Lafler, RCMP Redwater, Alberta plus several others on file
D. Whitecourt, Hinton, Edmonton, Calgary
E. On file, Edmonton
F. Three or four bright balls of fire leaving a trail and moving southeast
G. Approx 2 minutes

ID: N77/984

278 10 00.79
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, OTTAWA

METEOR CENTRE

R12/89 FOLLOWING MESSAGE RECD FROM MEADOW LAKE RCMP DETACHMENT. MEADOW LAKE, SASK. OCT 5 8:30 AM 79

ML8041 POSSIBLE U.F.O. SIGHTING

1) TIME: APPROX 0145 HRS 79 OCT 05 MOUNTAIN STANDARD TIME
2) CONDITIONS OF SKY - CLEAR
3) OBSERVED BY FOLLOWING RCMP MEMBERS: - CST. LINK, CST. GEORGE, CST. HEINTZ, CPL. GUDMUNDSON.
4) IN AND NEAR THE TOWN OF MEADOW LAKE, SASK.
5) ALSO OBSERVED BY ERNEST JOHNSON OF MAKWA, SASK.
6) SIGHTING APPEARED TO BE A GROUP OF WHITE-REDDISH FLARES, THE CENTER BEING WHITE WITH THE EDGES BEING REDDISH IN COLOUR.
7) OBSERVED FOR APPROX 30 SECONDS.
8) NO SOUNDS WERE HEARD, OBJECT APPEARED TO BE TRAVELLING IN AN EASTWARD DIRECTION, IN LEVEL FLIGHT.

UNQUOTE. F DIV. R.C.M.POLICE IDENTIFIED AS POSSIBLE METEOR

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA/ CONSEIL NATIONAL DE RECHERCHES DU CANADA
UNCLAS 22NR-SD-029

NRC FOR HERZBERG/INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS

SUBJ: UFO REPORT

A. 0208352 OCT-79

B. CLEAR

C. MRS. SALLY MCCHARLES RR NR3 POWASSAN-ONT 724-3015

D. REF' C ABOVE-ONE OBJECT EAST AND ONE WEST

E. MRS. SALLY MCCHARLES FAMILY

F. SHAPED LIKE A CHILD'S PRAY-TOP: RED TOP, YELLOW CENTRE,
   BLUE BASE, STATIONARY

G. ONE HOUR

H. SOUNDLESS

BT

#8001
CCV0292CAPA026 UU 764 COMM CMN.
PP RCCPIRA
DE RCCALIX 0001 2750140
EX UUUU
D6 0205502 OCT 79
FM 22 NHQ NORTH BAY
TO RCCWC/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS 22NE SD 029.
NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 0205502 OCT 79
B. CLEAR
C. MRS SALLY MCCARLLES RR NR3 POWASSAN ONT 724-3815
D. REV C ABOVE ONE OBJECT EAST AND ONE WEST
E. MRS SALLY MCCARLLES FAMILY
F. SHAPED LIKE A CHILD'S PLAY TOP: RED TOP, YELLOW CENTRE,
BLUE BASE, STATIONARY
G. ONE HOUR
H. SOUNDLESS
BT
0001
NGC DETEOTT
COMM SGNOTT
PURD009
P 051-400Z OCT 79
FM CPS DANA
TO RCCW/CRCW OTTAWA
INFO RCCW/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
PT
UNCLAS GCP/PSO 56
NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
REF: CFAO 71-1
1: A, 05 OCT 79 0140Z
P, CLEAR
C, MR JEFF SUGARMAN, 8TH ST, SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN, MR JOHN DEMIS,
AVX P, SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN
D, AT RESIDENT LOCATIONS ABOVE
E, NIL
F: 20/25 OBJECTS 800FT APPROX COLOUR WHITE MOVING WEST TO EAST
SOUNDS
PT
NGC DETEOTT
COMM SGNOTT

NGC DETEOTT
COMM SGNOTT
PURD009
P 051-400Z OCT 79
FM CPS DANA
TO RCCW/CRCW OTTAWA
INFO RCCW/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
PT
UNCLAS GCP/PSO 56
NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT
REF: CFAO 71-1
1: A, 05 OCT 79 0140Z
P, CLEAR
C, MR JEFF SUGARMAN, 8TH ST, SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN, MR JOHN DEMIS,
AVX P, SASKATOON, SASKATCHEWAN
D, AT RESIDENT LOCATIONS ABOVE
E, NIL
F: 20/25 OBJECTS 800FT APPROX COLOUR WHITE MOVING WEST TO EAST
SOUNDS
PT
NGC DETEOTT
COMM SGNOTT
IT IS REQUESTED THAT E DIV NOTIFY THE N.R.C. AT TELEX NOS. 053-3715 CONCERNING THE FOLLOWING SITING OF A U.F.O.

AT APPROXIMATELY 00120 HOURS, 79-10-05, DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME, REG. NO. 29294 CST A.B.M. MILLER, SIGHTED THE FOLLOWING U.F.O. WHILE HE WAS PARKED IN HIS POLICE CAR ON LAC LE JEUNE ROAD, KAMLOOPS, B.C., CLOUD COVER AT THE TIME OF SIGHTING LIGHT, 4/10THS OF WHICH COULD NOT BE SEEN THROUGH. AT THIS TIME A DULL ORANGE LIGHT WITH THE APPEARANCE OF A FLARE APPEARED IN THE SKY APPROXIMATELY 1/2 MILE WEST OF THE POLICE CAR AND REMAINED THERE FOR APPROXIMATELY FIVE TO TEN SECONDS AND THEN DISAPPEARED. ABOUT THIRTY SECONDS LATER A HUGE CRAFT APPEARED TO APPEAR DIRECTLY OVERHEAD OF THE WRITER WITH A SUDEN BURST OF EIGHT TO TEN EXTREMELY BRIGHT LIGHTS. THE THING REMAINED STATIONARY FOR APPROXIMATELY TEN TO FIFTEEN SECONDS AND THEN HEADED EAST AT AN EXTREME RATE OF SPEED. WITHIN TWENTY TO THIRTY SECONDS IT DISAPPEARED FROM SIGHT OVER THE MOUNTAINS NEAR MT. LOLO. WHEN IT FIRST WAS SIGHTED AND WHEN IT PROPELLED EAST NO SOUND COULD BE HEARD FROM IT.
WHILE THE CRAFT WAS OVERHEAD AND AFTER IT LEFT, CST OTTO, WHO WAS NEAR LAC LE JEUNE TURN-OFF, ADVISED HE SMELLED A STRONG ODOR OF SOMETHING SIMILAR TO A FUSE FLARE.

SEVERAL MEMBERS AND A NUMBER OF CIVILIANS SAW THE CRAFT WHILE IT WAS MOVING, HOWEVER NO ONE SAW IT STATIONARY.

MOST REPORTS INDICATE IT WOULD HAVE BEEN APPROXIMATELY AT CLOUD LEVEL WHICH WOULD BE 1/4 TO 1/2 MILE HIGH AS IT APPEARED TO LIGHT UP CLOUDS AND SMOG AS IT TRAVELED.

THE WHOLE TIME IT MOVED, IT APPEARED TO BE ONE CRAFT, AS ALL THE LIGHTS REMAINED IN PROPORTION THE WHOLE DISTANCE.

IF IT WAS ONE CRAFT IT WAS A MINIMUM OF 1000 FEET IN LENGTH AND HAD A TAIL APPROXIMATELY 100 FEET.

THE SIGHTING HERE APPEARED AT 00120 HOURS, SALMON ARM ADVISES IT WAS SIGHTED AT 00188 HOURS AND REVELSTOKE REPORTS IT AT 00130 HOURS. ALL REPORTS INDICATE IT WAS APPROXIMATELY 1/4 TO 1/2 MILE OFF THE GROUND AND APPROXIMATELY 1000 FEET OR MORE IN LENGTH.

MT. LOLO RADAR BASE WAS ADVISED OF THE OCCURRENCE, HOWEVER WOULD NOT OFFER ANY FURTHER INFO.

NORAD HQ WAS CONTACTED AND ADVISED THAT THE SIGHTING WAS THE RE-ENTRY OF A RUSSIAN SPACESHIP.

IN VIEW OF THE FORGOING A REPORT WILL NOT BE SUBMITTED UNLESS OTHERWISE REQUESTED. UNQUOTE

PLEASE ADVISE IF A FURTHER REPORT WILL BE REQUIRED.
DE RCTAIX 0002 2070130
ZNR RRQUU
P E 1401002 OCT 79
FM 22NRHQ NORTH BAY
TO RRCWC/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCPTRA/NRC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS 22NRCC 031
FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 132310Z
B. "CLEAR, CLOUDING OVER BY END OF SIGHTING"
C. MRS. "ELIZABETH" NORMAN, 859 TACKABERRY DR., NORTH BAY ONT 474-4659
D. SEEN AT "LOCATION" IN ITEM C
E. MRS MITCHELL, MOTHER OF MRS. NORMAN
F. UNUSUALLY BRIGHT STATIONARY RED AND GREEN OBJECT. SEEMED TO BE GETTING SLOWLY BRIGHTER AND LARGER WHEN FIRST NOTICED. OBSERVER SUGGESTED OBJECT MIGHT BE A STAR OR PLANET EXCEPT FOR UNUSUAL BRILLIANCE. OBJECT SEEN TO THE NORTH, IN DIRECTION OF DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS BLDG., ABOVE AREA KNOWN AS THIBAULT HILL. OBSERVER SAYS OBJECT WAS NOT LIGHTS FROM RADIO TOWER WHICH IS IN SAME VICINITY

PAGE 2 ECCALX9992 UNCLAS
G. 85 MINUTES
H. NORTH BAY TOWER OPERATOR REPORTED A STARRY SKY BUT NOTHING UNUSUAL
BT
#9992
PP-RCCPIRA
DE RCCALXX 0002 2870138
ZNR UUUUU
PR 140100Z OCT 79
FM 22NRCC NORTH BAY
TO RCCW/NDOC OTTAWA
INFO RCCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS 22NRCC 031
FOR HEINZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 132310Z
B. CLEAR, CLOUDING OVER BY END OF SIGHTING
C. MRS. ELIZABETH NORMAN, 859 TACKABERRY DR., NORTH BAY ONT 474-4659
D. SEEN AT LOCATION IN ITEM C
E. MRS MITCHELL, MOTHER OF MRS. NORMAN
F. UNUSUALLY BRIGHT STATIONARY RED AND GREEN OBJECT. SEEMED TO
BE GETTING SLOWLY BRIGHTER AND LARGER WHEN FIRST NOTICED. OBSERVER
SUGGESTED OBJECT MIGHT BE A STAR OR PLANET EXCEPT FOR UNUSUAL
BRILLIANCE. OBJECT SEEN TO THE NORTH, IN DIRECTION OF DEPARTMENT
OF TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS BLDG., ABOVE AREA KNOWN AS
THIBAULT HILL. OBSERVER SAYS OBJECT WAS NOT LIGHTS FROM RADIO
TOWER WHICH IS IN SAME VICINITY

PAGE 2 RCCALXX0002 UNCLAS
G. 85 MINUTES
H. NORTH BAY TOWER OPERATOR REPORTED A STARRY SKY BUT NOTHING
UNUSUAL
BT
#0002
NRC DEE OTT

COMM SGN OTT
P 003/17
P 170735Z OCT 79
FM RCG VICTORIA
NRC OTT end
TO NRC OTTOTTAKA
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL (NRC) OTTAWA end
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
UFO REPORT
A. 170330Z
B. VERY CLEAR
C. CONSTABLE PETE FORBES SQUAMISH ROMP
D. LIONS BEY SAW ROUND (425S 12314W)
E. OTHER CONSTABLE AND UNIDENTIFIED COMPLAINTANT
F. BRIGHT STAR LIKE WITH NAKED EYE WITH APPEARANCE
OF ROTATION THRU BINOCULARS CLEARLY
ROTATING AND COLOURED CHANGES OF RED-YELLOW
-GREEN STATY ALITUDE AND NO MOVEMENT APPEARED
STATIONARY FOR APPROX 20 MINUTES OVER GAMBIER ISL TO WEST OF LIONS BEY. OBSERVERS THEN MOVED NORTH TO BRUNSWICK PT
(4931N 12316W)
AND RELATIVE FEARING CHANGED APPROX 45 DEGREES AND STILL
OVER GAMBIER ISLAND
APPROX DISTANCE APPEARED TO BE ABOUT 12 MILES. AND OBJECT
CHANGED RELATIVE TO BLACKGROUND STARS FROM THE TWO OBSERVED
POSITIONS SEEN FROM BRUNSWICK PT FOR ADDITIONAL 10-15 MINS AND
OBSERVER LOOKED AWAY FOR 2 OR 3 MINUTES AND OBJECT WAS GONE
NO A/C SOUNDS WERE HEARD
G. APPROXIMATELY 1/2 HOUR
H. N/A

NRC DEE OTT
COMM SGN OTT
PUZ 003/17
P 170725Z OCT 79
FM RCC VICTORIA
NDC OTTAWA
TO HQD OTTAWA
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL (NRC) OTTAWA ONT
UNCLAS RCC 487
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
UFO REPORT
A: 170330Z
B: VERY CLEAR
C: CONSTABLE PETE FORBES SQUAMISH RCMP
D: LIONS BAY HOWE SOUND (492N 1231W)
E: OTHER CONSTABLE AND UNIDENTIFIED COMPLAINTANT
F: BRIGHT STAR LIKE WITH NAKED EYE WITH APPEARANCE
   OF ROTATION THRU BINOCULARS CLEARLY
   ROTATING AND COLOURED CHANGES OF RED-YELLOW
   -GREEN STEADY ALTITUDE AND NO MOVEMENT APPEARED
   STATIONARY FOR APPROX 20 MINUTES OVER GAMBIER ISL TO WEST
   OF LIONS BAY. OBSERVERS THEN MOVED NORTH TO BRUNSWICK PT
   (4931N 12316W)
   AND RELATIVE BEARING CHANGED APPROX 45 DEGREES AND STILL
   OVER GAMBIER ISLAND
   APPROX DISTANCE APPEARED TO BE ABOUT 12 MILES; AND OBJECT
   CHANGED RELATIVE TO BACKGROUND STARS FROM THE TWO OBSERVED
   POSITIONS SEEN FROM BRUNSWICK PT FOR ADDITIONAL 10-15 MINS AND
   OBSERVER LOOKED AWAY FOR 2 OR 3 MINUTES AND OBJECT WAS GONE
   NO A/C SOUNDS WERE HEARD
G: APPROXIMATELY 1/2 HOUR
H: N/A
UNCLAS 22RCC 033
"FOR HERBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 180825Z
B. CLEAR
C. MRS DOT WAGNER, 250 BARBER AVE, NORTH BAY, 474-0632
D. TROUT LAKE TUMP STATION
E. NIL
F. ROUND - STREAKY, RED AND BRIGHT WHITE, LOW ALTITUDE,
ESTIMATED IN A 45 DEGREE DESCENT, 1 OBJECT
G. 20 TO 30 SECONDS
H. DIRECTION, RIGHT TO LEFT, NE
BT
#3091
1. Round - streaky, red and bright white, low altitude.
2. Estimated in a 45 degree descent. 1 object
3. 20 to 30 seconds
4. Direction, right to left, NE

National Research Council of Canada/Consell national de recherches du Canada

RG 77, Vol. 309
Dear Sir,


1. Date: 79-10-22
   Time: 20:00 Hrs.

2. Condition of sky: Clear sky.

3. Witnesses:
   - Mr. Albert MAILLET (Tel. 532-5481)
     Tipperary St., Shediac, West. Co., N.B.
   - Mrs. Albert MAILLET,
     Same As Above.
   - Son of above two previous persons and his friends.
   - Mr. Arthur CORNIER - 19 Gallagher St.,
     Shediac, West. Co., N.B.

4. Above witnesses were at or near Mr. Albert MAILLET's residence in Shediac, N.B.

5. As per witnesses, there were five or six objects flying at an altitude of approximately what an helicopter flies, objects would have a yellow light under it which would make it impossible to described the shape of the objects. Objects were proceeding North.

6. Approximately 15 minutes.

\[\text{N79/106}\]
7. There were other unknown witnesses to this U.F.O. Information revealed that witnesses were reliable.

Yours very truly,

[Signature]

J.F.M. RICHARD, Cst.
Shediac Detachment.

C.J. MW, Sgt.
1/C Shediac Det.
Parrol h.
Metropolitan #16
290 St. Nelan
Ott. KIN 7S3

30 Nov. 49, 9:15 p.m.
Block 02:15

Bright night
S.W. Jacobson

[Signature]

Received by ARC
Nov. 2/49

looks like a flere.
NRC DEE OTT
COMM SON OTT
PUZ005
P 311150Z OCT 79
FM RCC VICTORIA
TO NDHO OTTAWA
NDHO OTTAWA
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL (NRC) OTTAWA ONT

BT
RCC 504
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
UFO REPORT
A. 3110362
B. VERY CLEAR
C. CLARENCE WALTER TKACHOK
D. 15865 28 AVE SOUTH SURREY BC (4906N 12305W - RESIDENCE)
E. WIFE
F. BRIGHT STAR LIKE OBJECT SEEN WITH NAKED EYE
MOVING EXTREMELY SLOWLY FROM HORIZON AND UP,
LIGHTING ARRANGEMENT - STARBOARD GREEN - PORT RED
CENTER WHITE - RED AND GREEN SOMETIMES FLASHING,
WHEN OUTSIDE OF HOUSE CAN SEE OBJECT ALONG WITH
OTHER STARS. WHEN INSIDE THE STARS ARE NOT VISIBLE
BUT THE OBJECT STANDS OUT. (SEEN THRU WINDOW)
G. FOR OVER ONE HOUR
H. N/A

BT

NRC DEE OTT
COMM SON OTT
PP RCCUC
DE RCWENLA 0354 3041154
ZMR UUUU
P.3111502 OCT 79
FM RCC VICTORIA
TO RCCUC/NDIC OTTAWA
RCCUC/NDIC OTTAWA
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL (NRC) OTTAWA ONT
BT
UNCLAS RCC 504
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
UFO REPORT
A. 3110342
B. VERY CLEAR
C. CLARENCE WALTER TKACHOK
D. 15842 28 AVE SOUTH SURREY BC 4906N 12309W - RESIDENCE
E. WIFE
F. BRIGHT STAR LIKE OBJECT SEEN WITH NAKED EYE
MOVING EXTREMELY SLOWLY FROM HORIZON AND UP,
LIGHTING ARRANGEMENT - STARBOARD GREEN - PORT RED -
CENTER WHITE. RED AND GREEN SOMETIMES FLASHING.
WHEN OUTSIDE OF HOUSE CAN SEE OBJECT ALONG WITH
OTHER STARS. WHEN INSIDE THE STARS ARE NOT VISIBLE

PAGE 2 RCWENLA 0354 UNCLAS
BUT THE OBJECT STANDS OUT. (SEEN THRU WINDOW)
G. FOR OVER ONE HOUR
H. N/A

BT
#0354
P 3111502 OCT 79
FM RCC VICTORIA
TO RCCVC/NDHQ OTTAWA
RCCVC/NDHQ OTTAWA
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL (NRC). OTTAWA ONT
BT
UNCLAS RCC 504
NRC FOR RADIO AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING DIVISION
UFO REPORT
A. 3110362
B. VERY CLEAR
C. CLARENCE WALTER TKACHOK
D. 15645 28 AVE SOUTH SURREY BC (4908N 12305W - RESIDENCE)
E. UNE
F. BRIGHT STAR LIKE OBJECT SEEN WITH NAKED EYE
MOVING EXTREMELY SLOWLY FROM HORIZON AND UP,
LIGHTING ARRANGEMENT - STARBOARD GREEN - PORT RED -
CENTER WHITE. RED AND GREEN SOMETIMES FLASHING.
WHEN OUTSIDE OF HOUSE CAN SEE OBJECT ALONG WITH
OTHER STARS. WHEN INSIDE THE STARS ARE NOT VISIBLE

PAGE 2 RCCVC LA 0354 UNCLAS
BUT THE OBJECT STANDS OUT. (SEEN THRU WINDOW)
G. FOR OVER ONE HOUR
H. N/A
BT
#0354
SUBJECT: UFO REPORT

A. FRIDAY EVENING 1920 HRS
B. DARK AND HAZY
C. RUTH BARNESKELL, RR 3 SUBURY, 522-9784
D. SOUTH OF KILLARNEY RD TRAVELLING SOUTH HWY 69
E. BARRY - HUSBAND
F. WHITE ROUND BALL, GREENISH BLUE TRAIL
   SEEMED TO BE VERY CLOSE
G. 05-10 SEC
H. NIL

IDENTIFIED AS POSSIBLE METEOR.
UFO REPORT

A Date and-time of sighting (GMT) 02 Nov 1979 11:30:00

B Condition of sky (clear, cloudy, haze, etc.)

C Identification of observer. MAXINE POWRING

D Location of observer at time of sighting. WALKING N E V SPACING AVE. TORONTO

E Identification of other persons also observing the UFO.

F Description of sighting (shape, colour, altitude, movement, number of UFOs, etc.). LARGE RED BALL. TAPERED + RFT TAIL OF SHIPS

G Duration of observation. 30 SECONDS. NEW OF OBSERVER

H Any other relevant information. DID NOT BEHAVE LIKE A CLAPE

IDENTIFIED AS POSSIBLE METEOR

Reported by MAXINE POWRING

Address 5700 YOWEIG 57

Telephone 226-9044

REVIEWED 11/28/79

IDENTIFIED AS POSSIBLE METEOR
Telephoned by T.J. McCartney of Ottawa.

- An aircraft controller, on his way home from Ottawa airport.


Place: From Riverside Drive, near Mooney's Bay.

Observation: In the west. A bright white light moved swiftly downward and disappeared behind roof tops. Duration of event less than 1 second.

Angular dimensions - greater than a first magnitude star, and less than 1/6 diameter of the moon.

This report recorded at NRC 16/11/79.

NOTE: Description fits that of a bright meteor.

IDENTIFIED AS POSSIBLE METEOR
UFO REPORT

A Date and time of sighting (GMT)
08 Nov 1130 Local

B Condition of sky (clear, cloudy, haze, etc).

C Identification of observer.
PauUie RAY

D Location of observer at time of sighting.
E. P. Plexus HILL

E Identification of other persons also observing the UFO.

F Description of sighting (shape, colour, altitude, movement, number of UFOs, etc).
CIRCULAR, VERY BRIGHT Red with yellow,
MOVING from NORTH TO SE. IN AN Arc.

G Duration of observation.
30 Seconds

H Any other relevant information.

IDENTIFIED AS POSSIBLE METEOR

Reported by PauUie RAY.

Address 10 Smallman Ave.

Telephone 781-6195

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA
Consell national de recherches du Canada
UFO REPORT

Telephoned by T.J. McCartney of Ottawa. 

An aircraft controller, on his way home from Ottawa airport.


Place: From Riverside Drive, near Mooney's Bay.

Observation: In the west. A bright white light moved swiftly downward and disappeared behind roof tops. Duration of event less than 1 second.

Angular dimensions - greater than a first magnitude star, and less than 1/6 diameter of the moon.

This report recorded at NRC 16/11/79.

NOTE: Description fits that of a bright meteor.

IDENTIFIED AS POSSIBLE METEOR
**OCCURRENCE REPORT**

**RAPPORT D'INCIDENT**

**OCCURRENCE NO.**

79/401

**DATE**

79-01-31

**TIME**

1720

**NORTH**

HOPE

**ADDRESS**

Mr. MURPHY

**PHONE NO.**

863-2357

**LOCATION OF OCCURRENCE**

31181 Front St., Yale, B.C.

**NOTES**

Yale (in the sky)

**REMARKS**

C. LYNDON

Cst. R. Lamb

---

C. called office advising that approx. 10 minutes ago he saw a ball of fire in the sky. C. saw nothing before the fire and nothing after. C. also did not hear any noise previously, such as an airplane, etc.

Cst. Lamb advised

1725: Air Sea Rescue (732-4141) advised, requested to check if they had any info on overdue planes. Negative at this time would check further and advise.

C. could not give any location other than behind (North) of Yale.

1755: Air Sea Rescue called advising checks done. Vancouver Air Traffic control negative. Believed it may possibly have been a landing light being turned on or a flash from sun hitting an aircraft.

Cst. Lamb Advised.

C.L.

Talked with Cst. Dersch in regards to this matter, he advised that Cst. Leyh had seen item in sky also. At this time it appears same was probably a meteor or something similar.

Attended and talked with C. in Yale. He stated that he only saw a flash of white light and that it quite possibly could be a meteor. He was quite happy with action. Unless further is learned this file will be

CONCLUDED HERE.
VIA 395
ZCZC VIA396 051032
IVA 611 VAC 735

Dr W Danner Geological Science
Kweza/University of British Columbia
Vancouver BC V6T 1W5

UNCLAS RCC 469
NDHQ FOR NDGC, UBC FOR DR. W. DANNER
FIREBALL AND METEORITE OBSERVATIONS
A. 050700Z OCT 79
B. HIGH THIN SCATTERED CLOUD, VISIBILITY 15 MILES PLUS
C. SHIPS ALL ALONG WEST COAST VANCOUVER ISLAND
D. UNKNOWN
E. REPORTED TO BE VERY BRIGHT
F. RED, ORANGE AND WHITE
G. UNKNOWN, INITIAL REPORTS THOUGHT THEY SAW AIRCRAFT BREAKING UP
H. ESTIMATES OF UP TO ONE MINUTE
J. UNKNOWN
K. WEST TO EAST DECREASING IN ELEVATION
L. MANY REPORTS CAME FROM AMERICAN AND CANADIAN WARSHIPS ENGAGED IN MILITARY EXERCISE KERVA PULLATICH II (TWO)
D.A. RCC VICTORIA
TO RCCVC/CHIO OTTAIA
ZEN/CCG/CC
P 2013/02 NOV 79
FM CFB MONTREAL
TO RCCVC/NDOC OTTAWA
ZEN/FMC/ST HUBERT
INFO RCCVC/NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
BT
Q/V/R/CO/PAL/SECR 6163
FMCH FOR SSO 1 AND 5
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTRO-
PHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
REF: CFRO 71-1 PARA 11
A. 200030Z NOV 79
B. CLOURY
C. 216 902 203 M. FORGET ANDRE 2045 BLVD COUIN EAST MONTREAL QUE
PHONE (514) 388-2514
D. ON HIGHWAY 20, ADJACENT TO BOURCERVILLE MUNICIPALITY, NEAR
EXIT NO 95
E. NIL
F. OVAL, DULL GREY SHIP FLYING ABOUT 15 FEET ALTITUDE WITH NO
ONAM:
NRC DEE OTT

ONAM ON OTT
PUZO02/20
P 200305Z NOV 79
FM CANADIAN FORCES STATION SYDNEY NS
TO NATIONAL DEFENCE OPERATIONS CENTER OTTAWA ONT
INFO NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE
OF ASTROPHYSICS
DO 56
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
A. 200305Z NOV 79
P. CLEAR
C. MR AND MRS BILL REEVES, BLACKETTS LAKE, 539-4541
F. AT HIS HOME
F. NIL
F. ROUND IN SHAPE, BLUE RED AND GREEN IN COLOUR, ALTITUDE ABOUT
60 DEGREES ANGLE FROM HORIZON, LATERAL MOVEMENT
G. 10 MINS
H. NIL

NRC DEE OTT
PP CPIRA
DE RCCBQQA 0001 3299057
ZNR UUUU
P 240036Z NOV 79
FM CFB TORONTO
TO RCCW/C/NDW OTTAWA
INFO RCCPIRA/NRC OTTAWA
BT
UNCLAS MP-1
NRC FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
UFO REPORT
A. 24 NOV 79 1700-1815 HRS
B. CLEAR
C. MR. WAGNER FERDINAND 440 LAKE FRONT, TORONTO, ONT.
TEL 699-0711
D. IN VEHICLE TRAVELLING WEST ON 401.
E. MRS. WAGNER MARGARET (WIFE)
F. BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT WITH STRONG RAYS.
G. ON HOUR FIFTEEN MIN.
H. SPOTTED OVER PICKERING POWER PLANT
I. WAS SEEN CHASED FROM THE AREA BY A SMALL PLANE
BT
#0061
LAS MP-1
FOR HERZBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
REPORT
1 NOV 79 1700-1815 HRS
FOR
R. WAGNER FERDINAND, 440 LAKE FRONT, TORONTO, ONT.
99-0711
VEHICLE TRAVELING WEST ON 401.
R. WAGNER MARGARET (WIFE)
RIGHT WHITE LIGHT WITH STRONG RAYS
0. ON HOUR FIFTEEN MIN.
H. SPOTTED OVER PICKERING POWER PLANT
I. WAS SEEN CHASED FROM THE AREA BY A SMALL PLANE
ET
#0001
NRC OTT
COMM SQN OTT
P0Z 004/87
P 8680462 NOV 79
FM CFB BORDEN
TO NDOC OTTAWA
UNCLAS BOR AD 8090
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OTTAWA
FOR GHEREBERG INSTITUTE OF ASTROPHYSICS
SUBJ: UFO REPORT
REF: CFAO 71-1
I. UFO REPORT
A. 84 NOV 79 1733 HRS
B. U/A
C. MR TH STEWART RR 5 COLDWATER ONT
D. 3 MI W/S EAST OF DRILLIA/NEWSTEAD TOWN LINE
E. NIL
F. ORANGE GLOW WITH RING AROUND IT ABOVE HORIZON
G. 10 MIN
H. NIL
* NRC OTT
COMM SQN OTT